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The Hearfiand Water Resources Council of Central Illinois, which represents
the Peoria Area, is especially pleased to serve as the local host for this Illinois River
conference because of its historical significance. It was just 300 years ago that a
party of Frenchmen, fur traders, and missionaries, led by French military men Henry
de Tonti and Francois de LaForest, traveled from Starved Rock to construct Fort St.
Louis II on the shores of Peoria Lake. They were accompanied by thousands of
native Americans who had named this area 'Pimiteoui,' or 'Land of Great
Abundance." This year the Peoria Area is celebrating the 300th anniversary marking
the establishment of the first European settlement in Illinois at what is now the city
of Peoria.
Journals from these early explorers indicate that they marveled at the sight of
the deep clear waters of the Illinois River and were in awe at how the area
abounded with fish and wildlife. Such awe-inspiring sites are now rare because the
Illinois River System has fallen victim to a variety of destructive and wasteful
environmental management practices that threaten its very existence.
The Illinois River system is our state's most important Lrdand water resource.
It is part of the seventh largest rioter system in the world, draining nearly 18.5
million acres in three states. As each of us in this room must acknowledge, the
Illinois River system is in jeopardy, and only through efforts like this conference will
solutions to the river's problems be found.
The governor of Illinois, Mr. Jim Edgar, has recognized the tremendous
importance of the Illinois River system to our state and also realizes it provides a key
environmental challenge. Consequently, the 1991 Conference on the Management of
the Illinois River system has been designated a Governor's Conference, and a special
Governor's proclamation has been issued to emphasize our state's commitment to
conscientiouslymanagethis important natural resourcefor the benefit of future
generations.
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, the IllinoisRiver System isan integralpart of our
state'sgeography, history,economy, and ecology; and
WHEREAS, the IllinoisStateWater Plan Task Force has
identifiedsedimentation and erosion as the top problems our water
resources are facing;and
WHEREAS, the IllinoisRiver,itsbackwater lakes and wetlands,
and the naturalhabitatsthey once provided are particularlyaffectedby
sedimentation; and
WHEREAS, the continuing degradation of the IllinoisRiver
System wiU severely impact our state'sfutureeconomical, recreational,
and environmental development; and
WHEREAS, our stateshould embrace an integratedapproach
to large-river management (viewing rivers as systems) and think and
work according to a well-coordinated, efficient, and continuous
management program for our river;
THEREFORE, I, Jim Edgar, Governor of the State of Illinois,
call for a continuing commitment and expanded cooperation among all
state,federal,and localagencies;agricultural,business, and industrial
communities; and citizensand privateorganizationsto meet these
challenges and ensure the well-being of the ILLINOIS RIVER,
preserving and expanding the roleof the riveras a vitaleconomic,
recreational,and environmental resource in our state.
IslJim Edgar
Governor of the State of Illinois
October 16, 1991
Although Governor Jim Edgar is unable to be here because he is representing
Illinois at the Midwest Governor's Conference in Iowa, we are very pleased to
announce that Mr. Bob Kustra, our lieutenant governor, will be attending and will
serve as our featured speaker for our closing luncheon tomorrow.
Two years ago, following the 1989 Illinois River Conference, a statewide
planning committee was formed to begin making plans for the conference convening
here today. I feel these committee members have done an outstanding job of
developing the program and making the necessary arrangements. This committee
will be introduced at the luncheon today, but at this time, I would like to especially
recognize the efforts of two individuals. First is the co-chair for this conference,
Roberta Parks, vice president of government relations for the Peoria Area Chamber
of Commerce. Robertawill be chairing the conferencesessionstomorrow. Roberta,
thank you for the excellent leadership you have provided this conference.
I would also like to recognize Bonnie Noble, the executive director of the
Heartland Water Resources Council of Central minois. Bonnie and the Heartland
Water Resources Council have been handling the many local arrangements necessary
to make this conference successful.
On behalf of the planning committee, I hope you will this conference
informative, stimulating, and enjoyable. Our dinner and cruise this evening aboard
the Spirit of Peoria promises to provide an excellent social opportunity for our
conference participants.
We are especially pleased to have United Artists Cablevision televising the
presentations at this conference. These will be shown, on a taped-delay basis, to
central Illinois viewers on cable Channel 22 over the next several months.
Today, the 1991 Governor's Conference on the Management of the Illinois
River System will feature sessions on management perspectives for the Illinois River,
river-based resources, environmental concerns, management strategies, and fiver
issues and initiatives. At this time, I would like to ask for the lights to be dimmed
and for us to view a 3-minute video that wiU set the stage for our discussions over
the next two days.
(Video Presentation)
I would like to thank Jon Rodsater, with the Illinois State Water Survey, for
developing this excellent conference video.
I am very pleased to see the interest and enthusiasm for the Illinois River that
is being generated by your attendance and participation here today. As of this
morning, over 250 participants have registered. At this time, before proceeding with
our morning program, we will be formally welcomed by Mayor Jim Maloof of Peoria
and Mr. Tim Howard, Vice Chairman of the Peoria County Board.
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PERSPECTIVESON THE FUTUREMANAGEMENT OF THE ILLINOIS RIVER
SYSTEM
Donald R. Vonnahme, Director
Division of Water Resources
IllinoisDepartment of Transportation
3215 Executive Park Drive,P.O. Box 1948
Springfield, Illinois 62794-9484
ABSTRACT
Over the lastdecade, a number of activitiesundertaken by federal,stateand
localgovernments have refocused the attentionof allNatural Resource agencies to
the issues,problems and needs of the IllinoisRiver System. A number of these
activitieshave also supplied needed directionand insightfor addressing appropriate
solutionsto these problems and needs.
The State of Illinoismust continue to support the activitiesof the federal,state
and localagencies responsiblefor the management of the IllinoisRiVer System.
l_utureactivitieswillfallintothe general categoriesofmodernization of the
transportationsystem, restorationof qualityimpaired habitatssuch as backwater
lakes,and preservation of the remaining naturalresources such as wetlands and
riparianvegetation.The insightand lessons learned through the implementation of
the Upper MississippiRiver Environmental Management Program should have a
profound effecton the future directionand activitiesundertaken by both stateand
federalagencies for habitatrestorationand management in the IllinoisRiver Basin.
Needs remain for the future development of a Comprehensive management
program forPeoria Lake followed by a seriesofc0mprehensive management and i
restorationplans for the high valued backwater areas and bottomland lakes. These
activitiesneed to be accompanied by improved plans and programs for tributary
watershed management such as stream bed and bank Stabilization,riparianhabitat
restoration,and the continued implementation of programs for sediment and erosion
controlfor both agriculturaland urban areas.
INTRODUCTION
A number of significant Federal, State and local activities have been initiated
during the last ten years which will have a profound effect on the future
management of the resources of the Illinois River System. These activities have set
the course for the direction of the modernization of the waterway transportation
system, restoration of quality impaired habitats, and preservation of the remaining
natural resources such as wetlands and riparian habitat.
MODERNIZATION OF THE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
The Illinois waterway _ystem is a is valuable transportation resource of the State
of Illinois. Illinois ranks second in the nation in the number of miles of inland
waterways. Of the 2000 miles of waterways that serve Illinois, the 368 miles of the
Illinois Waterway carries 49% of the total tons of traffic that have an origin and/or
destination within the state. Commercial tonnage on the Illinois Waterway has
grown from 1.7 million tons in 1935 to approximately 46 million tons in 1990. Traffic
is expected to continue growing, and three of the lllinois Waterway's eight locks
were identified by the '1988 Inland Waterway Review' as among the 20 locks with
the highest average delays, total delays, total processing times, lockage times, and
lock utilization in the country's entire inland waterway system.
A Corps of Engineers study entitled the 'Illinois Waterway Reconnaissance
Report' was completed in the Spring of 1991. This study concluded that improved
navigation facilities are needed on the Illinois Waterway Navigation System and
recommended that the next level of feasibility studies be completed. Although this
study was not designed to provide a final assessment of navigation needs and their
environmental impacts, significant conclusions were reached concerning the nature
of the issues involved in system modernization, potential solutions demanding
further consideration, and the range of benefits and costs that could be expected
from modernization. Based on projected traffic demand and the need for capacity
expansion, the reconnaissance report concludes that the top priorities for lock
improvement, in order, are:
• LaGrange - construct 1,200 x 110 foot lock @ $380 million
• Peoria - construct 1,200 x 110 foot lock @ $390 million
• Marseilles - widen Marseilles Canal @ $8.1 million
As a potential alternative to building new locks at LaGrange and Peoria, the
report recommends examining the possibi]ity of replacing the LaGrange and Peoria
facilities with a new lock and dam near LaGrange. The report also concludes, based
on traffic projections, that nonstructural and minor structural measures could be
used to extend the economic life of existing structures for a period of 50 years. The
report further recognized that additional studies will be required to identify
navigation impacts and identify environmental enhancement oppor_nities.
As approvedby Corps Headquarters, the reconnaissance report recommends that
a feasibility study be undertaken to:
• prioritize capital investment recommendations for the Illinois Waterway
navigation system for the 50-year planning horizon;
• address system-wide environmental impacts of proposed plans;
• provide appropriate National Environmental Policy Act documentation;
and
• complete detailed engineering, economic, and environmental studies at
the first priority site (LaGrange Lock).
O
The cost of the feasibility study is estimated at $10.3 million. The future funding
of this study is not certain at this time but, once _this study is initiated, it should
become a major factor in determining the future of the Illinois River System. The
need for transportation improvements has already been defined. The future of the
Illinois Waterway will depend on the completion of this feasibility study.
RESTORATION OF QUALITY IMPAIRED HABITATS
VVhen congress authorized the replacement of Lock arid Dam 26, the Upper
Mississippi River Basin Association was also directed to prepare a Comprehensive
Master Plan for the Management of the Upper Mississippi River System including
the Illinois Waterway System. The Master Plan recommended that Congress
authorize and fund a ten-year Environmental Management Program totalling some
$191 million. This program was designed to deal with past, present and future
deterioration of the fish and wildlife habitat of the river system.
A General Plan for the implementation of the Upper Mississippi River System--
Environmental Management Program was completed by the North Central Division;
U;S. Army Corps of Engineers in January, 1986. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service1
Region 3, and the five affected states (Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, and
Wisconsin) participated through the Upper Mississippi River Basin_ Association, in
developing the General Plan. Habitat Rehabilitation and Enhancement Projects
(HREP), Long-term Resource Monitoring (LTRM), Recreation Projects, a study on the
Economic impacts of Recreation and Navigation Traffic Monitoring are the five
elements of the General (EMF) Plan. Approximately 95% of the currently:authorized
$191 millionforEMP isfor the HREP and LTRM elements of the plan.
Initialfunding levelshad fallenshort of the authorized amount but a concerted
effortby the statesthrough the upper MississippiRiver Basin Association convinced
Congress to fullyfund the program for PY 1992, as well as extend the program to
the year 2002. There are present/yeight major EMP projectsunderway along the
IllinoisRiver,most of which are designed to counteract side channel and backwater
sedimentation. These projectsare located atPeoria Lake, Banner Marsh, Rice Lake,
Chautauqua Refuge, Sanganois WildlifeArea, Stump Lake Complex, Swan Lake
Refuge, and Calhoun Point. Estimates for the completion of constructionfor these
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projects is as follows: Peoria Lake - 12193, Banner Marsh - 9/96, Rice Lake- 9/97,
Chautauqua Refuge- 9/93, Sanganois Wildlife Area - unscheduled, Stump Lake
Complex - 6/94, Swan Lake Refuge - 3/96, and Calhoun Point - 9/2000.
The knowledge, insights and experiences gained by the States and Federal
agencies through the EMP will be of extreme value in directing future management
activities in the Illinois River System and the Upper Mississippi River Basin. The
EMP program is due to conclude in 2002. What the States and Federal agencies
must now consider, is how to continue this program, or some modification of it, well
into the next century.
While the EMP is a significant effort that is now underway along the ma'mstem
of the Illinois River, other activities are also taking place within the tributary
watershed areas that will provide long term benefits and direction to the
management of the Illinois River System. A number of these activities are described
elsewhere in the proceedings of this conference. These activities involve efforts to
control sediment and erosion on farmland, preservation of riparian habitats,
streambed and streambank stabilization projects, restoration of flood prone
properties to non-damageable land uses and continued efforts to improve water
quality. These programs should have a significant impact on reversing the trends of
the deteriorating quality of habitats within the Illinois River System. These
programs must continue and be expanded over the next ten years.
PRESERVATION OF REMAINING NATURAL RESOURCES
Efforts are now underway to improve State and Federal roles in preserving the
remaining wetlands and riparian habitats of the nation. Federal and State agencies
are now working on refi__ng the appropriate level of protection for wetland areas.
The resulting regulatory program should have a significant impact on the protection
of wetland areas adjacent the Illinois River and its tributaries. State agencies are also
currently working with interest groups to define and implement a protection and
management program for the State's remaining natural streams. Natural streams are
those streams that still exist in a mostly undisturbed state and with a substantial
amount of unique natural features and habitat along their riparian corridors. These
unique and natural features will benefit from improved protection and management.
The position of an 'Environmental Advocate' was recently established in the
Governor's office. The Governor's Environmental Advocate will be assigned the
responsibility of developing for the State a 'Critical Trends Assessment' and 'State
of the Environment Report.' The objective of this two efforts, which will take two
years to accomplish, is to produce a comprehensive assessment of Illinois'
enviromnment which will be useful and understandable to the general public. A
critical element of Trends Assessment will be to document environmental trends and
conditions by integrating available scientific data into a geographic information
system (GIS). This GIS database will be used to forecast environmental conditions
into the future. These two efforts should become valuable tools for assisting this
administration in making policy decisions on critical environmental problems.
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In total these natural resource preservation efforts will most likely involve further
regulation and acquisition of the remaining high value habitats withIn the Illinois
River system. State, local and Federal agencies must continue to work together to
identify the high value habitat areas within the Illinois River basin and pursue
programs for their preservation.
CONCLUSION
Modernization of the waterway transportation system, continued programs for
the restoration of quality impaired habitats and the continued pursuit of means to
preserve the remaining high value habitats are the activities within the Illinois River
Basin that will command our attention well into the next century. The opportunities
are before us and must now be pursued.
REFERENCES
Donels, Bill. 1989. Environmental Management Program Proposals: The Illinois
Basin. In Proceedings of the Second Conference on the Management of the Illinois
River System: The 1990"s and Beyond. pp.77-80. Portions of the section on
Restoration of Quality Impaired Habitats were extracted in part from this
reference.
Upper MississippiRiver Basin Association. Navigation Studies--Illinois
Waterway. In The RiverRegister,Vol. 4 No. 3,June 1991. Portions of
the sectionon Modernization of the Transportation System were
extractedin part from thisarticle.
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MANAGEMENT OF THE ILLINOIS RIVER
Colonel James D. Craig
Commander, St. Louis District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
L
Good Morning Ladies and Gentlemen. I'm Colonel James Craig, the new
district commander for the St. Louis District. This is my first occasion to address our
management activities and long range goals for that portiO n of the IllinOis River that
lles in the St. Louis DistriCt. I am pleased to have this opportunity, and I look
forward to meeting many of you throughout the day
Although the St. Louis district boundaries encompass only the lower 82 miles, or
roughly 25 percent of the Illinois River System, this area presents a diversity of
resource management opportunities and challenges which are equal to, Or greater
than, those found anywhere else in the system.
This lower stretch of the Illinois River contains no navigation locks and dams.
However, it is part of pool 26, which is formed by the Melvin Price Locks and Dam
on the Mississippi River at Alton, Illinois.
The Illinois waterway moved approximately 46.6 million tons of traffic in calendar
year 1990, according to preliminarywaterbOrne commerce statistical center data.
Primarily farm products--35 percent, petroleum and chemicaI products,26 percent,
and c0a1-12 percent. The vast majority of this traffic (over 36-million tons)" passes
through the Melvin Price Locks and Dam in transit to their ultimate destination. The
Illinois waterway has year round navigation.
For comparison, the upper Mississippi River moved approximately 42 million
tons through Melvin Price Locks and Da m . This tonnage Was composed primarily of
the same commodity groups but with a larger relative percentage of farm products.
The navigation •season on the upper Mississippi River is approximately nine months.
In addition to being a valuable component of thiscountry's commercial
navigation system, the lower RlinoisRiver isrecognized for itsrecreationaland
environmental virtues. This stretchof rivercontains a complex system of lakes,
wetlands, and forest. Our commitment to the management of thisdiversityisto
sustain these values for futuregenerations. This means we must use them with care
today. To thisend, we are applying an integratedriverengineering philosophy to
our management of thisvaluable riversystem. We are committed to going beyond
compliance when itinvolves environmental considerations;we are strivingto
develop environmentally beneficialdesigns in allof our riverengineering work; we
are evaluating our methods of operation to determine ifwe can make changes that
willhelp us realizeour commitment to overallsustainability;and we are actively
seeking to develop new partnerships with othersto help us do business in a more
environmentally sensitivemanner.
The greatestchallenge facingus on thisportion of the IllinoisRiver is
sedimentation. Sedimentation clogs the navigation channel, increasesturbidityof
the river,and acceleratesthe siltingof backwater lakes along the river. In the last35
years,we have had to dredge over 14 millioncubicyards of sediment from the river.
Most of thissediment was located in a 30 mile reach below the La Grange Lock and
Dam. Sediment passing through the La Grange Lock and Dam from upstream isa
significantcontributorto the problem downstream.
Another source of sedimentation is shorelineerosion, due to wave actionand
waterway traffic.Bank erosion,ifleftunchecked, alsoendangers adjacent flood
controlstructures,power lines,bridges and pipelinecrossings.
The St. Louis districthas recentlyestablisheda riverlandarea officewhich
puts our natural resource managers to work on the riverjustlikeyou see them at
work on our lakes. We believe thattheirpresence on the riverwillenable us to
manage our lands in a more beneficialmanner. They are already working to clean
up unauthorized dump sites,createwetland areas and improve other habitat,as well
as to controltrespass and other forms of unauthorized use of our public lands.
Their enforcement authorityand presence along the riverwillsupport other agencies
and locallaw enforcement efforts.
We are alsoin the process of updating our *Master Plan' for the Mississippi
and IllinoisRiver. This effortwillinclude considerablecoordination with the public,
as well as with other federaland stateagencies. The ultimate resultof thiswork will
be the development of long range plans for our management of the river.
Environmentally sustainabledevelopment and management of our projectlands will
be addressed in detail.
Just likethe Rock Islanddistrict,we are activelyparticipatingin the upper
MississippiRiver environmental management program and we have not ignored the
opportunitiespresent in the lower IllinoisRiver. Working with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlifeserviceand the IllinoisDepartment of Conservation, we have designed two
very significanthabitatimprovement projectsin thisriverreach.
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The first of these projects, Stump Lake, is designed to reduce existing
problems with sedimentation by 80 percent, by providing a 3 to 4 year level of flood
frequency protection. This project will also provide increased capability for
managing water levels in valuable wetland units and restore fisheries habitat. This
project is designed to provide habitat for approximately 50 years.
The second of these projects is the Swan Lake habitat rehabilitation project.
This project is a real demonstration of the value of new partnerships.
We have joined efforts with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the U.S. Soil
Conservation Service, and Local Landowners in the uplands to attack soil erosion at
its source, before it becomes a problem in the Illinois River Floodplain. Sediment
detention reservoirs in the uplands will eliminate approximately 60 percent of future
sediment deposition in Swan Lake. A dike and levee system, gated structures, and
pumps will provide a significant degree of water control, which will permit greater
cultivation of food plants. Islands will be created to deepen the lake and reduce
wave action. Enhance habitat and food production will result for both fisheries and
waterfowl.
The St. Louis district is actively working to assist all of you here in Illinois to
protect and develop your river resources for you to use and enjoy, but also for you
to pass along to future generations.
Thank you for having me here today.
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ROCK ISLAND DISTRICT PERSPECTIVEOF THE
MANAGEMENT OF THE ILLINOIS RIVER
ColonelJohn R. Brown, District En_neer
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Rock Island District
P.O. Box 2004, Rock Island, Illinois 61204-2004
ABSTRACT
By virtue of its dvil works mission involving 268 miles of the Illinois
Waterway from Chicago, downstream to the LaGrange Lock and Dam near
Beardstown, the Rock Island District shares an interdependent future with the
Illinois River.
INTRODUCTION
The Illinois River and its tributaries, or, as we know it--the Illinois Waterway, is a
nationally recognized commercial navigation and recreational boating system. The
: Waterway is also recognized as a rich habitat for a variety of plant and animal
: species, supporting over 60,000 acres of state and federal wildlife refuges.
Realizing the social and economic importance of these habitats, the Corps is
accomplishing its navigation mission on the Illinois Waterway in harmony with its
• 'environmentally sustainable development' mission.
NAVIGATION
Since 1980, Rock Island Districthas maintained the navigation channel and
operated and maintained eight locks and seven dams on the IllinoisWaterway.
These locks and dams were constructed mainly during the 1920'sand 1930's. Time,
weather, and increasinguse have taken theirtoll.As the structuresand equipment
approach the end of theirprojectedlives,breakdowns plus the failureof mechanical
and electricalequipment become more frequent.These breakdowns are expensive to
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the taxpayer and result in delays and increased costs to commercial shippers and
their customers.
MAJOR REHABILITATION/MAJOR MAINTENANCE
The major rehabilitation/major maintenance program on the Illinois Waterway
was designed to systematically repair and update lock and dam structures. The
program will restore lock and dam structures to a condition that will not require
major capital expenditures for the next 50 years.
The rehabilitation effort has been essentially completed at Lockport Lock, and
Brandon Road, Dresden Island, Marseilles, Starved Rock, Peoria and LaGrange
Locks and Dams.
We have completed a rehabilitation evaluation report which proposes
additional work to include resurfacing lock walls at Lockport Lock and replacing the
lower miter gates at Brandon Road, Dresden Island, and Marseilles Locks.
Continued funding is essential in maintaining the navigational infrastructure within
the Rock Island. District's boundaries. However, major rehabilitation and major
maintenance alone will not address the future needs of the Illinois Waterway
navigation system.
Mr. Paul Soyke, from Rock Island District's Planning Division, a member of
the next panel, will discuss the details of navigation trends and economics of the
Illinois Waterway, and summarize the conclusions of the Illinois Waterway
Reconnaissance Study, so I won't cover that aspect here.
It will take the energies and efforts of all of us concerned with efficient
management of the Illinois River resources to bring about the construction of any
capital improvements recommended by the study.
HYDROPOWER
The Rock Island District is also working closely with three lliinois River
municipalities to assist them in the proposed development of hydroelectric power at
Dresden Island, Brandon Road, and Starved Rock Dams. The Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission issued a license to the city of Peru for Starved Rock Dam in
1988 and they must begin construction by June 1992. Licenses have also been issued
to Rockdale for Brandon Road Dam and Channahon for Dresden Island Dam.
UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
The Rock Island District recognizes the importance of keeping the navigation
channel operable, while protecting the Illinois Waterway ecosystem. Thus, the
Waterway is a part of the Upper Mississippi River Environmental Management
Program--UMR-EMP.
The UIVIR-EMPis a unique program implemented by the Corps in
cooperation with interagenc T groups, including the Fish and Wildlife Interagency
Committee, the River Resources Coordinating Team, the On-Site Inspection Team,
the River Industry Action Committee, and others. The program has no definitive
cost-benefit ratio requirement; that, in itself, is unique.
The $289 mi3ion dollar program was initially authorized by the Supplemental
Budget Act (PL 99-88) of 1985, and the Water Resources Development Act of 1986
(PL 99-662) further elaborated on the program.
Through the EMP, the Corps is rehabilitating and enhancing side channel,
backwater, and wetland habitat by dred_ng channels, constructing dikes, levees,
and other structures to control flows and water levels, and building islands for
habitat diversity and to reduce turbidity in the areas they shelter.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service conducts the long-term resource
monitoring portion of the EMP.
Currently, 95 percent of EMP funds are used for habitat rehabilitation and
long-term resource monitoring, with 60 percent of that going to habitat
rehabilitation.
CURRENT EMP PROJECTS
The Rock Island District's habitat rehabilitation projects are undertaken on a
cost-shared basis with other federal, state and local agencies. Four habitat projects
proposed for the future on the Illinois River are in varying stages of planning.
Peoria Lake Project
The Peoria Lake Project is ready to go out for competitive bid and contract
award as soon as all aspects of the federal and non-federal cost sharing requirements
are resolved.
Plans for the project include the creation of a barrier island, removal of the
East River channel silt plug, addition of rock substrate near the upper end of the
East River channel, construction of a forested wetland management unit at the
Woodford County Conservation Area, and extensive site revegetation.
The Illinois Department of Conservation is the cost- sharing sponsor in the
state of lllinois for EMP projects. The non-federal share of construction and
operation and maintenance is 25 percent.
The current estimated cost for the Peoria Lake Project is $4.3 million dollars
(includes non-federal cost share).
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Chautauqua Lake Project
Construction of the $4.7 million dollar Lake Chautauqua National Wildlife
Refuge Project, located upstream of Havana, is scheduled to begin in the summer of
1992. This project includes construction of a pump station to service both the upper
and lower lake, rehabilitation of an existing cross dike and the upper lake perimeter
levee, installation of two water control structures, channel dredging, and excavation
of a selected reach of the Liverpool Ditch.
Banner Marsh Project
At the Banner Marsh Fish and Wildlife Area, adjacent to the upper end of the
LaGrange pool, general design of a project involving the following features is well
underway: development of approximately 40 2-20 acre wetland sites with
independent water level capability, construction of additional fish rearing ponds,
nesting islands and a primary pumping station, renovation and gradation of nearly
400 acres of grassland habitat, and the clearing and stabilization of the existing river
levee.
This is a relatively large project with a current cost estimate of $4.6 million
dollars, cost-shared at 25 percent by the Illinois Department of Conservation.
Rice Lake Conservation Area
The Rice Lake Conservation Area Project, located south of Banner Marsh, is
in the planning stage. General design work was initiated by the district this fall.
The proposed project would include upgrading the existing levee works and
constructing additional levees, constructing a pump station, excavating interior
channels, and creating islands and mud flats in the lakes.
The Illinois Department of Conservation's cost share would be 25 percent of
the estimated total project cost of $975 thousand dollars.
I must emphasize that implementation of these projects is dependent upon
continued program funding and satisfaction of cost sharing requirements.
OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PROGRAMS
The Rock Island District has other avenues for the continued protection of the
Illinois Waterway environment; for example, local flood control projects and the
Corps ongoing regulatory review process.
Liverpool
The village of Liverpool is located approximately 30 miles downstream of
Peoria, on the river side of an agricultural levee. In past years, flood damage In
Liverpool has been substantial. We plan to construct a village levee that will tie into
the existing agricultural levee, provide Interior drainage now being blocked by the
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levee, and construct a 2-acre ponding area and a pumping station. A flood warning
system will be implemented by the village.
Construction is scheduled to begin during the summer of 1993. The Assistant
Secretary of the Army for Civil Works has authorized allocation of funds for the
project. Effortsare now underway to get the record of decision and the local
cost-sharingagreements signed thisyear.
The IllinoisDepartment of Transportation,Division of Water Resources,
supports the levee plan and willfinanciallysupport the villagein constructingthe
project.The 75 percent federal,25 percent non-federal costshare ratioappliesto this
project. Following approval of the project,18 months are allowed for the project
sponsor to obtain rights-of-way.
S.E. Ottawa
In Ottawa, a Section 205 flood controlprojecthas been approved for
constructionwhich willprovide protectionfor residentsand the high school from
floodIng along theFox and Illinoisrivers.
The projectprovides for constructionof an earthen levee 4,800 feetin length
and 14 feethigh. The totalprojectcostisestimated at $2.3million dollars.The local
sponsor for thisprojectisthe Ottawa Township High School Board.
E. Peoria
A cost-sharedfeasibilitystudy isongoing for a Section 205 flood control
projectatEast Peoria.The East Peoria Drainage and Levee District,as the non-
federalpartner, isevaluating the levelof protectionthey wish to request.
Construction of thisprojectcould begin in approximately two years, following
preparation of plans and specificationsand acquisitionof the necessary rights-of-
way.
REGULATORY REVIEW PROCESS
The Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 gave the Corps the responsibility and
authority to regulate activities on public waterways. The National Environmental
Protection Agency of 1968 and the Clean Water Act of 1977 expanded these
responsibilities.
This means the Corps regulates any work or structure that occurs on or over
the Illinois Waterway, and any discharge of dredged or fill material that would occur
In the Waterway and adjacent wetlands.
On the Illinois River, the Rock Island District processes between 25-50
individual permit applications annually which require public notice; several more, if
you consider all permits on the tributaries in the Illinois Waterway Drainage Basin.
Non-controversial individual permits normally take around 60 days to issue.
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A permit for riverboat gambling facilities at Peoria was issued to Greater
Peoria Riverboat Corporation last month. The city of Joliet has applied for a permit
through Chicago District, and we are reviewing their proposal to modify the seawall.
My final decision to issue or deny a Corps permit is based upon the overall
public interests and usually includes review and comment by some or all of the
following: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
National Park Service, State Department of Conservation, State Department of
Transportation, State Historic Preservation Office, Illinois River Carriers Association,
American Waterways Operators, and numerous other environmental and navigation
industry groups. Numerous factors are considered when issuing a permit, including
pollution, fish and wildlife, historical and archaeological significance, cultural
considerations and many others.
RECREATION
As I stated earlier, navigation on the Illinois Waterway includes recreational
boating. However, limited federal funding for recreation facilities and lack of
federally owned land on the Illinois Waterway allows for minimal recreation
planning by the Corps.
Farmdale and Fondulac Recreation Areas are open for non-motorized
recreation, such as hiking and day use. These recreation areas are funded for
operations and maintenance only.
Each lock and dam on the Illinois River has observation and day use areas.
The Corps operates the Illinois Waterway Visitors Center at Starved Rock Lock and
Dam. It is a fully staffed Corps facility, receiving approximately 50,000 visitors per
year. The Center's slide presentation includes a panoramic history of the Illinois
River.
There are no Corps camping areas on the Illinois River at the present time.
CONCLUSION
All of us at the Rock Island District Corps of Engineers plan to do our best to
meet the needs of the people we serve on the Illinois Waterway in the 1990's and
beyond.
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FRESHWATER MUSSELS OF THE ILLINOIS RIVER: PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE
Kevin S. Cummings, Illinois Natural History Survey
607 E. Peabody Drive, Champaign, Illinois 61820
ABSTRACT
Recent stream surveys throughout the United States have documented drastic declines in
populations of freshwater mussels, which may be the most endangered group of animals in
North America. A survey of the mussels Of the Illinois River conducted in 1966 documented less
than half of the species previously reported from the river. A variety of factors - including loss
of habitat, siltation, herbicides and insecticides, pollution, loss of suitable host species,
competition from introduced exotics species and overharvest - have been implicated in the loss
of mussel diversity.
In the early part of the 20th century, enormous quantities of mussel shells were harvested
and finished into buttons for clothing. The pearl button industry and mussel fishery were all hut
eliminated by the advent of plastics in the 1950s. Today, freshwater mussel shells are
harvested and exported to Japan, where they are converted into beads and inserted into oysters
to serve as nuclei for cultured pearls. The continued decline of freshwater mussel populations in
the Illinois River and other streams underscores the need for more research on the basic biology
of these animals in order to better manage and protect them from extirpation or extinction.
INTRODUCTION
North America has the most diverse freshwater mussel fauna in the world. Close to 300
species of mussels are known from the United States, and the vast majority of these are found
east of the Rocky Mountains. Because of Illinois' location along the Mississippi, Ohio and
Wabash rivers, it has historically supported a diverse freshwater mussel fauna. Seventy-
eight of the 285 species of mussels known from North America have been reported from Illinois.
Recent stream surveys throughout the United States have documenteddrastic declines in
mussel populations, and mussels may be the most endangered group of animals in North
America. Thirteen species are considered globally extinct (Turgeon et al. 1988), 39 are on the
federal endangered species list, and over 50 more have either been proposed or are candidates
for listing in the near future. The Illinois Threatened and Endangered Species List currently
contains 33 mussels (29 endangered, 4 threatened) (Illinois Endangered Species Protection Board
1990). Another 11 species are candidates for listing in Illinois, which brings.the total of rare or
. listed species to 44, or 56% of the mussel species reported from the state (Cummings 1991).
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FRESHWATERMUSSELS OF THE ILLINOIS RIVER
The Past
Historical information on the mussel fauna of the Illinois River and its tributaries is
available in a number of publications (Calkins 1874; Strode 1891, 1892; Kelly 1899; Baker 1906;
Wilson & Clark 1912; Danglade 1914; Eldridge 1914; Starrett 1971; Lewis & Brice 1980;
Suloway 1981; Schanzle & Cummings 1991). The first comprehensive study of the mussels of the
Illinois River was conducted from 1907 to 1912 by E. Danglade of the U.S. Bureau of Fisheries
and was published in 1914.
The commercial harvest of freshwater mussels has long been an integral part of the
cultural history of the people inhabiting the towns along the Illinois River. In the early part
of the 20th century enormous quantities of mussel shells were harvested, cooked out, and
shipped to factories where they were cut and finished into buttons for clothing. It has been
suggested that the first shells collected for the purpose of button manufacture came from the
Illinois River at Peoria in 1872 (Danglade 1914; Coker 1919). The first shelling of any
consequence in the Illinois River was not done until the spring of 1892 at Meredosia. This effort
proved a failure however, and harvest in the Illinois was discontinued until 1907, when
shellers, who had exhausted the supply of shells from the Wabash went looking for new rivers
to exploit. Commercial harvest in the Illinois River reached its peak in 1909, when there were
about 2,600 boats engaged in mussel fishing between Peru and Grafton (Coker 1919). The harvest
pressure was so intense that over 100 boats were observed working the same bed at one time. By
1912, 15 button factories were located on the river in Peoria, Beardstown, Meredosia, Naples,
Pearl, and Grafton.
The intense fishing pressure resulted in a severe decline in the mussel fishery. By 1912
only about 400 boats were working the Illinois. The price paid for shells in 1912 was about $12 a
ton. In 1913, 11,780,000 lb of shells were harvested from the Illinois River, at an estimated
value of $88,350, or about $15 a ton. The harvest of mussels continued for the next 35 years, and
increased demand for shells drove the price up to around $30 a ton by the 1940s. The fishery
continued in this fashion until about 1950, when the the advent of plastics all but eliminated
the pearl button industry and the harvest of mussels.
About 1962, renewed interest in the commercial harvest of Illinois shells Was stimulated
by the market demand created by the Japanese cultured pearl industry. In this industry
freshwater mussels are harvested and exported to Japan, where they are converted into beads
and inserted into oysters to serve as nuclei for cultured pearls. Soon after the renewal of interest
in commercial harvest, it was decided that new data were needed on the distribution of mussels
in the Illinois River.
In 1966, William C. Starrett of the Illinois Natural History Survey conducted a
comprehensive survey of the Illinois River using a variety of collecting techniques, including
crowfoot bar or brail, dredge (dip net) and wading (Starrett 1971). A total of 4,249 mussels were
collected alive from 429 sites along the entire Illinois River from Dresden to Grafton. In this
survey Starrett collected less than half of the species (23 of 47: 49%) previously reported from
the UEnois, and five of the 23 species of living mussels he collected were represented by single
specimens (Table 1). Starrett divided the Illinois into four main areas: Upper River, Peoria
Pool, La Grange Pool and Alton Pool (Figure 1). A comparison of mussels found in each of the
four areas to those found in earlier studies revealed a drastic reduction in the number of species
(Table 2).
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Table 1. Freshwater Mussels (Unionacea) of the IllinoisRiver. BE ffiFederallyEndangered, FC = Federal
Candidate Species, SB = Illinois State Endangered, ST = Illinois State Threatened, SC = State Candidate or
Watch List Species. P = Peoria Pool, L -- La Grange Pool, A = Alton Pool. Data from Starrett 1971.
Museum Records Individuals Pool
pre -1913 1966-69 1966-69
FAMILY MARGARrII_RIDAE
Cumbsrlandla monodonta (Say, 1829) FC, SE X
FAMILy UNIONIDAE
, Subfamily Ambleminae
Arnblema plicata (Say, 1817) X 2650 P L A
C_lClonaias tuberculata (Rafinesque, 1820) X
lptto erasstdens Chamarck, 1819) ST X
ElUptio dtlatata (Raflnesque, 1820) SC X
Fusconala ebena (Lee, 1831) SC X 1 A
Fusconaia tiara (Rafinesque, 1820) X 46 P L A
Megelanaias nervesa (Raflnesque, 1820) X 207 P L A
Plsthobasus c_phyus (Raflnesque, 1820) ST X
Pleureberaa smtoxta (Rafinesque, 1820) X
_uadrula metansvra (Raflnesque, 1820) X
uadrul a nodulata (Rafinesque, 1820) . X 66 L A
Quadrula pustulesa (Lea, 1831) X 425 L A
Quadrula quadrula (Rafinesque, 1820) X 390 P L A
Tritogonfa verrueosa (Rafinesque, 1820) X 2 P
Uniomarus tstralasmus (Say, 1831) ST X
Subfamily Anodontinae
Alasraidenta marginata Say, 1818 X
Alasmidonta eirldls (Rafinesque, 1820) SE X
Anadonta grandls Say, 1829 X 120 P L A
Anodonta tmbscillis Say, 1829 X 5 P L A
Anadon_ta suborbtculata Say, 1831 X 1 L
Anodontotdes ferussacianus (Lea, 1834) X
Arcidens cenfragesus (Say, 1829) X 78 L A
. Lasmlgena ceraplanata (Barnes, 1823) X 13 P L A
Lasmtgena compressa (Lea, 1829) ST X
• Lasmigona costata (Raflnesque, 1820) X
Simpsonaias amblgua (Say, 1825) PC, SE X
Strophitus undulatus (Say, 1817) X
Subfamily Lampsilinae
Actinonalas ltgamenttna (Lamarck, 1819) X
Elllpsaria Uneolata (Rafinesque, 1820) SC X
Eptoblasraa triquetra (Raflnesque, 1820) SE X
Lampstlt6 cardtura Raflnesque, 1820 X
Lampstlts hi$gtnst (Lea,1857) BE, SE X
Lampstlis stUquoidsa (Barnes, 1823) X 8 P L
Larapstlts tares (Rafinesque, 1820) X 53 P L A
Leptodea fragtlts (Raflnesque, 1820) X 64 P L A
Lt'ptodea leptodon (Rafinesque, 1820) PC, BE X
Ltgurala recta (Lamerck, 1819) X
Obliquaria rsflexa Raflnesque, 1820 X 49 L A
Oboearla ollvaria (Raflnesque, 1820) X 1 A
Potamilus alatus (Say, 1817) X
Potamllus capax (Green, 1832) BE, SE X 16 P L A
Potarailus amends (Raflnesque, 1820) X 42 P L A
Toxolasmayareus (Barnes,1823) X 1 A
Truneilla donaciformis (Lea, 1828) X 1 A
Trunc_ truncata Raflnesque,1820 X 10 L A









Figure 1. Map of the Illinois River showing , Pool






Table 2. Number of species and individuals (1966-1969) of freshwater mussels found in the
Illinois River, 1870-1969. (Data modified from Starrett 1971).
Upper Peoria La Grange Alton Illinois
River Pool Pool Pool River
Species 1870-1966 34 37 39 38 47
Species 1966-1969: 13 18 20 23





The Upper River, as designated by Starrett, extended from the confluence of the Des
Plaines and Kankakee rivers downstream to the Starved Rock Lock and Dam, a distance of 42
river miles (Figure 1). The pollution carried down from Chicago via the Sanitary and Ship
Canal had an enormous impact on the mussel fauna of the Upper River in the early part of the
century. The number of mussel species reported from Starved Rock had been drastically reduced
from 34 in 1874 to only two by 1912 (Calkins 1874; Forbes & Richardson 1913). Although sewage
treatment plants had improved water quality in the Upper River by 1966, not a single living
mussel was collected in this stretch of the Illinois, and it was considered to be a poor
environment for fishes as well (Starrett 1971; Mills et al. 1966; Table 2).
Peoria Pool runs from the Starved Rock Lock and Dam downstream to Peoria Dam (73 river
miles). As with the Upper River, Peoria Pool suffered a significant decline in the number of
species from 1874 to 1966 (Table 2). Whereas many of the species in the Upper River were
thought to have been extirpated by the turn of the century, the loss of diversity in Peoria Pool
occurred from 1912 to 1925. Danglade (1914) reported 32 species in Peoria Pool, 24 of which
occurred above Peoria Lake. A 1925 survey of Peoria Pool found no live mussels above Peoria
Lake (Richardson 1928). Although 15 species were found in Peoria Pool in 1966-1969, only 38
individuals of nine species were in the upper 56 miles of the pool. Although mussels are
nowhere near as diverse as in the past, the finding of at least a few species in the upper part of
Peoria Pool in 1966 indicated that conditions in this part of the fiver had shown some
improvement (Starrett 1971).
La Grange Poo_
La Grange Pool runs from the Peoria Dam to the La Grange Dam (78 river miles). Between
1870 and 1912 at least 39 species of mussels were known from the La Grange Pool (Starrett 1971).
Richardson (1928) did not collect data on the mussel fauna of the La Grange Pool but did
document the drastic reduction in the number of other organisms attributed to domestic and
industrial pollution from Chicago and the Peoria-Pekin area. Thirty species of mussels were
collected in the mainstream of the river between Peoria Dam and Havana in 1912, whereas
only 11 species were reported from this section of the river in 1966 (Danglade 1914; Starrett
1971). A total of 18 species were collected in the La Grange Pool in 1966; this represents a
reduction of 46% from 1870 (Table 2).
Alton Pool runs from the La Grange Dam to the Mississippi River (80 river miles). At least
38 species of mussels have been found in the Alton pool since 1870 (Table 2). Thirty species were
collected in Alton Pool in 1912 (Danglade 1914), whereas only 20 were found in 1966 (Starrett
1971). Conditions in Alton Pool in 1966 were favorable to mussels, and the largest populations
in the entire Illinois River were found in this pool. Although water quality had improved
somewhat, it clearly had not recovered enough to support the number of species and individuals
known to have existed there in 1912. The number of species taken at Meredosia declined from 30
in 1912, to 18 in 1930, 16 in 1955, and 14 in 1966.
The results of the survey by Starrett indicated that from 1870 to 1966 the Illinois River
changed from an excellent mussel stream to a relatively poor one. Twenty-four, or over half of
the species that formerly inhabited the Illinois River, were no longer present by 1966. Of those
24 species, 12 are in trouble statewide and are listedas either endangered or threatened or are
candidates for listing (Table 1). Starrett blamed the reduction on a combination of domestic,
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industrial,and agricultural pollution and stressed the need for a strong soil conservation plan to
control rapid run-off and reduce siltation in the basin.
The Present
It has been 25 years since the last mussel survey of the Illinois River, and the number of
species and status of those still present are unknown. However, surveys of a few of the
tributaries of the Illinois have been recently studied, including the Kankakee (Lewis and Brice
1980; Suloway 1981), Mackinaw (Cummings et al. I988), Sangamon (Schanzle and Cummings
1991), and Vermilion (Cummings, unpubl, data) rivers. From those surveys it is evident that
the rivers of Illinois have undergone a radical change, including the loss of many species that
were historically widespread and common in the state.
Although no surveys have been conducted in recent years, some data on the mussel fauna of
the Illinois River are available through the commercial harvest reports prepared by the
Illinois Deperl_entofConservafion (Fritz 1990). Because o/continued demand for shells to
supply the cultured-pearl industry, commercial harvest on the Illinois River steadily increased
from 24, 800 lb in 1979 to 1,462,200 Ib in 1985. Although the number of shells harvested declined
from 1986 to 1989, the catch still averaged 431,350 lb per year (Fritz 1990). In 1989, 585,081 lb of
mussel shells were harvested from the Illinois River with an estimated wholesale value of
$321,074. The 1990 statistics show some startling increases in the numbers being harvested and
the price being paid for shells (Figure 2). In 1989, 523 lb of shells were taken from Peoria Pool of
the Illinois River. In 1990 the number harvested from Peoria Pool grew t(_372,21, a staggering
increase of over 70,000% (Table 3). The location of the harvest is highly variable and will
often change from pool to pool depending on.the year. For example, in 1989, 97% of the total
harvest for the illinois River was from the Alton Pool, whereas in 1990 only 50% of the mussels
collected from the river came from that pool.
Table 3. Freshwater mussel shells harvested (in pounds) from three pools in the nlinois River
in 1989 and 1990 (in parentheses). (Data from Fritz 1990 and pers. comm. 1991).
Species Peoria La Grange Alton TOTAL
Pool Pool Pool
Washboard 14 (17,025) 8,221 (54,662) 346,614 (225,137) 354,849 (296,824)
Threeridge 468 (328,290) 7,000 (87,854) 221,356 (309,227) 228,824 (725,371)
Mapleleaf 17 (11,895) 0 (15,104) 1367 (188) 1'384 (27,187)
Other 24 (15,000) 0 (15,600) 0 (0) 24 (30,600)
TOTAL 523 (372,210) 15,221 (173,220) 569,337 (534,552) 585,081 (1,079,982)
The number of mussels harvested appear to be driven by the price being offered for the
shells. As the price increases, more and more people are attracted to harvesting. The number of
licenses for harvesting increased from 1075 in 1990 to 1500 in 1991 (B. Fritz, pers. comm.) How
long the resource can survive with the increase in pressure is unknown. Although season and










Figure 2. Number of tons and value in dollars of freshwater mussels harvested in the Illinois
River, 1963-1990. (Data from Fritz 1990 and pers. comm. 1991).
little or no data are bming collected on sustainable yield or standing crop estimates for
particular pools. From a management standpoint it is obvious that more attention should be
given to monitoring this biologically important resource.
The Future
A variety of factors are responsible for the decline in mussel diversity. Foremost among
them is loss of habitat through direct alteration of the waterway (i.e., dams, channelization).
Other factors include the smothering effects of siltation caused by poor land management,
herbicide and insecticide run-off, pollution, loss of suitable host species, competition from
introduced exotics and overharvest.
The continued survival of freshwater mussel populations in the Illinois and other rivers of
our state is uncertain. Although a considerable fishery and commercial market exists for
freshwater mussels, very few research dollars are spent studying the basic biology and life
history requirements of these animals. Because many mussels are considered endangered by the
state or federal government, some money has been allocated to research individual species.
However, this is a reactive approach, and more resources are needed to begin to study and
protect essential habitat for these unique and commercially important animals. The decline
and elimination of freshwater mussels portend the 10ss of other less visible plants and animals
from our streams. Even in times of fiscal restraint we cannot afford to cut back on efforts to
document and monitor changes in our environment. Instead of reducing the budget of our natural
resource agencies, we should be employing more systematists and sytematics-trained field
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ILLINOIS RIVER FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES
Mike Conlin, Chief
Division of Hsheries
Illinois Department of Conservation
Division of Fisheries, Illinois Department of Conservation,
524 S. Second Street, Springfield, illinois 62706
As I reviewed the program for this conference, I was impressed with the broad
range of topics that are being addressed. They underscore the scope of issues
impacting upon the management of the Illinois River system. That the river is one
of the State's most important natural resources cannot be overstated. The uses we
ask the river to provide touch many areas of our society and we will give attention
to some of the more important ones during the next two days.
The fisheries and wildlife resources along the river have long played an
important role to those who enjoy a wide array of water oriented recreational
pursuits. In an earlier era, the bottoraland lakes along the river were considered
among the best sport and commercial fishing waters in this country (Starrett and
McNeil, 1952). At Havana, some of the earlier citizens recalled the special trains that
brought Springfield anglers to Havana for a day's fishing and the carloads of live
fish shipped to the New York City market (Starrett and Bellrose, 1966). Largemouth
bass were abundant enough in the bottomland lakes so thatone could make wages
by catching them with a cane pole for the localmarket. In 1897, 13,061 pounds of
bass were handled commercially at Havana fishmarkets (Cohen, Bartlett,& Lenke,
1899). Between 1899 and 1908, the commercial yieldof largemouth bass increased
322 percent (Forbs & Richardson, 1919). Waterfowl populations provided
tremendous hunting opportunities,not only for sport but alsofor the market. The
bottomland lakes of the lliinoisValley were a paradise,especiallyfor mallards. The
firstFederal regulationsforhunting migratory waterfowl provided for a season that
averaged 100 days and bag limitsof 25 ducks and 8 geese. That was in 1918 (U.S.
Fish & WildlifeService,1964).
But as time tread on, the riverbegan to change. Itstopographic featureswere
among the factorsinvolved. Barrows (1910)stated,'The nearly levelchannel and
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the small volume result in a very sluggish river,... It is wholly unequal to the task of
washing forward the sediment delivered by its headwaters and its numerous
tributaries...' Lakes were levied off and pumped dry for agricultural production.
Locks and dams were built to support river navigation. These structures have
tended to slow the river even more. The streams that flow into the river in its
central and lower reaches have a steeper gradient. Since the river is impounded and
the gradient is low, it has difficulty carrying silt, resulting in a tremendous amount
of this turbid burden being deposited in the remaining floodplain lakes when spring
floodwaters top the low natural banks (Starrett & Bellrose, 1966).
The conversion of timber land to agriculture and other uses has had an impact
on the silt load of the river. The Division of Forest Resources has estimated there
were almost 6 million acres of forest in the Illinois River watershed in 1820. Now,
there are about 1.6 million acres; a loss of some 73 percent (Roberts, 1987).
increasing human populations in the villages, towns and cities along the river
and in its headwaters placed additional impacts upon the river's capacity to maintain
good water qual/ty. By the 1920s, pollution in a variety of forms had taken a heavy
toll. Dissolved oxygen levels were considerably depressed at several stations along
th$ middle and upper reaches of the River during that time. The river was no
longer able to sustain formerly large catches of commercial fishes. Commercial
harvest of fish had reached a high of about 24 million pounds in 1908, declined to
about 5 million pounds by 1931, and to less than 2 million pounds by 1964 (Starrett
and Bellrose, 1966). In 1989, the reported catch was less than 600,000 pounds (Fritz,
1990). Bottom feeding waterfowl found their supply of food organisms being
depleted. Silt began to cover the remaining bottomland lakes and backwaters and
aquatic vegetation, so important to both fish and waterfowl populations, was
drastically reduced.
The number of ducks decreased dramatically from 1950 to 1980, and dropped
even further by 1990 (see table below).
I_nois Natural History Survey
Waterfowl Fall Peak Numbers
Illinois Valley
DABBLERS D_RS TOTAL DUCKS
11/13/50 1,411,697 11/13/50 332,955 11/13/50 1,744,652
10/28/80 517,035 10/28/80 26,365 10128/80 543,400
11/19/90 278,165 11/07/90 17,035 11/07/90 295,200
The diving ducks left the river in the 1950s when most of the benthic
organisms and aquatic vegetation were lost to sedimentation, increasing use of
herbicides and possibly other factors. Dabbler numbers have been steadily
decreasing as natural foods have disappeared from the valley as a result of
sedimentation, increases in the frequency of fluctuating water levels due to
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channelizationand sedimentation, and lesswaste grain in the fieldsbecause of an
increasein fallplowing (Havera, 1991).
Many feeder streams were channelized, affectingthe abilityof theirwaters to
provided criticalnursery areas for fishand riparianwildlife.During the 1940s,
pesticidescame into widespread use to increaseagriculturalproduction and protect
human health. Some aquaticfloraland faunal speciesbecame extinctor
endangered. These negative impacts were often thought to be a necessary price to
pay for so called"progress'. Yet there were increasingnumbers of private citizens,
legislators,resource oriented organizations and, of course, conservation agencies that
realizedactionsshould and must be taken to alterthe course of events. This
concern isborne evident by the passage of the Federal Aid in WildlifeRestoration
Act of 1937 and the Federal Aid in Sport Fish RestorationAct, which followed in
1950. The monies for these programs were generated by excisetaxes on arms,
ammunition, and fishingequipment. While these actsdid not concentrate
exclusivelyon the needs of riverineaquaticresources,they nevertheless point out
the earlyinterestin and commitment to the overallrestorationof fishand wildlife
resources.
Over time, and by the 1950s, enough attention was brought to bear on the *
condition of this river and others across the nation to start the 'healing' process.
Water quality laws were passed. We began to assess damages caused in fish kills
and, working in concert with the Illinois Pollution Control Board, those responsible
were required to pay for the damages. Uses of certainpesticidessuch as DDT,
chlordane, and PCBs were prohibited. Environmental impact statements were
required of proposals that could impact a rivers'resources. Permits became a
requirement for some actionsthatwould altera stream course or place fillin streams
or wetlands. Agriculturalprograms were enacted to reduce erosion. Millions of
dollarswere spent upgrading municipal sanitaryand industrialfacilitiesto improve
the water qualityflowing into the receivingstreams and rivers. Passage of the Clean
Water Act of 1972 was a hallmark piece of federallegislationthatbegana significant
process of 'cleaningup' our flowing waters.
Fish and wildlifespecieshave long been barometers of the "well-being'of our
environment. Itisimportant to note thatwater qualitystandards were established
to protectnot only human health but to provide waters capable of sustaining
fisheries.Over 97 percent of Illinoisriversand streams are in fairto good condition
according to the Illinois EPA's 'Illinois Water Quality Report' for 1988-1989. The
report shows water qualityconditions of rivers and streams as being good in 43.5
percent, fair in 55.3 percent, and poor in only 1.2 percent. This is a significant
improvement over the 1972 conditions which showed 34.7 percentof the rivers and
streams in good condition, 54 percent in fair condition and 11,.3 percent in poor
condition. Agricultural activities causing soil erosion and nutrient migration were
the primary sources impacting streams in Illinois (Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency, 1990). But just sustaining fisheries is not enough. Anglers and others want
to be able to eat fish. Unfortunately, there are some sites in Illinois for which there
are fish consumption advisories. Here on the Illinois River in the stretch from its
origin at the Kankakee and Des Plaines Rivers downstream to the Peoria Lock and
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Dam, carp over 15 inches and channel catfish should not be consumed. PCBs,
which have been banned but still persist in the environment, are responsible. The
problem is less an increase in PCBs than a redistribution of them. Apparently,
decreasing water levels of the Illinois River caused by both siltation and the drought
of 1988 exposed buried sedimentation to barge traffic. The barges stirred up this
old, undisturbed silt, and fish that spend time on the bottom were affected
(Hornshaw, 1991)•
Soil erosion is, of course, not a relatively recent event, having been occurring
since the beginning of time through changes in topography and the effects of
glaciers, wind and flowing water that created valleys and cut down stream courses
to accommodate flow. But it became exacerbated as agriculture progressed through
the centuries with the turning of the soil. What has happened in the Illinois River
Valley is only a microcosm of what is taking place in much of the world. The United
States Government recognized the need for a concerted effort to stem the tide of soil
erosion with the creation of the Soil Conservation Service in the 1930s.
Unfortunately, erosion continues at an alarming rate• According to Dwayne
Andreas, Chairman, Archer, Daniels Midland Company, 'The loss of the world's
topsoil is the biggest threat facing mankind today. Over the past decade, a quarter-
billion tons of topsoil has been lost in the world, equal to over half of all of the
topsoil cover in the United States• It took a billion years or more to build up the
topsoil cover that feeds the world, but it's taken only 50 years to destroy a fifth of
the world's agricultural topsoil.' He estimates that Illinois is losing 1.5 bushels of
topsoil for every bushel of corn produced (Andreas, 1991). In the Illinois River
watershed, a great deal of that eroded soil finds its way to the Illinois River, since it
drains approximately 43 percent of the entire state.
Row crops are planted over vast acreage to the virtual exclusion of small
grains. Row crops are not high quality wildlife habitat• While offering food for
some species, they provide little nesting or winter cover. Some of the acres planted
to row crops erode easily, increasing sedimentation. Economic incentives provided
by row cropping have resulted in reduced acreage of hay and livestock pasture, once
the 'substitute prairie' supporting much of the state's wildlife. The trend became
critical after World War II, as the cash grain system became in vogue. Previously,
farms had livestock, hayfields and pastures from which to feed the animals and
fences to contain them. But as livestock were eliminated, hayfields, pastures and
fencerows were plowed. Most livestock today is closely confined (Illinois Wildlife
Habitat Commission Report, 1984-1985). Our Nation's government again reacted to
the soil erosion crisis by passing the Farm Bills of 1985 and 1990, through which land
owners are provided cash incentives to retire marginal lands from row cropping.
In spite of the problems outlined above, we've witnessed fantastic
improvements in the Illinois River fishery. In 1975, the Division of Fisheries
established stations on the River to monitor changes in the fish population. With
the collection of the 1989 samples, we now have 15 years of data to examine and are
seeing some trends that only become apparent when a long-term data set is
available. One trend is the change in sport fish• With the unprovement in water
quality and the rebuilding of the sport fishery in the early 1970s, we saw
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improvements to the point that 70 percent of the quality size fish-fish that most
fishermen consider worthy of harvest-were the more desirable species such as bass
and crappie, and only about 30 percent were carp. Since 1975, we see about the
same ratio of carp, but the proportion of some of the other species has changed in
apparent response to changes in habitat. In 1975, typical backwater lake species
such as lar.gemouth bass, crappie.and sunfish were 55 percent of the sport fish, and
more nverme species such as white bass, smallraouth bass, catfish, sauger, walleye,
and drum were only 16 percent of the sport fish. By 1989, the backwater species
were only 22 percent of the sport fish and the more riverine species made up 48
percent (Bertrand, 1991).
Another trend seems to be related to low flows in winter. Low average flows
from December through February usually results in reduced numbers of sport fish in
our samples the following sununer. We tend to collect greater numbers of sport fish
following above average flows in winter. The drop in fish numbers is not
necessarily proportional to the severity of the low flow, so we believe there are other
factors such as water quality at the time of the flow, daily flow variability within that
low flow period, and cold water temperatures during the period are also influencing
survival. During cold weather, some backwaters have temperatures a few degrees
higher than that found in the main channel. With an increase in flow, fishes can be
forced out of these backwaters and into flowing water where they must expend
energy to seek another quite water area. Durin 8 these instances,energy reserves
may be depleted to the point where mortalityoccurs (Bertrand,1991).
To address the need of improving fishhabitatin Peoria Lake, the Department
of Conservation iscooperating with the Department of Energy and Natural
Resources in a projectto enhance revegetationtechniques. Reimbursement is
provided through the Federal Aid in Sport Fish RestorationAct. Vegetation
establishedbehind wind breaks has demonstrated an increasein sportfish
popnlations. Two floatingislandshave been constructed and vegetated at the
Woodford County Conservation Area to determine usefulness of these islandsfor
the rapid growth of aquaticvegetation. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is
planning constructionof a $2 millionbarrierislandto dampen wave action. Funding
for thisprojecthas been obtained through a separate authorizationpassed under the
Federal Water Resources Development Act of 1986. The successfuldevelopment of
durable plant beds willallow fullrevegetationto occur.
To get a pictureof the sport fisherythatthe River can provide, the average
weights of various sport fishare:crappie -2/3 lb.;sunfish -1/3 lb.;largemouth
bass - 1.5 lb.;smallmouth bass - 1.0 lb.;channe! catfish-2.0 lb.,white bass -2/3 lb.;
bullheads - 1/2 lb.;and walleye-sauger -1-1/4lb.(Bertrand)1991). Fishing pressure
ishigh on the 12.7 mile sectionbetween Starved Rock Lock and Dam and Route 89
downstream of Peru. During the seven months from June-November, 1989 and
March, 1990, fishingpressure was 128,363 anglerhours, or an equivalent of 119
hours per acre. Anglers caught 106,931 fish. The majority were white bass (57,095),
followed by freshwater drum (29,436), channel catfish (4,491), sauger (3,625), gizzard




The walleye and sauger fishery has shown such improvement that a Masters
Walleye Circuittournament has been held annually at Spring Valley since1987.
This year itwas held on April 13th and 14th. There were 355 contestantsfrom
eleven statesparticipating.During the two days, 469 fishavera_g 1.77 pounds
were entered. The winning team caught 37 pounds (Spring Valley Walleye Club,
Inc.,1991).
At the American Team Championship Bass Fishing Classicheld atPeoria on
June 7 and 8, 1991, 86 competitors caught 393 fishweighing 566 pounds, with 209 of
the bass weighing 314.8 pounds on the lastday. On September 18-20,1991, the
Bass Angler Sportsmens Society(B.A.S.S.)llllnoisInvitationalwas held atAlton,
Illinois.Approximately 324 anglers from 34 statesand Mexico competed in the
tournament and caught 735 bass weighing 1,044 pounds. These tournaments
demonstrate thatthe IllinoisRiver has become known for itsgood bass fishing.
The potentialforfuture economic benefitto thislocalarea from fishingare
encouraging. We were contacted earlierthisyear by the Peoria Convention and
VisitorsBureau about the BassMaster Classictournament being considered for Peoria
in 1993. Based on the improvement in the largemouth bass fishery,we encouraged
the Bureau to pursue thisevent. B.A.S.S. tournaments are held throughout the
United Stateseach year. Fishermen earn qualifyingpoints atthese tournaments and
only the top qualifiersmay compete in the Classic. Ifthe tournament isheld in
Peoria,there willbe significantecono_nic impacts resultingfrom expenditures not
only from the competing anglers,but these tournaments attractspectatorsand media
coverage as well. According to marketing studies,the Classicissaidto have a $17-
$22 millioneconomic impact for a host city. As a rookiebiologistmaking fish
population surveys in the IllinoisRiver in the early'70s,ifsomeone had toldme the
riverwould be the locationof the BassMaster Classicin twenty years,Iwould have
thought the person was joking. We hope ithappens because itwillcreatea positive
focus on the IllinoisRiver and itsfishery.
Aside from the directrecreationalbenefitsof fishand wildlifealong the Illinois
River,there are noteworthy returns to the economy as well. The River and its
backwaters provide about 2.0 millionangling days, or about 5.0 percent of the total
statesideangling days (Baur,1989). Based on an average of $20.00 spent by
fishermen per angling day, thisamounts to $40.0 millionannually (U.S. Fish &
WildlifeService,1989). Even though the commercial take of fishhas declined (about
1.4 millionpounds in 1964),558,000 pounds ofbuffalo,carp, catfish,drum and other
spedes with a wholesale value of $!64,000 were harvested in 1989. In addition, 290
tons of mussels worth $321,000 were taken. Harvest of mussels has varied widely in
recent years, but is down considerably from the 1,159 tons taken in 1965 (Fritz,
1990).
Hunting and trapping also contribute to the economy. In 1989, over 9,000
waterfowl stamps were sold in counties along the river. Results from the 1990
Illinois Waterfowl Hunter Survey indicate that each of the waterfowl hunters spent
an average of $814 that year. Thus, the hunters spent a total of about $7.3 million
(Anderson, 1991).
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About 4_50,000hunters pursued upland wildlife(rabbit,quail,pheasant, dove,
gray partridge,woodcock, common snipe,crow and groundhog) and spent 2.6
milliondays afieldin Illinoisin 1989. In thesame year, some407,000 hunters
sought forestgame (squirrels,deer and turkey) and hunted 2.8 milliondays. Fur
bearers (raccoon,fox,coyote and opossum) were hunted by 73,000 individualswho
totaled680,000 tripsafield(Anderson, Campbell, and Zielske,1990). Sixteen percent
of hunting licensesare sold in IllinoisRiver counties. Using those figuresand an
average dailyexpenditure of $30 by upland wildlifehunters, $52 for those who
hunted forestgame, and $4 for hunting fur bearers (IllinoisDivision of Wildlife
Resources, 1990),the expenditures totaled$36.4 million. The value of furs taken by
hunters and trappers in the 1989-1990 season in the IllinoisRiver counties was about
$70,000 (BlueR, 1991).
Fishing,hunting and nonconsumptive recreationare big business in Illinois,
The totalannual economic impact from fishingisestimated to be $1.6 billion;for
hunting, $366 million(Gfiffith& Associates,Ltd.,_1990).Annual nonconsumptive
expenditures isestimated to be $893 million(U.S. Fish & WildlifeService,1989).
Grand totalannum expenditures are $2.86 bi]Jion.Even though the dollarvalues of
outdoor recreationare impressive, itisvery difficulto place an economic value on
justhow much itmeans to an individualto spend a day afieldor afloat.Numerous
surveys have pointed out thatpeople enjoy fishingand hunting for a varietyof
reasons. Our sport fishingsurvey revealed thatnot only do fishermen fishfor food
and the sport of catching fish,but they alsotellus they go to enjoy the outdoors and
for peace and solitude(Baur, 1989). Perhaps those intangiblesare the greatest
benefit of aft.
Not only are our fishand wildliferesources important economically, they are
even more important from an ecologicalperspective. Ifwe protect the health of our
environment and the naturalresources therein,we alsoprotecthuman health. By
considering the needs of the eagle,the smailmouth bass, and the muskrat, we
consider the needs of ourselves. We must make every effortto sustainthewell
being of the IllinoisRiver,because itisso fragile.We could loseitsbeauty and its
abilityto sustainitsfishand wildlife.We must continue to address the problems of
_mmonia loading in the upper river,the lossof vegetation in the backwaters due to
siltation,the potentialadverse effectsof futureincreasesin bargetransportation, the
fillingin of wetlands, the destructionof riparianvegetation,and the channelization
of tributarystreams.
certainlymuch needs to be done to bring about improvements to aquaticand
riparianhabitatalong the River. Ibelievethisconference willhelp kee P focus on
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ECONOMIC IMPACT OF BARGE TRANSPORTATION
Paul D. Soyke, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Clock Tower Building, P.O. Box 2004
Rock Island, Illinois 61204-2004
BACKGROUND
The use of the Illinois River for transportation is not a modem development.
It was used by native Americans to travel and transport goods as well as for hunting
and fishing. French traders used the waterway to bring goods to trade and, later in
history, it was used by explorers to investigate the interior of this coun_'y.
As the interior of the United States became settled, the river was used to
transport people and their possessions to settlements in Illinois. As the
development Of the state continued, the river became an important avenue of
commerce for the population to ship and receive goods.
HISTORY
The development of the Illinois Waterway began in 1848 when the state of
Illinois opened a canalbetween Chicago and LaSalle. By 1916, 240,000 tons of
freight were moved on the waterway. This included over 28,000 head of livestock
and 1.7 million bushels of grain. It was not until 1933 that the first tow from New
Orleans arrived at Chicago; however, by 1935, 620,000 tons of commerce used the
Illinois Waterway. This increased to 3.5 million tons by 1945 (the first year for which
we have annual records) and, in 1990, there were 45 million tons shipped and
received on the waterway.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
The traffic on the Illinois Waterway is quite variable. It follows the economic
cycles of the state fairly closely. The types of commodities have changed since 1916
(we don't see livestock shipped anymore). Industrial commodities now make up a
significant portion of the tonnage. Traffic levels will continue to follow the cycles
and the commodities will no doubt continue to change, but the Illinois Waterway is
so important to the economy of this area that we do not doubt that it will continue
to increase in the future similar to the way it increased in the past. Based on
national projections, we expect traffic to exceed 55 million tons by 1999. That will
continue to make it fourth in tonnage, exceeded only by the Mississippi, Ohio and
the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway. It now carries 8 percent of the total tons carried on
the inland waterways. That's as much as the Missouri, Arkansas, Columbia, and
Cumberland Rivers combined. The Illinois Waterway is indeed a major
transportation resource for this state.
There is a significant difference between the commodities carried on the
upper and lower portions of the waterway. The upper portion from Lake Michigan
to Marseilles reflects the industrial nature of the Chicago area. Petroleum products,
chemicals, and steel products make up half of the commodities in that reach. From
Marseilles downstream, agricultural commodities become increasingly more
dominant. At the LaGrange Lock, grain is nearly half of the total. There have been
some changes in this mix over the past 15 years. The decline in manufacturing has
caused a related decline in the amount of coal, iron, and steel transported on the
waterway. However, the biggest singledeclinein traffichas been in waste products.
The waterway at one time carriednearly 4 milliontons of sewer sludge each year.
This commodity was transported from Chicago to Fulton County during the eariy
1970's. By 1977 ithad disappeared, due to a number of reasons.
While iron and steelproducts and coalhave declined about 15 percent over
the past 15 years and sewer sludge has disappeared, grain has shown a 33 percent
increase and chemicals have increased by 21 percent. The resultisthat totaltrafficis
about the same. The distributionof thistraffichas changed significantly,however.
The tonnage at Lockport peaked in 1974 at 27 milliontons and declined until
1987. Traffichas increased over the past 3 years and was over 17 milliontons last
year, the highest since 1983. The transportationof coal,petroleum, chemicals, and
sand and gravel should resultin an increasingtrend on thispart of the waterway.
LaGrange, atthe other end of the waterway, isquite a differentstory. In
1990 a new record was setwith over 36 milliontons going through the lock. Grain
makes up 47 percent of the tons atLaGrange compared to 10 percent at Lockport.
The upward trend in grain isexpected to continue though not atthe acceleratedrate
R has in the past. As those increasescontinue, LaGrange and Peoria are expected to
reach capacityin the next ten years.
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IMPORTANCE OF BARGE TRANSPORTATION
Why isthis resource so important? Because the transportation savings are
significant and :the benefits affect so many people. The annual savings in
transportation costs are presently $326 million annually. That means that those who
ship and receive goods would have to pay at least that much more if the Illinois
Waterway was not available. That is a very conservative estimate because it does
not consider the effects of competition. We all know that competition usually results
in lower prices. Without alternate modes of transportation, existing prices would
increase substantially.
Let me give you some examples of the existing differences in transportation
costs. It costs about $14,000 to transport a barge load of grain from Peoria tO New
Orleans. To transport this same tonnage by rail would cost $26,000.
Other commodities have substantial cost savings as well. Its cost almost $14
less to ship one ton of industrial chejnicals from Texas to Joliet, $22 less to ship a ton
of petroleum from Louisiana to Morris, Illinois, and over $13 less to ship a ton of
fertilizer from Baton Rouge to Peoria. The savings in transportation costs range from
40 percent to 74 percent for most commodities.
Grain is the biggest commodity shipped on the waterway. Most of this grain
goes to New Orleans for export. The savings on one bushel of corn from Peoria to
New Orleans is 23 cents. That doesn't sound like much until you realize that a
barge holds 52,500 bushels and there were about 7,600 barge loads shipped down
the Illinois Waterway last year. This is over $90 million in cost savings that goes to
Illinois corn producers and has positive impacts for the economy of Illinois and also
for the U.S. balance of payments. Since Illinois is the nation's largest corn producer
and nearly 70 percent of the corn exported is shipped from the Mississippi Gulf, the
impacts of barge transportation become fairly obvious.
Not so obvious perhaps is the ability of other transportation modes to handle
these commodities if navigation were not available. To carry the 36 million tons
which went through the LaGrange Lock would require 360,000 rail cars; this during
a time when these cars are in short supply. This certainly is not intended to ignore
the value and the benefits of other forms of transportation. Each have their part to
play in our transportation system and in providing benefits to the people of this
state.
OTHER BENEFITS
The direct benefits of navigation are relatively easy to measure. However,
there are far more benefits than just rate savings. Jobs are created not only by the
navigation industry, but also by industries that locate here because of the availability
of navigation and the lower cost of transportation. Jobs are also created as a result
of the additional money available from the reduced transportation costs. The
multiplier effect in the economy further benefits the state. Although we have not
yet calculated all of these benefits, it is safe to say that they exceed one billion
dollars a year.
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In spite of some of the envirorunental controversy, the pools created by the
dams provide a relatively constant water level and opportunities for recreation.
Without the dams, the river would look quite empty during dry summer months. It
would certaluly be much narrower in many places. The recreation benefits of the
waterway are tremendous. There is far more water surface with the dams then
there would be otherwise. The visual and social benefits add value to the
communities along the waterway. The river increases tourism and the river boats
that keep increasing in number could not exist without the navigation system.
IMPROVEMENTS
As I mentioned earlier, the transportation cost savings from the Illinois
Waterway are $326 million annually. Over the next 50 years these benefits will grow
to ouly $383 million without any improvements on the waterway. If improvements
are made as they are required, the benefits would exceed $1 billion annually in the
next 50 years
Delay cost is an important component of transportation costs. The average
cost of a tow that goes through the lock at Peoria is $220 an hour. As congestion
increases, the tows are delayed more hours and the cost of transportation rises. It is
not just lost profits to a single industry, it has an impact on all of us. In 1990, the
total delays at all of the locks on the waterway exceeded 24,000 hours. These costs
are eventually paid for by the consumer. These delays will rise to 12 hours per tow
by 2010 without improvements. It is important that we all understand the
importance of the waterway and the economic value it has for the state. Preliminary
studies indicate that new locks are needed and are economically justified at Peoria
and LaGrange by 2000. Improvements to the Marseilles Lock are also needed and
justified by 2000. These and other improvements need to be made as the become
justified in order to maintain the viability of the waterway and assure that the state
continues to receive the benefits that the waterway provides.
The improvements that I refer to at Peoria and LaGrange are the addition of
1200-foot locks to the existing structures. These locks have tremendous capability to
reduce delays. The existing 600-foot locks are inadequate to pass the 15 barge tows
that are prevalent on the system today. While it takes about two hours to lock a tow
with more than 6 barges through the existing lock, it only takes 30 minutes to lock a
15 barge tow through a 1200-foot lock.
At the Marseilles Lock, there is a 2-1/2 mile canal above the lock that is too
narrow and too shallow for the traffic that is on the waterway today. As a result,
tows cannot pass each other for most of its length. This causes delays to traffic
using this lock.
There are also smaller scale improvements that can be made at other locks on
the waterway. These improvements will delay the need for new locks or will result
in efficiencies that would justify implementation. Extended guidewalls with
powered kevels, guide cells, and improved approaches are the primary examples of
these types of improvements.
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In addition to the reductions in delay times, the improvements will provide
additionalbenefits. They willprovide jobs in the engineering, construction,
manufacturing, and servicesectors. They willgive a boost to the citiesnear the
constructionsites.Most importantly,however, they willprovide long-term benefits
to the entireregion.
The IllinoisWaterway isa vitallinkin thiscountry's navigation system. Itis
also a vitalpart of the economy of thisstate.The waterway provides jobs,it
provides low cost transportation,itprovides recreation,itimproves our economy,
and itimproves our lives.We need to assure that itcontinues to do allof those
things. We need to take an activeinterestin itsfuture. We need to assure thatthe
IllinoisWaterway servesus even betterin the futurethan ithas in the past. Ihope
thatyou willtake an activeinterestin the waterway's futureand in the studiesthat
willbe taking place. The nlinoisRiver isan important resource for allof us and
barge transportationisan important part of thatresource. With understanding and
concern, we can assure thatthe IllinoisRiver willcontinue to be a vitaleconomic
and environmental resource for thisstate.
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TOURISM RESOURCES ALONG THE ILLINOIS RIVER
Martin R. Bo_n, Assistant Professor
Department of Recreation, Park and Tourism A_stration
400 Currens Hall, Western Illinois University, Macomb, Illinois 61455
ABSTRACT
Rural Iliinois River counties lag behind the rest of rural Illinois in travel and
tourism expenditures. Urban based riverboat gambling offers an opportunity to
capture additional tourism revenue by expanding rural tourism efforts and adopting
new marketing techniques.
INTRODUCTION
Travel and tourism have become important contributors to rural economies,
Recent research indicated that historical and cultural types of tourism attractions
were better economic performers in rural l]linois than were natural resource based
attractions (Botkin and McGowan 1990). Various researchers are studying the effects
of tourism on rnral residents' perceptions of community satisfaction and quality of
life (ibid., Botkin 1991, Long, Perdue and Allen 1988). Long, Perdue and Allen
(1988) reported an increase in both negative and positive perceptions of tourism
impacts upon community with the most statistically significant changes being an
improved local perception of quality of life. The researchers hypothesized that
residents' favorable attitudes toward tourism development initially would rise with
increasing development but would reach a threshold that would provoke a decline.
The range of between 3.6 and 10.5 percent of local retail sales derived from tourism
was determined as the threshold of development where resident attitudes toward
tourism development began to decline. Botkin and McGowan (1990) found the
perception that tourism contributes to rural residents' quality of life to peak when
tourism accounts for approximately nine percent of county retail sales. Botktn (1991)
stated that the relationships among the perception that tourism contributes to quality
of life, independent subjective measures of quality of life and community satisfaction
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and measures of the economic impact of county travel and tourism expenditures
were significantly correlated.
PURPOSES
The purposes of the study were to examine the economic contribution of
travel and tourism to the economies of the 14 rural counties contiguous to the Illinois
River, estimate residents' attitudes on the newest Illinois river-based tourism
attraction (i.e., riverboat gambling), and measure their perceptions of quality of life,
community satisfaction, and the contribution tourism makes to their quality of life.
METHODOLOGY
In the fall of 1989, a list of 12 travel and tourism modified Likert scale
questions (Strongly disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree, Strongly agree) were
included in a mailed questionnaire sent to ten thousand rural families in 76 Illinois
counties (Botkin and McGowan 1990). Of significance to this study was the
following question: "Tourism has increased the quality of life in this area." A total
of 2,827 rural households responded and agreed to serve on the Illinois Rural Life
Panel. In the spring 1990, panel members were mailed a second questionnaire.
Among the questions were three modified Likert scale questions measuring
community satisfaction and four questions measuring quality of life (Botkin and
DiGrino 1991). In addition were 35 questions to measure the importance of and
satisfaction with six dimensions of community satisfaction (i.e., health and safety,
recreation and leisure composed of community social interaction factors and
recreation opportunity resources, environment composed of community appearance
factors and environmental conditions, formal education, economic conditions and
public administration). To measure satisfaction with community economic
conditions, respondents were asked to indicate their satisfaction with five elements
associated with their community or the community closest to their residence. A total
of 2,199 rural panel members responded. In the spring of 1991, panel members
were sent a third questionnaire. Included were 11 questions on residents opinions
about the anticipated effects of Illinois riverboat gambling on rural crime, traffic,
tou_sm, jobs and economies. Panel members were also asked if they believed
riverboat gambling was an appropriate business for rural communities. In all three
surveys, data describing the respondents socioeconomic characteristics were also
collected (e.g., age, education, income, home ownership, gender, marital status,
occupational type). The responses to all questionnaires were examined for data
entry errors and data abnormalities. Responses were normally distributed. Mean
scores representing residents' attitudes were computed for each rural Illinois River
county, for those rural counties contiguous to the Mississippi, Rock, Wabash and
Ohio rivers, for rural counties which are not contiguous to a major Illinois river and
statewide. To estimate the countywide economic impact of travel and tourism, a
Economic Impact Indices (EIC) for rural illinois counties was constructed using the
percentage of total county retail sales accounted for by the mean travel and tourism
expenditures for 1987 and 1988. Travel and tourism expenditure data for 1987 and
1988 were furnished by the Division of Research arid Analysis, Illinois Department Of
Commerce and Community Affairs.
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LIMITATIONS
Any time secondary data is utiliTed, caution is in order. Such is the case
with the economic d.ataused in thisstudy. Besides the error incurred because of the
differencein time between the collectionof the traveland tourism and retailsales
expenditure data (i.e.,1987 and 1988) and the assessment of the respondent
perception data (i.e.,1990 and 1991),potentialerrorexistsbecause the primary unit
of analysisfor thisstudy isthe rural county ratherthan the entirestate.While the
statewide samples of ruralIllinoisresidentshave a levelof precisionof slightlybetter
than +/- 2.5 percent, thislevelof precisiondecreases dramaticallyas the sample is
partitionedinto county groups. The range of the estimates of specific county-wide
perceptions among counties isbetween +/- 10 percent and +/- 20 percent.
Unfortunately, achieving more precise estimatesfor a statewide county by county
comparison are currentlycostprohibitive.Therefore, there isevery reason to believe
thatthere are specificruralIllinoiscounties whose residents'perceptions of quality
of life,community satisfaction,the contributionthattraveland tourism makes to
qualityof lifeand satisfactionwith economic conditions are significantlydifferent
from the estimatesused in thisstudy.
RESULTS
Rural Illinois counties contiguous to the Illinois River averaged about $8.5
million in travel and tourism expenditures during the period between 1987 and 1988
(Table 1). Unlike its statewide counterparts, LaSalle county With its natural resource
(NR) based tourism attractions out performed the three rural counties along the
Illinois River With historic and cultural (HC) based tourism attractions by 323
percent. On a per capita (PC) basis, travel and tourism expenditures were 46
percent greater in LaSalle county than in Bureau, Fulton or Morgan counties. As
was the case statewide, Illinois River counties with little or no travel and tourism
industry lagged far behind both NR and HC counties.
However, ruralresidentsin HC counties believemore strongly than residents
in eitherNR or mixed counties that traveland tourism contributesto theirqualityof
life(TableI). In addition,ruralresidentsin these three counties have a more
positiveperception of the qualityof theirlivesand are more satisfiedwith the rural
communities in which they residethan theirpeers livingin LaSaUe county or in
counties with littleor no existingtraveland tourism industry.
When compared to ruralcounties contiguous to other major Illinoisriversor
to landiocked rural counties,ruralcountiesbordering the IllinoisRiver rank no
higher than third in a fieldof six(Table2). Only ruralcounties along the Wabash
and Ohio riversare poorer traveland tourism economic performers than those along
the Illinoisriver. In addition,ruralresidentson the Illinoisriverare lesslikelyto
believe that traveland tourism contributesto theirquali_ of lifethan residentsalong
the Rock and Mississippirivers;have a lesspositiveperception of the qualityof their
livesthan allresidentsbut those adjacent to the Ohio river;and are lesssatisfied
With theirrural communities than county residentsalong the Rock and Wabash
rivers (Table 2).
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TABLE 1. Description of counties in the Illinois river system by type of travel
and tourism attraction.
ATTRACTION COUNTY MEAN 87/88 T&T** MEAN 87/88 PC
NR LASALLE $55,739,215 $517
HC BUREAU $10,841,382 $296
HC FULTON $10,026,390 $266
HC MORGAN $18,663,555 $503
MIXED BROWN $757,016 $148
MIXED CALHOUN $1,556,882 $278
MIXED C.ASS $3,179,016 $230
MIXED GREENE $2,915,728 $186
MIXED MARSHALL $3,008,256 $231
MIXED MASON $3,469,582 $203
MIXED PIKE $4,279,680 $243
MIXED PUTNAM $1,473,863 $254
MIXED SCHUYLER $2,008,518 $261
MIXED SCOTT $1,062,689 $177
ALL MEAN $8,498,698 $271
NR $55,739,218 $517
HC MEAN $13,177,109 $355
MIXED MEAN $2,371,123 $221
ATTRACTION COUNTY T&T & QoL* MEAN EIC 87/88
NR LASALLE 3.04 8.26%
HC BUREAU 2.90 8.03%
HC FULTON 3.02 6.15%
HC MORGAN 2.81 8.37%
MIXED BROWN 3.43 7.40%
MIXED CALHOUN 2.71 9.70%
MIXED CASS 3.07 7.38%
MIXED GREENE 3.23 7.46%
MIXED MARSHALL 2.93 7.81%
MIXED MASON 3.13 7.25%
MIXED PIKE 3.28 7.50%
MIXED PUTNAM 3.33 9.79%
MIXED SCHUYLER 3.44 6.82%
MIXED SCOTT 3.15 8.11%
ALL MEAN 3.11 7.86%
NR 3.04 8.26%
HC MEAN 2.91 7.52%
MIXED MEAN 3.17 7.92%
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TABLE 1. Description of counties in the Illinois river system by type of
travel and tourism attraction (continued).
ATrRACTION COUNTY QoL* COMMUNITY SAT.*
NR LASALLE 2.54 2.39
HC BUREAU 2.58 2.04
HC FULTON 2.41 2.46
HC MORGAN 2.60 2.21
MIXED BROWN 2.93 2.48
MIXED CALHOUN 2.17 1.83
MIXED CASS 2.90 2.83
MIXED GREENE 2.58 2.28
MIXED MARSHALL 2.50 2.00
MIXED MASON 2.69 2.61
MIXED PIKE 2.81 2.58
MIXED PUTNAM 3.33 2.75
MIXED SCHUYLER 2.43 1.71
MIXED SCOTT 2.57 2.27
ALL MEAN 2.65 2.32
NR 2.54 2.39
HC MEAN 2.53 2.24
MIXED MEAN 2.69 2.33
Likert Scale: Responses 5 (Strongly Disagree), 4 (Disagree), 3 (Neutral), 2 (Agree) & 1 (Strongly Agree).
Sources: *Illinois Rural Life Panel Surveys, November 1989 (N = 2,827) and April 1990 (N = 2,074).
Funding provided by the Lt. Governor's Office, in cooperation with the Illinois Institute for Rural
Affairs. **Travel and Tourism expenditure data furnished by the Division of Research and Analysis,
Illinois Department of Commerce and Community Affairs.
With one exception, the attitudesof ruralIllinoisRiver residentsdo not
significantlydifferfrom those of other ruralIllinoisresidentson issuesconcerning
Riverboat Gambling (Table3). Fewer ruralIllinoisRiver residentsbelieve that
riverboatgambling willincreasetrafficin eithertheirconununities or statewide in
ruralcounties. In general, fewer than a third of ruralIllinoisresidentsbelievethat
the fledglingIllinoisriverboatgambling industry willimprove rural economies. A
thirdof ruralIllinoisresidentsbelieve thatan increasein ruraljobs _ occur as the
resultof riverboatgambling. About 45 out of every 100 ruralresidentsthink that
riverboatgambling willeitherimprove ruraltourism or increase ruralcrime. Out of
every 100 ruralresidents,between ten and twenty anticipateany effecton their
communities from riverboatgambling.
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TABLE 2. Description using average 1987/1988 county data by Illinois River of
travel and tourism economic performance and rural residents' quality
of life.
RIVER TRAVEL & TOURISM ** PER CAPITA
ROCK $19,641,768 $407





RIVER T&T & QoL* EIC
ROCK 3.00 9.76%





RIVER QoL* COMMUNITY SAT.*
ROCK 2.37 2.22
MISSISSIPPI 2.45 2.37




Likert Scale: Responses 5 (Strongly Disagree), 4 (Disagree), 3 (Neutral), 2 (Agree) & 1 (Strongly Agree).
Sources: *Illinois Rural Life Panel Surveys, November 1989 (N _- 2,827) and April 1990 (N = 2,074).
Funding provided by the Lt. Governor's Office, in cooperation with the Illinois Institute for Rural
Affairs. **Travel and Tourism expenditure data furnished by the Division of Research and Analysis,
Illinois Department of Commerce and Community Affairs.
DISCUSSION
Rural Counties contiguous to the IllinoisRiver lag behind the restof rural
Illinoisin traveland tourism expenditures. Problems of accessibilitydue to few
interstatehighways in the region may account for some of this.However, fledgling
or nonexistent community tourism organizationsin ten of the fourteen counties in
the region and consequently under-developed tourism attractionsaccount for the
bulk of the poor performance.
o
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TABLE 3. Comparison of IllinoisRiver ruralresidents'attitudesconcerning
riverboatgambling (N = 1901).
IN RURAL ILLINOIS, RIVERBOAT GAMBLING:
DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE
I.R. ALL I.R, ALL I.R, ALL
will increase traffic 26% 25% 26% 22% 48% 53%
will improve tourism 35 36 20 19 45 45
will increase crime 28 26 31 29 41 45
willincrease the
number of rural jobs 44 44 22 23 34 33
will improve rural
economies 43 45 27 26 30 29
IN MY RURAL COMMUNITY, RIVERBOAT GAMBLING:
DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE
I.R. ALL I,R, ALL I,R, ALL
will increase traffic 57% 49% 24% 21% 19% 20%
will improve tourism 71 70 14 , 16 15 14
will increase crime 50 50 28 29 22 21
willincrease the
number of rural jobs 73 74 17 16 10 10
will improve its
rural economy 68 68 20 20 12 12
RIVERBOAT GAMBLING IS AN APPROPRIATE BUSINESS FOR. RURAL
COMMUNITIES
DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE
I.R. ALL I.R. ALL I.R. ALL








While urban based, Riverboat Gambling provides a catalysis that rural
communities along the Illinois River can use to enhance their rural tourism potential.
The increase in visitation to East Peoria and Joliet offers an excellent opportunity for
rural communities to market new historical and cultural tourism attractions which
would appeal to urban residents already primed for an unique leisure activity (i.e.,
riverboat gambling) associated with the river resource. One of the reasons that
tourism in LaSalle county has been successful is the optimization of the tourism
resources and opportunities it contains. A strong positive relationship exists
between the holistic marketing of its community festivals, special events associated
with its State Parks and Lodges, outdoor recreation opportunities, federal and state
visitor centers and riverboat excursions and the significant travel and tourism
expenditures supplementing its economy. Integrating the newest regional attraction
into the development and marketing of tourism attractions in the rest of the thirteen
rural illinois river counties can not but help their efforts.
To facilitate this effort, private entrepreneurs and the public sector should
initiate the following: (1) establish a regional taskforce unconstrained by artificial
governmental units and boundaries to develop marketing initiatives designed to
capitalize on the upcoming onslaught of new tourism visitors inroute to urban
riverboat ports; (2) develop and schedule new river-based tourism events which will
appeal to primarily urban visitors, complement their riverboat gambling experience
and entice them to visit overnight rural communities along the Illinois River; (3)
develop a working partnership with the Riverboat Gambling industry to facilitate the
development of package tours preferably by motorcoach or rail which take advantage
of these new tourism initiatives; and (4) initiate a strategy of monitoring and
evaluating the success of all new initiatives to ensure efficient market corrections,
minimize wasted financial resources and strengthen the public's perceptions of the
positive economic benefits accruing to rural communities from public and private
investment partnerships.
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INTER]URISDICTIONAL RIVERS AND RESOURCES
A U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE PERSPECTIVE
James G. Geiger
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Division of Fish and Wildlife Management Assistance
820 ARLSQ, t849 C Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. _20240
I would _ke to begin my presentation by telling you about a meeting that
recently occurred in Illinois that holds great promise for the State. Mr. Brent
Manning, Director of the Illinois Department of Conservation invited the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service (Service) and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to participate
in a meeting to discuss ways to develop partnerships to protect riverine habitats. A
number of projects were discussed during the meeting including:
Kaskaskia River Basin-Is the largest river basin wholly contained in Illinois.
The river This river basin stretches 325 miles from central to southern Illinois and
covers an area of 5840 square miles. Two multi-purpose reservoirs are contained in
the basin Carlyle Lake and Lake Shelbyville.This riverbasin holds tremendous
environmental and economic opportunities.
Mississippi River Fish and Wildlife Areas-The Illinois Department of
Conservation manages extensive lands along the Mississippi River for fish and
wildlife recreation and resource programs, through a cooperative agreement with the
Service'. The potential for increased natural resource management and habitat
improvement is significant.
Calhou n Point-Is a major environmentallrestoration project located at the
confluence of the Illinois and Mississippi rivers. Plans include wetland
enhancement, dike construction, permanent pumping stations and various water
control structures.
Yellowbanks-Is in a 'Preliminary Project Proposal' stage for consideration as a
National Fish and Wildlife Refuge to preserve bottomland hardwood and wetland
communities. Yellowbanks is located along the juncture of the Wabash and Ohio
rivers. A local group is developing an Agriculture Conservation and Environmental
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Center to demonstrate conservation tillagefor sustainable,environmentally sound,
and economically feasibleagriculturalpractices.
The agencies agreed to form a Task Force to furtherdevelop these ideas into




• Ability to serve as models for other partnerships.
Jim Gritman, our Region 3 director, commented that two constraints limit the
ability of partnership activities to restore the Illinois River ecosystems: lack of
initiative, and lack of creativity. Knowing Jim and his staff, I can assure you that
these constraints will not be a factor and the Service will work cooperatively to meet
Director Mannings challenge.
Nonindigenous Species
An increasing management concern in the Illinois and other major river
systems are the occurrence of nonindigenous species, especially now that zebra
mussels are spreading beyond the Great Lakes. To address the problem of
unintentional introductions of nonindigenous aquatic species and to lay a foundation
for dealing more effectively with intentional introductions, Congress passed the
Nonindigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act of 1990 late last year.
This important new statutory authority--Public Law 101-646-created an
intergovernmental Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force to develop and implement a
comprehensive,: nationwide program to reduce the risk of the unintentional
introduction and spread of nonindigenous aquatic species, and to control any aquatic
nuisance species that become established. The Task Force is co-chaired by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
and involves five other Federal agencies and eight representatives of other
governmental entities. Good progress is being made in developing the Aquatic
Nuisance Species Program required by the Act and in implementing its other
requirements.
The zebra mussel infestation originated in the Great Lakes in 1986 as a result
of ballast water discharges and has now spread to adjacent river basins, including
the Illinois system. It has had massive, immediate impacts on water users in the
Great Lakes and there is substantial concern regarding impacts to fisheries, other
natural resources, and on basic ecological processes. One estimate suggests the
economic impact of zebra mussels in the Great Lakes alone could reach $5 billion by
the turn of the century.
The Federal government, as well as State and local governments, the private
sector and Canadian interests, have initiated many programs and efforts to minimize
the effects of ti_e infestation on water users and to better understand this organism
and its environmental effects. The Fish and Wildlife Service along with the Illinois
Natural History Survey and others are establishing coordinated programs to monitor
the spread of the infestation to new areas. Such monitoring is intended to provide
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earlywarning of the presence of zebra mussels to those likelyto be affectedallowing
them to prompfly initiateprotec.tiveactions.
Zebra mussels are likelyto createmajor new problems for the management of
the Illinoisand other riversystems. We willcontinue to cooperate with all
concerned to find effective,environmentally-sound means to respond to this
problem.
Throughout history our Nation's fiversystems have been _ti1_7.edfor
transportation,waste disposal,domestic, industrialand agriculturalwater supply,
hydropower production and electricalgeneration,commercial subsistence,and
recreationalfishingand hunting, and non-consumptive recreation.These rivers
comprise 3.5 millionmiles of inland watervcays and our dependance on these rivers
has increased with time. Along with increased dependence came the need to
physicallyalterriversto provide stableflows and channels for navigation,provide a
water supply, and to reduce flooding of communities and agriculturalands. We
recentlyhave become aware of the impacts our activitieshave had upon fishand
wildliferesources,yet,we continue to modify stream channels, controlflow, and
dispose of odr wastes in the aquaticenvironment. Consequently instream habitats,
as well as adjacent wetland and riparianhabitats,are no longer capable of
supporting historicfishand wildlifepopulations. Habitats associatedwith river
corridorsprovide refuge for many fishand wildliferesources. Roughly one-thirdof
allFederallylistedthreatened and endangered speciesrelyon water and/or riparian
lands. The Serviceisgreatlyconcerned and involved with the protectionof river
habitatfor fishand wildliferesources. Barriersand destructionof riparianhabitat
pose a significanthreatto naturalresources associatedwith riverecosystems. A
high qualityaquatic environment isessentialfor fishand other aquaticorganisms,
and for the qualityof associatedwetland and riparianhabitats.
The Servicehas sigrdficantlyexpanded our fisheriesmanagement capabilities
by establish'ragFishery Management fieldstationsthroughout the country. Today,
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the benefitof fishexyresources. Sixteen of these stationshave River Coordinators
who focus theirwork almost exclusivelyon the restorationof major riversystems.
These biologistsare well versed in fisherybiology, hydrology, biopolitics,and
environmental economics; allof which am required for thisspecializedwork. Many
of the beneficialriverinefisheriesprograms in which our River Coordinators are
involved have directlybenefittedother aspects of riverecosystems. The most
notable isthe maintenance of flow regimes.
i The Service'sNational Fish Hatchery System consistsof 78 fishhatcheries,6
of which serve as fishtechnology centers,and 9 fishhealth centers. These facilities
are managed to produce an.ddis_.bute.about60 species of fishfor sixmajor..._h
cultural programs the Service has ldantified as warranting Federal responsibility and
stewardship. These programs include; Pacific salmonids, Atlantic;salmon,
Anadromous striped bass, Great Lakes Lake trout, Inland species, and Endangered
and threatened species. While the Service continues to place sigrlificant emphasis on
the hatchery aspects of our fish management activities, emphasis is now on quality
versus quantity of hatchery fish. We are producing the healthiest fish possible,
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maintaining genetic variation and suitability, and assisting State and other
cooperators with transfer of new technology.
The Service continues to have an active role in the restoration and
conservation of anadromous species inhabiting interjurisdictional rivers. Service
involvement has ranged from rearing and stocking of juvenile salmon, to habitat and
stock assessment, coordination and comprehensive planning, and research and
technology development.
Trinity River
The Trinity River in Northern California is one example where the Service is
taking an active role in the restoration and conservation of anadromous species. The
Trinity River Fish and Wildlife Restoration Program, is an ecosystem-wide effort to
restore extremely important runs of Pacific salmon and steelhead and to concurrently
enhance wildlife resources. The Service and the numerous cooperators recognize
that the conditions from mountain top to sea dictate the productivity of streams that
connect the two. Restoration efforts include establishing formal agreements by land
managers to be better stewards of existing high quality habitat through tighter
controls on logging, grazing, road-building, and recreation. These efforts include
addressing 'loaded-guns' such as road cuts and undersized culverts on fragile,
erodible slopes, that can result in massive slumping and revegetating and reshaping
chronic soil erosion sites. Most of these watershed restoration efforts have direct
benefits to wildlife and secondary benefits to dish. Within the stream, this
restoration program is implementing such measures as dredging filled-in pools,
importing spawning gravel, constructing side channels to provide natural rearing
areas for juvenile fish, and feathering back banks that have become chiseled, vertical
banks.
In May 1991, the Secretary of the Interior signed a decision document that
dramatically improved streamflows in the Trinity River, during a designated critically
dry year! This flow change is the result of 2 years of broad based, multi-agency
cooperation that was initiated by Native Americans. These negotiations were based
upon sound biological and hydrological data that is being collected and analyzed by
the Service and the California Department of Fish and Game, and was resolved by
an interagency negotiation team representing the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Bureau of
Reclamation, and the Service.
The key to the success of the Trinity River program is that it is fixing the root
problems that have caused fish and wildlife impacts (land use practices and flow
reductions) and it is proactivaly manipulating habitat to hasten recovery. The
Service recognizes that manipulating disturbed habitat without concurrently
eliminating the source of the perturbation is a waste of time and money.
Russian River Restoration
The Russian River is a coastal watershed in California that has been
dramatically impacted by water diversions, dams, water pollution, and
floodplain/riparian encroachment by increased population. The first step in restoring
this river has been to convince Congress that there is a problem, that a partnership
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of federal,state,and localgovernments as wen as privateinterestgrQups is the best
vehiclefor implementing solutions,and that a detailedevaluation of resource status,
restorationoptions, and costs and benefitsisneeded. Congress passed the Russian
River Study Act that authorizes federalfunds to establishpartnerships,gather
availableinformation, conduct needed investigationsand develop recommendations
for restoringfisheryresources. The challenge now isto seek and obtain funding to
implement provisions of the Russian River Study Act.
Chehalis River Basin Restoration
The Service isimplementing the provisions of the Washington StateChehalis
River Basin Fishery Resources Study and Restoration Act. This act was spearheaded
by localmembers of Congress atthe request of theirconcerned constituents. This
grass roots support for the program has created tremendous public interestand
involvement in implementing the Act. The process for the Chehalis issimilarto that
of the Russian River;i.e. determine causes of problems, develop actionalternatives
for addressing the problems, and estimating costs and benefitsof the potential
actions. The Service obtained the necessary funds to initiatethese activitiesthrough
a coalitionof Administration and Congressional interests,in implementing
provisions of the Act, the Serviceisagain focusing heavily on developing
partnerships with various government agencies,Native Americans and the=private
sector. ORly with thisbroad involvement can such programs establishand maintain
momentum and eventuallyachieve success.
Connecticut River
The Connecticut River iscurrentlyundergoing an activefishrestoration
program with emphasis placed on Atlanticsalmon and American shad. This
cooperative effortinvolves the Statesof Connecticut, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, and Vermont, the National Marine FisheriesService and the Service and
dates back to 1965 and the passage of the Anadromous Fish Conservation Act. The
program has been successfulin providing fishpassage facilitiesat major barriers,
increasingneeded hatchery stockings of salmon, and establishingand increasing
runs of anadromous species.
Dam constructionon the mainstream Connecticut River atTurners Falls,
Massachusetts, in 1798 blocked the upstream passage of Atlanticsalmon to spawning
grounds as far North as Beecher Fails,near the Canadian border. Passage to
American shad, blueback herring, and shortnosed sturgeon, now an endangered
species,was alsoblocked by constructionof thisdam. Subsequent dams On the
riverhas furtherreduced the anadromous fishproductivityof the Connecticut River.
Attempts made during the 1940'sto provide upstream fishpassage were
unsuccessful due to poor entrance location,insufficientattractionwater and
excessivepool turbulence. The firstsuccessfulpassage of fishalong the Connecticut
River occurred during the 1950's. Committees for FisheriesManagement of the
Connecticut River Basin were formed afterpassage of the Anadromous Fish
Conservation Act of 1965. These committees were composed of representativesfrom
Statesalong the River and the Federal Government, and are stillfunctioningtoday.
Presently,upstream fishpassage facilitiesare functioning on allhydroelectric
facilitieson the mainstem Connecticut River.
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The need for downstream fishpassage was firstdocumented in the written
record in 1968. A Memorandum of Agreement for downstream fishpassage in the
Connecticut River was siffnedin 1990 by the Power Utilities,the Connecticut River
Salmon Commission, the National Marine FisheriesService,the Service,and States
(CT, MA, NH, VT) along the River. In these agreements the Power Utilities
committed to the study and inst_Hationof downstream fishpassage facilitiesat 5
hydroelectricprojects.The firstdirectbenefitsfor downstream fishpassage is
expected in 1992.
The patientand persistentcommitment of Federal, State,Local_and Private
organizationshas resulted in the current on-going success in restoringAtlantic
salmon and American Shad to the Connecticut River. Improvements in water
qualityto the River following enactment of the Clean Water Act has alsobeen
instrumental in allowing returns of these anadromous fishto the Connecticut River.
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Today, hydroelectricfacilitiesare regulated by the Federal Energy Reb_uiatory
Commission (FERC). FERC has 1,063hydroelectriclicensesin effectacrossthe
Nation. Over 260 hydropower licenseshave or willexpireduring the next ten years.
Most of the relicansingactivitywilloccur in the Northeast and Midwest. Relicensing
willaffectover 135 major riversystems throughout the country, including the
Connecticut River,Shenandoah River,MississippiRiver,and the Snake River.
The impact of relicensingor licensingold existingprojectsfor the firsttime will
significantlyaffecta wide array of fishand wildliferesources and riversystems. For
example, in Michigan these projectsaffect24 States,and 49 riversystems. They
block over 1,500 miles of riverto anadromous fishpassage while 756 miles of river
are directlyaffectedeitherby impoundment or controlledby operations.
This reauthorizationprocessed willinvolve extensiveand complex evaluations
and negotiationsover the continued protectionof affectedfishand wildlifeand their
habitats. Water quality,instream flows,reservoirwater fluctuations,entrainment
and impingement, fishpassage, endangered species,and recreationare concerns
which must be addressed. The Servicebelievesthatdownstream passage for
anadromous fishmust be provided athydroelectricfacilitiesin addition to upstream
passage. Presently,I_RC isquestioning the Service'sauthorityto require
downstream fishpassage atthese facilities.
Untilrecently,the Servicehas not consistentlyfocused itsattentionon the
broad based conservation of aquaticresources associatedwith interjurisdictional
rivers. This in part isdue to the Service'srolein responding to habitatsthathave
become degraded or destroyed and fishpopulations in need of rehabilitationor
restoration.Effectiveconservation effortsrequirea shiftfrom reactiveto proactive
management with the realizationthatecosystem management must occur;rather
than singleresource management. The Servicerecob_izes thisneed for
management of ecosystems and biologicalcommunities. Conservation strategiesfor
the preservation of America's naturalresources must be developed. Partnerships
must be developed between Federal,State,Native American, localgovernments,
and an interestedpublic. Cooperative management on riversystems has and will
resultin the restorationand enhancement of fish,wildli/e,and theirhabitats.
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MICRA
The Service is currently a partner in several programs that employ this
concept of ecosystem management. One example is theMississippi Interstate
Cooperative Agreement (MICRA). The Serviceisassisting29 States,in assessingthe
MississippiRiver drainage fisheryresources and habitatrequirements to protect,
maintain, and enhance interstatefishspeciesin the basin.
The MICRA Mission Statement is 'Improve the conservation, development,
management and utilizationof interiurisdictionalfisheryresources in the Mississippi
River Basin through Improved coordination and communication among the
responsible management entries."
MICRA wiU Improve information bases and data management,
communication and coordination,while eliminatingduplicationof effortand
achieving overallcostsavings to taxpayers and user groups.
A draftComprehensive Strategy Plan has been produced establishingbasin-
wide goals,objectives,and tasks. The strategicplan identifies10 goals, 29
objectives,and 129 tasks. The Comprehensive StrategicPlan willbe supplemented
by Species Sub-Plans and Watershed Sub-Plans, which willaddress specificfishery
and aquatichabitatmanagement problems throughout the Basin.
To date, 28 of the 29 Stateconservation departments have signed on as
participantsto MICRA, A totalof 139 entrieshave recentlybeen contacted for their
partidpation in MICRA, including: 9 Federal agencies, 2 U.S. independent agencies;
4 interstatecommissions; 86 Indian tribes;and 38 utilitycompanies.
Upper Mississippi River System EMP
The Long Term Resource Monitoring Program for the Upper MississippiRiver
System isbeing implemented by the Servicein cooperation with the States of
Illinois,Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, and Wisconsin with guidance and overall
Program responsibilityprovided by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The
Program was authorized under the Water Resources Development Act of 1986 as an
element of The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Environmental Management Program.
The mission of the Program isto provide derision-makers with the necessary
in/ormation'tomaintain the Upper MississippiRiver System as a viablelargeriver
ecosystem given itsmnitip!e use character. Congress has declared the system as
both a nationallysignificantecosystem and a commerdal navigation system. Long
term.goals of the Program are to understand the system, determin,e resource trends
and impacts, develop management altematlves,manage information, and develop
useful products.
Resource data isbeing collectedon fiveseparate 25-30 mile reaches of the
Mississippiand one reach of the IllinoisRiver to document system wide trends. Key
resources being monitored include water, sediment, invertebrates,fish,vegetation,
land cover, and land use.
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Resource problems being investigate d include "zmPacts of navigation,
sedimentation, water level fluctuations, and the lack of aquatic vegetation and
reduced fish populations in the Mississippi River for their impact to the System.
Missouri River
Presently, the Service has undertaken a new program initiative on the
Missouri River entitled Missouri River-Conserving a River ecosystem (MOR-CARE),
"A Missouri River Partnership.' The goal is to facilitate, in cooperation with
interested governmental, Tribal and private parties, the optimal recovery of the
natural values and environmental health of the Missouri River ecosystem, for the
benefit of basin residents, consistent with existing resource uses.
Over the last 50 years, the Missouri River has lost 95 percent of it's original
wetlands, 90 percent of it's sand bars, 75 percent of it's stream surface area, 66
percent of wooded riparian habitat, and nearly all of the riparian wet prairie habitat.
As a result, 21 percent of the native fish species and numerous other plant and
animal species have been eliminated or depleted to critically low levels. Over 900
miles of the upper river have been converted into multi-purpose reservoir pools.
The lower 733 miles consist of a constricted navigation channel, with regulated flows
released from upstream reservoirs.
The objectives of the Service's Missouri River Program are to:
• To facilitate establishment of, and to coordinate, an operational Missouri
River environmental resources management, restoration and enhancement
program involving Federal State, Tribal and local governments, and an
interested public.
• To coordinate preparation of a comprehensive action plan for the
management, restoration, and enhancement of fish, wildlife and related
habitats within the Missouri River Ecosystem, and facilitate its
implementation.
• To develop and implement plans for providing optimal fish and wildlife
resource-based recreational opportunities for people within the Missouri River
Ecosystem.
• To establish a functional Outreach program to involve and exchange
information with the public concerning problems, opportunities and resource
restoration needs in the Missouri River Ecosystem.
The Missouri River Partnership _ be a basinwide effort that will include
coordination among the States of Wyoming, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas, and Missouri, other Federal agencies, Indian tribes, local
governments, private organizations, and the public.
The Missouri River Basin Fish and Wildlife Restoration Act represents
legislation that is being developed for Congressional consideration to support the
Service's Missouri River Initiative. Support among constituencies for the draft
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legislation has been expressed. Introduction of the legislation to Congress will likely
occur in early 1992. Legislation is not needed to provide authority to the Service to
conduct the Missouri River initiative, however, it will provide a higher profile,
promote the establishment of partnerships, and provide the appropriations needed
to adequately implement the initiative.
The Service has started conducting presentations to the States and other
entities to discuss the basics of the initiative and determine what the needs and
concerns of the States are so they can be incorporated into a Conceptual Plan.
Conservation of America's River Ecosystems (CARE).
In 1993, the Service proposes to consolidate and expand its large river work
initiated in 1991 and 1992 into a National program of Conservation of America's
River Ecosystems (CARE). The CARE program will:
w Develop a comprehensive National Interjurisdictional Rivers Action Plan to
ensure ongoing and proposed programs are coordinated and focused on
environmental issues, cooperative management, restoration, and
enhancement programs for fish, wildlife, and related habitats;
• Coordinate preparation of comprehensive action plans on specific rivers for
the cooperative management, restoration, and enhancement of fish, wildlife,
and related habitats within entire river ecosystems. For 1993, the
Connecticut, Missouri, Lower Mississippi, and Yukon River ecosystems will
be emphasized;
• Develop and implement plans for providing optimal fish and wildlife
resource-based recreational opportunities for people within these specific river
systems; and
B Establish a wide ranging public education and outreach program to involve
and exchange data and information with the public concerning problems,
opportunities, and resource restoration needs within and between specific
river ecosystems.
In sununary, I perceive a real 'window of opportunity' for Americas rivers.
The Service is pursuing the concept of ecosystem management on interjurisdictional
rivers for the conservation of their diverse fish, aquatic, and wildlife resources and
their habitats. The future of our fish and wildlife resources will be determined by
the leadership, persistence, scientific curiosity, and a dynamic 'risk.taking' spirit we
exhibit today. We are seeking to participate, facilitate, and/or act as a catalyst for the
forging of new partnerships directed at promoting the rediscovery and conservation
of America's River Ecosystems. The Conservation of America's River Ecosystems-
lets CARE for America's Future.
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PHYSICAL CHANGES DUE TO NAVIGATION IN THE UPPER MISSISSIPPI
RIVER SYSTEM
Nani G. Bhowmik
Principal Scientist and Director
Office of Hydraul/cs and River Mechanics
Illinois State Water Survey, Champaign, IL
ABSTRACT
The Mississippi, Illinois, Ohio, and Missouri Rivers are used extensively for
the transport of goods and commodities, as well as for recreational activities. The
Upper Mississippi River System, extending from its confluence with the Ohio River
to its headwaters near St. Paul, Minnesota, is used extensively by commerdal barge
traffic with typical configurations of about 32.1 by about 335.5 meters (m) in plan
form, with a draft of 2.74 m. A barge convoy such as this can move up and down
the fiver at speeds from about 1.35 to 4.4 meters per second (m/sec). Movement of
such a body through a fiver whose cross section in low-flow conditions can be as
little as 275 by 3 to 4 m creates significant temporary disturbances of the fiver
em_ironment.
The changes in the fiver environment resulting from the movement of such
traffic may include creation of waves and drawdown, altered velocity and pressure
regimes, resuspension and lateral movement of sediment, and temporary changes in
flow direction due to the return flow. Research has been initiated to determine the
physical changes associated with navigation within the Illinois and Mississippi
Rivers. Field data on various hydraulic and sediment resuspension characteristics
have been collected and analyzed to determine functional relationships. These
physical relationships will be used in the biological models to identify and determine
changes in the aquatic environment due to navigation traffic. This paper discusses
some of the physical changes in a large fiver environment due to navigation traffic.
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Fig. 1. Schematic Diagram showing the water motion
generated by a ship (after Blaauw et al. 1984)
INTRODUCTION
Movement of barge trafficin a restrictedwaterway isassociatedwith
substantialphysical changes within the waterway environment. These physical
changes are normally temporary in space and time, but theirimpacts can lastfor
substantialamount of time, depending on the physical proximity of the various
rivezinehabitats. Some of these changes can affectimportant biologicalhabitats
such as fishspawning areas,macrophyte beds, and ichthyplankton in the water.
When a barge-tow configurationmoVes through the water, itexperiences resistance.
The consequence of overcoming thisresistanceisthe development and initiationof a
number of physical changes that are shown schematicallyin figureI, afterBlaauw et
al., 1984.
Ifthissolidbody moves within stagnant surroundings, then a wave trainwill
move with the vessel,which isshown in figureI as the front wave, A. With this
movement of water, flow around the vesselwillacceleratein the directionopposite
which the vesselismoving (returncurrent D); and to maintain the continuity,the
water levelwilldrop within the channel as shown by drawdown =h. Slope supply
flow E and transversalstem wave C more or lessmove with the vessel'smovement.
Other important physical changes include the prop wash, shown as G in figure1.
The various physical changes may or may not be noticeablein allwaterways because
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of variations in their physical dimensions and the speed at which the vessel is
moving. The return flow D shown in figure 1 is rarely parallel to the shore, and the
interaction of various physical forces will generate a complex flow pattern around
the vessel and near the shores (Bhowmik and Mazumder 1990).
Current research by the Illinois State Water Survey is attempting to determine
the various physical changes that are associated with navigation traffic in the Upper
Mississippi River System (UMRS). This research is being conducted as part of the
Environmental Management Plan of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and
sponsored through the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). This research is
instrumental in the development of appropriate management alternatives for the
UMRS, which includes the Illinois River. Data collection techniques and results are
included in this paper to illustrate the patterns and type§ of hydraulic and physical
changes that occur when a barge tow moves through a restricted waterway such as
the Illinois River.
DATA COLLECTION
Field data for this project were collected from both the Illinois and Mississippi
Rivers, using collection techniques given by Soong, Bogner, and Reichelt (1990).
Velocity data were collected by utilizing two-dimensionsl electromagnetic current
meters, such as the Interocean $4 and the Marsh-McBirnsy 527 and 511. All of these
meters measure two horizontal components of velocity data with a collection
frequency of one second. All the velocity data were collected from three to eight
locations on one side of the river at one to three transects. Three to thirteen meters
were utilized to collect the velocity data. All the raw velocity data were stored in
field computers before being transferred to the mainframe for final analyses.
Suspended sediment data were collected by utilizing pump samplers at three
to four locations and at two to three points in each vertical location. Sampling
frequency was 3 minutes during a barge-tow event and 25 minutes at other times.
All the suspended sediment samples, including samples for particle-size
distributions, were analyzed in the laboratory. These data were subsequently used
to determine changes in suspended sediment concentrations during a barge-tow
event.
Wave and drawdown data were collected by utilizing awave gage that was
designed, developed, and built at the Water Survey. Other data included river
characteristics,background information,barge-tow characteristics,and site
characteristics.Following are some of the results.
Suspended Sediment
Point-integratedsuspended sediment samples indicatedthatwhen a barge
tow moves in a navigable waterway such as the IllinoisRiver,itcan resuspend
sediment in the channel border areas, increased concentrationsof these
resuspended sediments can lastfor severalminutes to more than 30 to.40minutes,
depending on the traffic characteristics and the location from which samples were
collected. Figure 2 shows the sediment concentration for a set of data collected on
October 13, 1990, from two elevations at a single vertical location on the right side of
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Fig. 2 Variation in suspended sediment concentrations,
lllinois River near Kampsvilie
the IllinoisRiver (RiverMile 35),looking downstream. Station 1A was located at
0.15m above the bed and station1B was located 0.46 m above the bed; both stations
were located 7.6 m from the shore.
On thisparticularday, fivebarges passed the testsitebetween about 0945 to
1745 hours. This figureshows fivemajor peaks, which correspond to each barge-
tow event. Moreover, the back_ound sediment concentration was approximately
equal to 160 milligrams per liter(rag/l)atboth elevations. EVents 1,2, and 4 were
associatedwith higher increasesin sediment concentrationsat stationIA, which
were dose to 450 mg/l. However, at station1B the maximum increasesin sediment
concentrationswere lessthan atstation1A for allcorresponding events. Thus,
station1A, which was closerto the bed, experienced l_:eaterincreasesin sediment
concentration than did station1B, This type of variabilitywas observed for
numerous other events at many other sitesand locations.
Barge-tow movements thatcan temporarily alterthe flow characteristicsby
changing velocitiescan and willresuspend some of the finematerialson the bed.
Increases in resuspension are higher near the bed than fartherfrom it. This is
expected to happen because once the bed materialsare resuspanded, they tend to
remain in suspension near the bed by virtueof verticalcomponent of the turbulent
fluctuationsof velocities.The increased suspended sediment concentrationsranged
from 20 to 50 minutes in duration at stationIA, and from 30 to 80 mLRutes at station
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1B for allfiveevents. The maximum increasein sediment concentration occurred
with event I atboth elevations.These increaseswere on the order of 300 percent at
station1A and 200 percent at stationlB. At the same time, the average ambient
sediment concentration was about 135 mg/l in the earlymorning hours before any
barge tow passed the sRe. The ambient sediment concentrationnear the end of the
day, atabout 1740 hours, was 260 mg/1 at station1A and 200 mg/l at stationlB.
Increasesin ambient suspended sediment concentrationswere also observed on
other days with comparable barge-tow traffic.
TURBULENCE AND VELOCITIES
The return flow patterns shown in figure I are neither steady nor constant.
Disturbances createdby the barge-tow events are associatedwith turbulent
fluctuationsof velocities.The magnitude and duration of turbulentfluctuationsand
flow velocitiesdepend on trafficharacteristicsand the morphometry of the river
reach. Altered velocityfluctuationsdue to two barge-tow events, one moving
downstream and one moving upstream, are shown in figure3.
The data were collectedwith a seriesof three current meters installedat a
distance of 33.5 m from the shore in a verticalarray 0.3,1.2,and 2.4 m above the
bed. Event I consistsof 14 barges (threeby five lessone) with a draftof 2.74 m
moving downstream at a speed of 2.77 meters per second (m/s). Event 2 consistsof
12 barges (3by 4) moving upstream at a speed of 2.19 m/s with an effectivedraftof
1.68 m. This figureamply illustrateswhat happens in the flow fieldwhen barges
such as these move in the river.
As the barge tow moved downstream during event 1, the component of the
return flows parallelto the shorelinestartedto move in the upstream direction,
decreasing the ambient velocityfrom about 0.28to 0.03 m/s atmeter 1, (0.3m above
the bed). The duration of thisdisturbance was about 5 minutes. At meters 2 and 3,
located1.2 and 2.4 m above the bed, respectively,the corresponding decrease in
velocitiesranged from 0.34 and 0.46 m/s to 0.04 and 0.23 m/s, respectively.
Rlustrationssuch as figure3 are extremely important in the evaluation of
physical changes associatedwith navigation. They show thatreturn flows occur at
allverticalelevationsand thatthe magnitude of the net return velocitiesissimilarat
allelevations.This point isfurtherillustratedin the same figurefor event 2, in
which the barge tow was moving upstream. This upstream movement of the barge
tow was associatedWith_a return flow in the opposite direction-downstream in this
case. Consequently, the flow velocitiesincreased at allthree elevationsfrom about
0.28 to 0.60 m/s at meter 1, 0.34 to 0.68 m/s atmeter 2, and 0.46 to 0.68 m/s at meter
3. Again, the relativeincreasewas similarat allelevationsexcept near the surface,
where itwas somewhat smallerin magnitude.
The purpose of showing the resultsfrom two events, one moving in the
downstream directionand another in the upstream direction,isto illustratethe fact
that even though these-two events occurred Within a period of 13 to 14 minutes, the
flow characteristicsbetween the barges and the shorelinechanged completely in
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Fig. 3 Velodty changes at a shale vertical due to t_he downstream and
upstream movement of barge tows
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Similar variabilities in flows were observed for many other events at this and
other sites. In general, the maximum observed changes in flows occurred at a point
equal to about 20 percent of the width of the river from the shore, where the
magnitude of the return velocities was approximately equal to the ambient velocities.
Thus, the velocities at this point were about zero for a certain period of time. After
this temporary period of stagnation, the ambient velocity became strong enough to
re-establish the flow patterns. Analyses of many lateral velocity distribution data
have shown that the distribution of the lateral velocities follows two distinct
patterns. This conceptual formulation is shown in figur e 4. The lateral velocity
distribution is parabolic from the shore to the 20 percent point and then is
approximately linear up to the side of the barge. The distribution remains
symmetrical on both sides of the river, especially in a straig.ht reach. Based on this
formulation and the field data, a new mathematical formulation has been developed
and proposed for determining the return flow distribution in a straight reach of a
fiver such as the Illinois (Bhowndk et al. 1991).
Analysis of the turbulent fluctuations of velocities (as shown in figure 3) has
shown the turbulence associated with the barge tow event is normally much higher
than that associated with the ambient flow in the river (Mazumder etal. 1991).
DRAWDOWN AND WAVES
As the vessel moves forward it pushes water, whose motion then accelerates
beside and beneath the barge. At the same time, the propellers suck a large amount
of water from beneath the vessel As water movement accelerates, a drop in
pressure results. The kinetic energy of water increases, while the potential energy
decreases. The decrease in potential enertT and pressure manifest themselves in a
water-level depression. As the water level drops, the vessel also drops down in a
process known as "squat." The lowered water level in the entire flow field is known
as 'drawdown." Channel constrictions, both in depth and width, greatly increase
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Fig. 4 Conceptual distribution of return velodty across the width of a
channel due to the movement of barge tows
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unrestrictedchannels. Ifthe vesselmoves near the shore, drawdown willbe higher
in the region between the vessel and the shore than R would be ifthe vesselmoved
through the mid-section of the channel. Based on a fairlysmall set of data,
Bhowmlk et al.(1981)developed a regressiontype of equation to determine
drawdown. The data collactedfor the present projecthave shown thatdrawdown
could vary from about 0.05 to 0.3 m, with the majority of d_awdown ranging in the
order of 0.1 m.
When a barge moves through water, a system of bow waves and wakes is
formed at the water surface, in general, the system consists of two sets of diverging
waves and one set of transverse waves. The diverging waves move forward and
outward from the vessel, while the transverse waves move in the direction the
vessel is moving. The transverse waves meet the diverging waves on both sides of
the vessel along two sets of 'cusp lines,' which form angles of 19021 ' with the vessel
traddine for a point disturbance moving with a constant velocity in an initially stiU,
deep, and frictionless fluid (Sorensan 1973). Since waves are generated both at the
bow and stem of a vessel, they interact with each other at some distance from the
vessel. If the waves generated at the bow and stem are in-phase, they tend to
reinforce each other and become higher. If the waves are out of phase, they tend to
cancel each other.
In deep water, wave height generally increases with .increasing velocity,
except at certain points where the bow and stern waves tend to cancel each other.
Wave heights then decrease with distance from the vesselas the totalenergy per
wave isdistributedover a largerarea (Sorensan 1973, and Bhowmik 1976).In
shallow streams, the water-particlemotion generated by the waves willreach the
bottom, and the wave pattern willchange significantly.The important parameter in
shallow-water waves isthe depth Froude number, F. For F above approximately
0.4,the waves willreach the bottom. As F increaseswith an increasein vessel
velocityor a decrease in depth, the diverging waves rotateforward and finallyform
a rightangle with the sailingline. When F = 1, the diverging and transverse waves
form a singlewave, which travelsat the same speed as the vessel An equation for
estimating the wave height due to the movement of barge trafficwithin a body of
water isgiveiiby Bhowmik et al.(1981).
The wave data collectedfor the currentprojectare now being analyzed.
These data have shown that the maximum wave heights measured closeto the
shorelinevary from about 0.05 to 0.35 m, with the majority occun-ing within a range
Of 0.10 to 0.15 m.
SUMMARY
This article has briefly described how navigation traffic on the UMRS is
normally associatedwith a set of physical changes, including sediment resuspansion,
return flows in the directionopposite the movement of traffic,and increased
turbulence, drawdown, and waves. R has alsobeen shown that the distributionof
lateralreturn flows isnon-uniform across the width of the channel, even though
verticalvelocitychanges isfairlyconstant ata specificlocation. The duration of
alteredvelocitystructurecan lastfor severalminutes. Data have also illustratedthat
the resuspension of sediment isnormally higher near the bed than near the water
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surface. Elevated sediment concentrations can last from about 15 minutes to more
than an hour, and the repeated movement of traffic can increase ambient suspended
sediment concentrations. The average heights of the measured waves and
drawdown were about 0.1 to 0.15 m.
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CHEHICJ_LAND BIOLOGICAL NONITORING OF
THE UPPER ILLINOIS RIVER
H.H. Essig, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
1701 South First Ave., Naywood, IL 60153
ABSTRACT
Hater quality of the I111nols Haterway has improved over the
last thirteen years as indicated by an improved macrolnvertebrate
community and improved water chemistry. For macrolnvertebrates the
numbers of indlvlduals and taxa of caddlsflles and mayflles have
substantlally increased In the lower Des P1alnes and upper I111nols
Rivers. The Ca1-Sag Channel and the Sanitary and Ship Canal have
also shown improvement shifting from 100 percent sludgeworms to a
community dominated by midges and Includlng other taxa such as
flatworms, snalls, sowbugs, scuds, damse]flles and dragonflles.
Total ammonia concentrations have slgnlflcantly decreased throughout
most of the basin since 1978. Dissolved oxygen levels have
increased in the Ca1-Sag Channel and the Sanitary and Shlp Canal.
Suspended solids are still elevated throughout most of the Illlnois
River, especlally between Henry and Pekin. E1ev_ted concentrations
of phoshorus are also present in the waterway wlth highest levels
between Lemont and the Kankakee River confluence. I11inols Naterway
sediments are contaminated with numerous compounds Includlng
mercury, chromium, zinc, lead, copper, phosphorus and PCBs. Highest
sediment concentrations are in the upper part of the waterway
between Lemont and the Kankakee River confluence (River Mile
304-274).
INTRODUCTION
The I111nols Envlronmental Protection Agency conducted an
intensive survey of the upper llllnols River basln from Lockport
(River M11e 292.0) to Pekin (River Mlle 153.0) In 1989 and 1990.
Data on water quallty, sediment chemistry and macrolnvertebrates
were collected at nineteen malnstem s_atlons and at seven major
tributary stations. Hater quality samples were collected monthly
from Apr11 through October, 1989 and from June through September,
lggo. Sieved (62u) sediment samples were collected once at each
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station in 1989: Macrolnvertebrates were collected twice a yea_ at
each stati_on between May and September using Hester-Dendy artificial
substrates (four-five week exposure period) or by hand,picking
(tributaries). In,additlon to these data, historical information
from Illinois River studies conducted in 1967 and 1978 as well as
thirteen (1978-1990) years of monitoring data at fourteen ambient
stations within the basin were reviewed.
MACROINVERTEBRATES
Macroinvertebrate data collected on the Illinois Waterway from
Lemont (R.M. 304.2) to Pekin (R.M. 153.0) in 1989 and 19go
were compared with data from 1966-1970 and 1978. Four major groups
of benthic organisms usually dominated most of the samples:
sludgeworms, midges, caddlsflies and mayflies. In general,
sludgeworms and midges are classified as tolerant to pollution,
while caddisflies and mayflies are classified as intolerant to
pollution.! These data indicate substantial temporal improvement in
the water quality of the Waterway since the late 1970's. /In 1978,
sludgeworms were the only organisms found in the Cal-Sag Channel and
in the Sanitary and Ship Canal (Figure l) and were the dominant
organism in the Des RlaineS R_'ver at Joliet (R.M. 285.?). Midges
were the dominant benthic organism in the Des. Plaines River about
one mile upstream of the Kankakee River confluence (R.M. 274.0) and
remained dominant throughout most of the Illinois River to
Chillecothe (R.M. 180.4). Caddisflles and mayflies began to appear
at Seneca (R.M. 252.7) and did not contribute significantly to the
population until Ottawa (R.M. 239.6). Caddlsflies were the dominant
benthic organism only in the lower end of the river from Chillecothe
(R.M. 180.4) to Pekin (R.M. 153.0). In 1990, caddisflies and
Figure 1. Macroinvertebrates in the Illinois
Waterway, Lernont,to Pekin, 1978.
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mayflles were found in the Des Plalnes Rtver (R.H. 288.7 to 274.0),
although midges stt11 predominated (Figures 2 and 3). Caddtsfltes
were domtnant throughout most of the 1111nots Rfver, especially from
Morris (R.M. 263.4) to Starved Rock (R.M. 229.6). Together,
caddtsfltes and mayfltes were dominant or codomJnant with midge_ at
a11 Z11inots River stations except at Lacon (R_M. 189.2) and Creve
Coeur (R.M. 159.3) in 1990.
Figure 2. Mscroinverlebrate8 in the Illinois
Waterway, Lemont to Pekin. 19g0.
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Figure 3. Caddisflies and Mayflies in the
Illinois Waterway. Lemont to Pekin.
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Since 1978, samples were collected on a more regular basis at
six I11inols Waterway stations including the Ca1-Sag Channel near
Lemont, the Sanitary and Ship Canal at Lockport, the Des
Plaines River above the Kankakee River confluence, and the Illinois
River at Marseilles, Peoria and Pekin. The upper end of the
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waterway from Lemont to Marseilles has shown considerable
improvement over the last thirteen years and especially over the
last three years. Numbers of individuals and taxa of caddisflies
and mayflies have substantially increased in the Des Plaines River
and the Illinois River at Marseilles (Figures 4 and 5). The Cal-Sag
Channel and Sanitary and Ship Canal have also shown improvement.
During the late 1970s and early 1980s, only sludgeworms were found
and in very low numbers. In more recent sampling, midges have
become dominant in the benthic community while sludgeworm numbers
decreased greatly. Other macroinvertebrates were also present
including snails, flatworms, leeches, sowbugs, scuds, damselflies
and dragonflies. The lower end of the waterway at Peoria and Pekin
has not changed much over this period. Caddisflies have been
present in relatively high numbers and mayflies have been present
but in low numbers since 1978.
Figure 4, CaddlsflLes and Mayflies In the Figure 5 CaddiBllies and Mayflies In the
DesPlalnes River at River Mile 274.0 (G24). Illinois River at Marseilles (D23).
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HATER QUALITY
Extensive water quality analyses were performed in 1989 and 1990
for nutrients, metals, organochlorine compounds and suspended
solids. Organochlorine compounds and toxic metals were rarely
detected or were present at very low levels. Usually,these
compounds are rarely found in water but are more common in the
sediments.
Important water quality parameters include dissolved oxygen
(DO), ammonia, total suspended solids (TSS) and total phosphorus.
There are state water quality standards for DO and ammonia but not
for TSS and total phosphorus. Along the Illinois Haterway there are
two sets of standards: Secondary Contact and Indigenous Aquatic Life
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Standards and General Use Standards (35 IL AdmCode 302). Secondary
Contact Standards are less stringent and apply to the Cal-Sag
Channel, the Sanitary and Ship Canal and the Des Plaines River from
the confluence with the Sanitary and Ship Canal (R.H. 290.I) to the
1-55 bridge (R.M. 278.2). General Use Standards govern the rest of
the Illinois Waterwayand tributaries.
Lowest levels of dissolved oxygen in 1989 were found in the
Cal-Sag Channel and gradually increased through the Sanltary and
Ship Canal and the Des Plaines River and leveled off in the Illinois
River until Henry (R.M. 196.0), where levels began to gradually
decline (Figure 6). All meanconcentrations were above minimum
water quality standards. However, while the lower Des P1aines and
Illinois Rivers were well above the standard, the Cal-Sag Channel
and the Sanitary and Ship Canal were Just barely above the
standard. The Cal-Sag Channel was below the 3.0 mg/L dissolved
oxygen standard once during the sampling period and the Sanitary and
Ship Canal was below 4.0 mg/L on two occasions. The only violation
of the General Use Standard (5.0 mg/L) was found in the llllnois
River at Pekin (4.8 mg/L) in 1989.
Figure 6. Mean Dissolved O_gen In the Illinois
W=e_ay, _mont to Pekin, 19_,
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The Secondary Contact Standard for ammonia is 0.10 mglL as
un-lonlzed ammonia. The General Use Standard is a combination of
total and un-lonlzed ammonia:
Total ammonia shall not exceed 18 mg/L. If total
ammonia Is greater than or equal to 1.5 mglL, then
un-lonlzed ammonia shall not exceed 0.04 mglL.
Total ammonia concentrations less than 1.5 mglL are
lawful regardless of un-ionlzed ammonia concentrations
(35 IL Adm Code 302).
Un-lonlzed ammonia is calculated using total ammonia,.pH and water
temperature. Un-lonlzed ammonia is of concern because it Is the
toxic component of total ammonia. In 1989, the highest levels of
total ammonia were found in the Cal-Sag Channel and the highest
un-lonized ammonia levels in the Sanitary and Ship Canal (Figure
7). Total ammonia declined sharply from the Cal-Sag Channel to the
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Sanitary and Ship Canal with a gradual decline through the Des
P1alnes River into the I111nols River. Un-lonized ammonia increased
from the Cal-Sag Channel to the Sanitary and Ship Canal then
decllned sharply into the Des P1aJnes River after which It remalned
fairly stable through the I111nois River. A11 mean levels were
below appropriate water quality standards. The Secondary Contact
Standard of O.lO mg/L un-lonlzed ammonia was exceeded once in the
Ca1-Sag Channel and twice In the Sanitary and Shlp Canal. There
were no vJolatlons of the General Use Standard.
Figure 7. Mean Ammoniain the illinoisWate_ay,
_mont to Pekin, _rll to Octo_r, 1969.
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There are no State Standards for total suspended solids (TSS)
and total phosphorus. Guidellnes for warmwater flsh of 25 mg/L TSS
and 0.1 mg/L total phosphorus are often used to assess impact
(USEPA, 1976). Mean TSS levels increased spatlally downstream,
especially between Hennepin (R.M. 207.8) and Henry (R.M. 196.0), and
remained high to Pekin (R.M. 153.0) (Figure 8). Mean TSS
concentrations in 1989 exceeded the 25 mg/L guldellne at all
stations from the Des P1aines River at 1-55 bridge to Pekin. Mean
Figure8. M_n Toted6us_nded _llds intM






total phosphorus concentrations exceeded the 0.1 mg/L gutdellne
throughout the waterway. Mean phosphorus levels ranged from .0.28
mg/L in the I11tnots River at Lacon to 0.96 mg/L tn the Cal-Sag
Channel near Lemont.
Hater qualtty data have been collected at seven I111nofs
Haterway stations since 1978 at the Cal-Sag Channel near Lemont, the
Sanitary and Shlp Canal at Lockport, and the I11tnols River at
Marseilles, Henneptn, Lacon, Peoria and Pekin. An eighth station on
the Des Platnes Rtver at Oollet was added tn 1982. In addition,.
eight tributaries to the waterway have also been sampled since 1978
and include the Des Platnes, DuPage, Kankakee, Mazon, Fox,
Vermilion, Llttle Vermllton and Big Bureau Creek.
Dissolved oxygen tn the I11tnots Naterway has shown improvement
tn the Cal-Sag Channel and the Sanitary and Shlp Canal since 1978.
Mean DO levels in the Sanitary and Ship Canal have increased from a
low of 2.3 mg/L in 1979 to 5.5 mg/L in 1990 (Figure 9). Dlssolved
oxygen concentrations In the I111nols River at Marsellles have been
well above the General Use Standard throughout this period (Figure
9). The other Illtnols River stations show slmtlar DO levels.
Figure g. Mean Dissolved O_gen in the Illinois
WatenNey at Lockpo_ and Marseilles.
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Total ammonia In the Illinois Haterway has declined
significantly at all stations since 1978. In addition, several
Haterway tributaries (Des P1aines, DuPage and Kankakee Rivers) have
also shown a decline. Un-ionlzed ammonia has not shown a
significant decllne for most stations over this period. Mean total
ammonia concentrations In the Sanitary and Shlp Canal have decreased
from 5.06 mg/L in 1978 to 1.39 mg/L in 1990 while un-lonlzed ammonia
levels have fluctuated, prlmarlly because both water temperature and
pH have been variable showlng no definite trend over thls period
(Figures lO). The large increase In un-lonlzed ammonia in the
Sanitary and Shlp Canal in 1989 was due to an increase in ambient
pH. The mean pH in 1989 was 8.1, 0.7 units higher than any other
year. Increased algal activity may be responslble for the observed
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tncrease tn pH levels. Also, the low un-tontzed ammonta levels of
0.00 to 0.01 mg/L from 1982 to 1986 were due to low pH values whtch
ranged from 6.4 to 6.9. Mean total ammonta concentrations tn the
1111nots Rtver at Harseilles have decreased from 1.64 mg/L tn 1978
to 0.34 mg/L In 1990 (Ftgure 11). Again, un-lonlzed ammonta has not
shown this same level of decline.
Figure 10. Mean Ammonia in the Sanitary & Ship
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Annual mean TSS concentrations show no definite trends tn the
Sanitary and Shtp Canal and the I11tnots River at Harsetlles, but
total phosphorus shows a decrease stnce 1978.
Tn cooperation wlth the U.S. Geological Survey, a more detatled
trend analysts was performed on data collected over a twelve year
period (1978-1989) at stx I111nois Haterway stattons from Jolter to
Pekin (IEPA, 1990). The Seasonal Kendall test was applted to sample
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concentrations and concentrations adjusted for flow. Ammonia showed
an Improving trend in concentrations and Jn flow adjusted
concentrations at all stations. Totalsuspended soltds
concentrations at Harsetlles, Henneptn, Lacon and Peorta showed a
declining trend, but flow adjusted concentrations showed a declining
trend only at Pekln . Total phosphorus showed a declining trend at
Peorta and Pekin and dfssolved oxygen showed an increasing trend at
Peoria.
SEDIHENTS
Sediment samples were analyzed for nutrients, metals,
organochlortne compounds, chemtcal oxygen demand (COD) and volattle
solids. Concentrations were compared wtth flve classtftcatlons
developed by Kelly and Htte (1984): nonelevated, s11ghtly elevated,
elevated, htghly elevated and extreme. These classifications are
not based on toxtc or biological effects, but rather on deviations
from background concentrations.
Htghest numbers of extreme and hlghly elevated levels of
contaminants were found tn the upper part of the 1111nots Materway.
The most heavtly polluted sediments were found tn the Des Platnes
River at 3ollet (R.M. 288.7) and Inc!uded extreme levels of mercury,
chromium, copper, lead, zinc, PCBs and phosphorus. The highest '*
number of samples with extreme concentratlons was found for mercury
wtth nlneteen, followed by zinc and chromtum wtth ten each, lead
with seven, phosphorus wtth four, copper wtth two and PCBs wtth_
one. Most contaminants generally followed a decreasing trend
downstream (Figures 12, 13 and 14) except for manganese and K_eldahl
nitrogen. Manganese concentrations Increased somewhat spatially
downstream and KJeldahl nttrogen concentrations fluctuated.
Sediment samples have been collected four to ftve times at several
I11tnols Naterway statlons durtng the 1980s Including the Cal-Sag
Chanhel, Sanitary and Shtp Canal, Des Platnes River (R.M. 274.0) and
the Z11tnots Rtver at Marseilles. In general, the sediments showed
vartable concentrations with no overall improvement stnce 1982,
Figure 12. Merely in Illinob WatenAy
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SEDIMENT AND WATER QUALITY IN THE UPPER ILLINOIS RIVER BASIN
Arthur R. Schmidt
U.S. Geological Survey, Water Resources Division
102 E. Main St., 4th Floor, Urbana, IL 61801
ABSTRACT
The U.S. Geological Survey implemented several sampling programs as part
of an assessment of the water quality in the upper Illinois River basin in Illinois,
indiana, and Wisco_. Amgng these were monthly sampling at eight fixed-
stations, synoptic sampling programs for specific categories of constituents and
specific media, and runoff-event sampling for agricultural-organic compounds.
Analyses of streambed sediments for trace inorganic constituents indicated that
concentrations of eight U.S. Environmental Protection Agency priority pollutants
were enriched in the Chicago urban area and in streams draining the urban area,
relative to rural areas; enriched in main stems, relative t_ tributaries; and enriched in
low-order streams in areas with high population densities, relative to low-order
streams in areas with lower population densities. Results from sampling for
agricultural-organic compounds in water indicated that the insecticides diazinon and
malathion were found in a greater percentage of the samples from urban areas than
from agricultural areas, that herbicides generally were detected in greater
concentrations and in a greater percentage of the samples from agricultural areas
than from urban areas, and that atrazine was present in 98 percent of the samples
from agricultural areas.
• INTRODUCTION
In 1986, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) began a National Water;Quality
Assessment (NAWQA) program with seven pilot studies in four river basins and
three aquifers. The goals of these pilot studies were to test and refine assessment
concepts and approaches and to evaluate the potential uses and costs of a full-scale
national program. The goals of the national program are to (1) describe current
water-quality conditions, (2) define long-term trends in water quality, and (3) .
determine relations of conditions and trends in water quality to natural factors and
land use and waste-management activities. In 1991, the USGS began implementation
of the full-scale NAWQA program, which ultimately will include 60 study units,
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encompassing about _ percent of the land area of the conterminous United States,
and 60 to 70 percent of the Nation' s water use.
The upper Illinois River basin (UIRB), which drains 10,949 mi 2 (square miles)
of Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin, was one of four river basins selected for pilot
studies of the surface-water-quallty element of the national program. The UIRB is
composed of four principal river systems: the Fox River, which drains 2,658 mi2;
the Des Plaines River (except the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal), which drains
1,371 mi2; the Kankakee River, which drains 5,165 mi2,and the Chicago Sanitary
and Ship Canal, which drains 740 mi 2 (figure 1). Land use in the basin is 75 percent
agricultural, 20 percent urban, and 5 percent industrial. A detailed description of the
basin is given by Mades (1987).
The study of each basin during the pilot phase of the NAWQA program
consisted of I year of compilation, screening, and interpretation of existing data; 3
years of intensive data collection; 5 years of low-level sampling and report writing;
and then the cycle is to be repeated. For the UIRB, the period of intensive data
collection was from April 1987 through August 1990 and included monthly sample
collection at eight fixed stations in the basin and synoptic studies of selected water-
quality constituents at many sites. Samples were collected and analyzed to
determine concentrations of major- and trace-inorganic constituents in streambed
sediments, suspended sediments, water, and biota; organic compounds in
streambed sediments, water, and biota; dissolved oxygen, nutrients, chlorophyll-a,
and fecal-indicator bacteria in water. Samples were collected and field
measurements performed to determine biological community structure and
composition.
Purpose and Scope
This paper summarizes the data collection performed as part of an assessment
of the water quality of the UIRB in Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin between 1986
and 1990 and summarizes results of prelintinary analyses of the data that were
collected for selected constituents. Presentations herein are limited to summaries of
the overall program. The data, detailed description of the sampling programs, the
methods used to analyze these data, and detailed results from analyses of tttese data
are presented in other reports from this study.
SEDIMENT AND WATER QUALITY
The following sections describe the sampling programs that were conducted
between 1987 and 1990 as part of the NAWQA study of the UIRB. The number of
sites sampled, the media sampled, the period and frequency of sample collection,
and the constituents for which analyses were conducted are described. Results from
analyses of these samples are summarized for constituents for which the analyses are
completed.
'L
Three different sampling approaches were conducted during the assessment
of the UIRB-fixed-station sampling, synoptic sampling, and runoff-event sampling.
The following paragraphs give an overview of each of these approaches.
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Figure 1.--Location of the ul)per Illinois River Basin.
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F/xed-station sampling involved the USGS collecting water and suspended-sediment
samples monthly at eight fixed stations between April 1987 and August 1990. The
USGS continues to collect water samples monthly and suspended-sediment samples
bimonthly at four of these stations. The Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
(IEPA) collected water samples at approximately 6-week intervals from 32 stations
in the UIRB. Water samples from all 40 of these sampling stations were analyzed by
the IEPA laboratory. Periodic quality-assurance water samples were analyzed by the
USGS National Water-Quality Laboratory in Denver, Colorado. Data from all 40 of
these fixed stations were published in the USGS annual data reports (Fitzgerald and
others, 1988; Coupe and others, 1989; Sullivan and others, 1990; and Richards and
others, 1991). Samples from the fixed stations provided descriptions of the long-
term temporal patterns in the concentrations and loads of constituents at a limited
number of locations.
Synoptic sampling involved collecting samples at a large number of sites over
a short period. Synoptic sampling targeted specific constituent groups and sampling
media. Synoptic sampling provided a description of the spatial distribution of the
constituents being sampled, but, apart from comparisons with results from other
sampling, no information about the temporal variation of those constituents.
Comparison of results from similar synoptic sampling efforts between different
intensive data-collection periods of the NAWQA study of the UIRB is planned to
describe temporal variation in these constituents.
Runoff-event sampling involved collecting samples for selected constituents
from several sites at intervals throughout the duration of runoff from selected storm
events. Additional samples were collected from the same sites during low-flow
periods. Runoff-event sampling provided descriptions of temporal patterns at a finer
resolution than the fixed-station sampling, but with more limited spatial coverage
and a more limited sampling period.
All of the sampling conducted as part of the NAWQA study of the UIRB is
summarized in table 1. This table lists different sampling done for each constituent
category, including the number of sampling sites, the period and frequency of data
collection, the sampling approach used, the type of media sampled, and the specific
constituents or community type sampled.
Major and trace inorganic constituents
Water and suspended-sediment samples for major- and trace-inorganic
constituent analysis were collected monthly by the USGS at eight fixed stations
between April 1987 and August 1990. Water samples for the same constituents were
collected at 6-week intervals by the IEPA at an additional 32 fixed stations. Water,
streambed sediment, and biological samples were collected for major- and trace-
inorganic constituents during five synoptic studies between 1988 and 1990.
Samples of fine-fraction (less than 63 micrometers) streambed-sediment for
major- and trace-inorganic constituent analysis were collected at 238 randomly-
selected sites on low-order streams and 135 sites spaced at regular intervals on high-
order streams during the fall of 1987 0.A..Coiman, U.S. Geological Survey, written
commun., 1991). Tissue samples for analyses for 21 inorganic constituents were
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Table 1. Summary of sampling conducted as part of the water-quality assessment of the upper
Illinois River basin
[BNA, base- neutral-, and acid-extractable organic compounds; bed, streambed sediment; DO,
dissolved oxygen; fecal, fecal-indicator bacteria; nutr., nutrients; susp. sed., suspended
sediment;VOC, volatile organic compounds]
No. of Sampling Sampling Constituent Media
sites Period frequency type category sampled
Ma!or- and trace-inorganic constituents
8 April 1987 - August 1990 monthly fixed-station inorganic water
8 April 1987 - August 1990 monthly fixed-station inorganic susp. sed.
4 September: 1990 - present monthly fixed-station inorganic water
4 September 1990 - present bimonthly fixed-station inorganic susp. sed.
373 Fall 1987 once synoptic inorganic bed
16 Summer 1989 once synoptic inorganic water
16 Summer 1989 once synoptic inorganic biota
25 Summer 1990 once synoptic inorganic bed
25 Summer 1990 once synoptic inorganic biota
Organic comnounds
2 August 1988 - March 1990 monthly fixed-station organic water
31 July 1988 once synoptic VOC water
21 July 1988 once synoptic BNA water
16 Summer 1989 once synoptic organic biota
83 August 1989 once synoptic organic bed
25 Summer 1990 once synoptic organic bed
25 Summer 1990 once synoptic organic biota
4 Summer 1988 and variable _ runoff-event herbicides and water
Summer 1989 insecticides
• 17 Summer 1990 variable2 runoff-event herbicides water
Dissolvedo_ygen,nutrients,fecal-indicatorbacteria,and _enerals
8 April 1987 - August 1990 monthly fixed-station generaP- water
4 September 1990 - present monthly fixed-station general 3 water
432 Prior to 1986 to present 6-weeks fixed-station general _ water
20 August 1987 once synoptic nutr. and DO water
60 July 1988 - August 1988 once 5 synoptic nutr., DO, water
and fecal
Biolo2icalindicatorsofsediment and water oualitv
12 Summer 1989 twice6 synoptic community biota
22 Summer 1990 twice7 synoptic community biota
1. Total of 25 samples collected during 4 storms and intervening low-flow periods.
2. More than 400 samples collected during 3 major storms and intervening low-flow periods.
3. Includes measurement of physical parameters, nutrients, fecal coliform and Escherichiacolibacteria,
major ions, chemical oxygen demand, suspended solids, and 21 metals.
4. Sampled by Illinois Environmental Protection Agency.
5. Four sites were sampled houriy for a 24-hour period.
6. Fish-community samples collected at all sites; invertebrate-community samples also collected at
10 sites.
7. Fish-community samples collected at all sites; invertebrate-community samples also collected at
20 sites.
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collected at 16 sites during the summer of 1989, and at 25 sites during the summer of
1990. The 25 sites that tissue samples were collected at in 1990 included 12 of the
sites sampled in 1989 and 13 new sites. The 1989 tissue sampling included 9 fish-
liver samples, 4 mollusk samples, 1 insect sample, 8 decapod (crayfish) samples, and
4 aquatic-plant samples. The 1990 tissue sampling included 24 fish.liver samples, 1
whole-fish sample, 6 mollusk samples, and 2 aquatic-plant samples. Samples of
different organisms were collected based on what was available at the sites.
Samples of several organisms were submitted from some sites to allow comparison
of concentrations among organisms. Water samples were collected in 1989 and 1990
and streambed-sediment samples were collected in 1990 for analyses for major- and
trace-inorganic constituents in conjunction with the biological sampling. All the
sampling programs conducted for major- and trace-inorganic constituents are
summarized in table 1.
The NAWQA synoptic sampling of major- and trace-inorganic constituents in
fine,fraction streambed sediment significantly extended the coverage of existing data
on these constituents, including the number of sites sampled (from 103 to 501 sites),
the area sampled (from Illinois only to Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin), the stream-
orders sampled (from biased strongly toward mainstems to mainstems and first- and
second-order streams), and the number of constituents sampled (from 10 to 46
constituents). In addition, the NAWQA sampling sites were selected using a
stratified _.y stream order) random site selection to provide a nonbiased,
representatlvesampl e and to allow comparison of spatialvariabilitywith sampling
errorusing a nested analysisof variance (ANOVA) design.
Results from the synoptic sampling for major- and trace-inorganic
constituentsin fine-fractionstreambed sediments indicatedthree distinctivepatterns
of enrichment for eight U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) priority
pollutants (antimony, cadmium, chrom/um, copper, lead, mercury, nickel, and zinc):
enrichment of constituents in the Chicago urban area and in streams draining the
urban area, relative to rural areas; enrichment of constituents in main stems, relative
to tributaries; and enrichment of constituents in low-order streams in areas with high
population densities, relative to low-order streams in areas with lower population
densities. The within-sample ratios of these constituents to each other were variable
in the Chicago area but were constant downstream. The concentrations of these
constituentsdecreased in the riverreach downstream from Chicago. Within-sample •
ratiosof these constituentsin IllinoisRiver sediments imply that35 to 40 percent of
the fine-fractionsediments originatedfrom the Des P1ainesRiver whereas 60 to 65
percent originatedfrom the Kankakee River 0.A. Cohnan, U.S. Geological Survey,
written commun., 1991).
Preliminary analyses of trends in major- and trace-inorganicconstituent
concentrations in water from the 38 IEFA fixed stations indicate downward trends in
concentrations of total strontium in streams in urban areas and in concentrations of
total barium, boron, manganese, and upward trends i_ concentrations of total
strontium.in streams in rural areas. Downward trends in barium concer_trations
• were observed at 11 sites in the Chicago-urban area, one site downstream on the
Illinois River, and 5 sites on the Fox River. Downward trends in boron
concentrations were observed at 12 sites in the Chicago-urban area and one site




were observed at 11 sites in the Chicago-urban area, 1 site downstream on the
Illinois River, and 3 sites on the Fox River. Upward trends in strontium
concentrations were observed at 14 rural sites in the Kankakee River, Iroquois River,
upper Des Plaines River, and Fox River basins and I site in the Chicago-urban area;
however, downward trends in strontium concentrations were observed at 5 sites in
the Chicago-urban area and I sitedownstream on the IllinoisRiver. Concentrations
of most trace-inorganicconstituentslistedas prlori."typollutantswere below the
detectionlimitsatmost sitesin the UIRB, which substantiallylimitedtrend analyses
of these constituents.
Compounds
Water samples for volatileorganic compounds were collectedapproximately i
monthly attwo of the fixed stations(Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal a'tRomeovi]le, i
Illinois,and Des PlainesRiver atRiverside,Illinois}between August 1988 and March
1990. Water, streambed-sediment, and biologicalsamples were collectedduring six
synoptic studiesand two r.,noff-eventsampling for organic compound analyses
between 1988 and 1990. Water samples for 52 volatileorganic compounds were
collectedat31 sitesfrom July 18-22,1988. Water samples for 54 semivolatile,base-,
neutral-and acid-extractableorganic compounds were collectedat21 sitesduring the
same period. Samples for agricultural-organicompounds (harbicidesand
insecticides)in water were collectedat two urban and two agricttRuralsitesduring
runoff events and low-flow periods in'1988and 1989, and at 17 agriculiuralsites
(herbicidesonly) during runoff events and low-llow periods in 1990. The 1988, 1989,
and 1990 sampling for agricultural-organicompounds emphasized runoff events,
with low-flow samples collectedto definebackground concentrations. Unsieved
(lessthan 2 millimeter)streambed-sediment samples for organic-compound analyses
were collectedat83 sitesduring August, 1989. Unsieved streambed-sediment
samp!es for organic-compound analyses alsowere collectedat 25 sitesin 1990 in
conjunction with sampling for tissueand fishcommunity. Tissue samples for
organic-compound analyses were collectedat 16 sitesduring the summer of 1989 and
at25 sitesduring the summer of 1990; these were collectedatthe same sitesand
times asthe tissuesamples formajor- and trace-inorganicconstituents.The 1989
tissuesampling included 9/ish-muscle samples, 14 who!e-fish samples, I mollusk
sample, 10 decapod (crayfish)samples, and I aquatic-plantsample; The 1990 tissue
sampling included 25.whole.fishsamples, 4 moUusk samples, 3 decapod (crayfish)
samples, and I aquat_c-p1antsample_ All tissuesamples were analyzed for 22
chlorinatedagricultural-organicompounds; invertebrateand plant samples also
were analyzed for 14 semivolatileorganic compounds. All the sampling programs
conducted for organic compounds are summarized in table1.
Restdts from the synoptic sampling for volatileorganic compounds in water
indicateconcentrationsof trichloroethyleneexceeded the USEPA maximum
contaminant level(5 micrograms per liter)at one siteand tetrachloroethylene
exceeded the USllPA proposed maximum contaminant level(5micrograms per liter)
at one site..Results from the fixed-stationsampling/or volatileorganic compounds
in water indicatedthat concentrationsof 1,2-dichloroethaneexceeded the US_.PA
maximum contaminant level(5 micrograms per liter)in two samples atone site. *
Concentrations of allother volatileorganic compounds in allsamples were lessthan
the establishedor proposed maximum contaminant levels.Results from the synoptic
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sampling for 54 base-, neutral-, and acid-extractable compounds at 21 sites indicated
that all concentrations were less than the detection limits.
Quality-assurance samples, including replicate and split samples, were
collected at 15 of the 83 sites during the 1989 synoptic sampling of organic
compounds in fine-fraction streambed sediment. Analysis of variance (ANOVA)
results from these samples indicated that variability between samples from a site
generally was equal to or greater than the variability between Sites. This indicates
that comparisons between sites should be limited to detection or nondetection of
compounds. Results from this survey identified 16 sites where 10 or more of the 74
USEPA priority pollutants analyzed for were detected. Fourteen of these sites were
in the Chicago urban area; the other two were on the Fox River.
Water samples collected in 1988 and 1989 exhibited differences in the
agricultural-organic compounds detected between agricultural and urban areas. The
insecticides diazinon and malathion were found in 88 percent of the samples
collected in urban areas and in only 12 percent from agricultural areas. Herbicides
generally were detected at greater Concentrations and in a greater percentage of the
samples from agricultural areas. Results from samples for agriculturab0rganlc
compounds collected in 1990 indicated that atrazine, a widely-used organic
herbicide, was present in 98 percent of the samples.
Nutrients, Dissolved Oxygen, and Fecal-indicator Bacteria
Water samples for nutrients and dissolved oxygen were collected at all of the
fixed stations and during synoptic studies in 1987 and 1988. Water samples for fecal-
indicator bacteria (Escherichia coli (E. Coli) and fecal coliform) also were collected at
the fixed stations and during the 1988 synoptic study. Water samples were collected
at 20 sites in the Kankakee River basin from August 19-21, 1987, and at 60 sites
throughout the UIRB from July 26 to August 4, 19.88. Samples were collected
between 5:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m., as the dissolved oxygen concentrations were
expected to be least during this period. All the sampling programs conducted for
nutrients, dissolved oxygen, and fecal-indicator bacteria are summarized in table 1.
The following paragraphs present results from the 1988 synoptic sampling, as this
sampling provided the most complete coverage of the UIRB.
Dissolved oxygen concentrations ranged from 1.85 to 11.2 mg/L (milligrams
per liter). Dissolved oxygen concentrations were lower than 5 mg/L at 20 of the 60
sites sampled. In the Kankakee River basin, 10 of the 17 sites had dissolved oxygen
concentrations less than 5 mg/L, including the site with the lowest measured
concentration. In contrast, dissolved oxygen concentrations at all of the sites
measured in the Fox River were greater than 5 mg/L.
Total phosphorus concentrations ranged from 0.01 to 4.0 mg/L. Total
phosphorus concentrations greater than 1.0 mg/L were observed at 14 sites, all of
which were in the Des Plaines River basin. Concentrations in the Kankakee River
basin were the least, with a median (of 18 observations) of 0.12 mg/L.
• •
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Dissolvednitrite plus nitrate (as nitrogen) concentrations ranged from 0.10 to
15.0 mg/L. All concentrations greater than the 90th percentile of all observations (8.1
•rag/L) were observed in the Des Haines and Du Page Rivers. Concentrations in the i
Kankakee River were the lowest in the UIRB, with a median (of 17 observations) of i
0.14 mg/L.
Dissolved ammonia (as nitrogen) concentrations ranged from 0.01 to 4.20
mg/L. All concentrations greater than the 90th percentile of all observations (0.7
rag/L) were observed in the Des Plaines River basin. Concentrations in the Fox
River were the lowest, with a median (of15 observations)of 0.03 mg/L.
Counts of Escherichiacoli(E. Col0 ranged from 8 to 130,000 coi/100mL
(coloniesper 100 milliliters).Thirty-fourof the 60 siteshad E. Colicounts greater
than 298 col/100mL, and 26 of the 60 siteshad counts greaterthan 576 col/100mL
(298col/100mL and 576 col/100mL are the USEPA water-qualitycriteriamaximum E.
Colidensitiesfor a singlesample for moderate full-bodycontact and infrequently
used full-bodycontactrecreationwaters, respectively).
Biological Measures of Sediment and Water Quality
Fish community samples were collected at 12 sites in 1989 and at 22 sites in
1990. The sites sampled in 1990 included 9 of the sites sampled in 1989, as well as 13 i
new sites.Invertebratecommunity samples were collectedat 10 sitesin 1989 and at
20 sitesin 1990. The sitessampled in 1990 included 8 of the sitessampled in 1989 as
well as 12 additionalsites.All the sitessampled forinvertebratecommunity also
were Sampled for fishcommunity. ALl the sitessampled for fishcommunity also
were tissue-sampling sitesfor organic and inorganic constituentsin tissue.A
quantitativeassessment of the habitatalsowas performed at each of the community
and tissue-samplingsites. Water samples were collectedat each of the conununity
and fish-sampling sitesin 1989 and fine-fractionstreambed-sediment samples were
collectedat each of the community and fish-sampling sitesin 1990. All the sampling
programs conducted for biologicalmeasures of sediment and water qualityare
summarized in table1.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Several sampling programs were implemented in the UIRB by the USGS,
including monthly sampling at eight fixed-stations, synoptic sampling programs for
specific categories of constituents and specific media, and runoff-event sampling for
agricultural-organicompounds. The inorganic-constituentdata collectedby this
assessment have extended the existingdata base to include the Indiana and
Wisconsin portions of the UIRB, 36 more constituents,and first-and second-order
streams. The organic-constituentdata collectedby thisassessment extended the
existingdata base to include smallerstream sizes,runoff-eventsampling, and
concentrationsof agricultural-organicompounds in urban areas. Data collectedby
thisassessment have alsoprovided concurrent descriptionsof concentrationsof
organic and inorganic constituents in water, tediment, and biota, the fish and •
invertebrate community, and a quantitative description of the habitat.
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Analyses of streambed sediments for trace inorganic constituents indicated
that concentrations of eight USEPA priority pollutants were enriched in the Chicago
urban area and in streams draining the urban area, relative to rural areas; enriched
in main stems, relative to tributaries; and enriched in low-order streams in areas
with high population densities, relative to low-order streams in areas with lower
population densities. Within-sample ratios of these constituents in Illinois River
sediments imply that 35 to 40 percent of the fine-fraction sediments originated from
the Des Plaines River, whereas 60 to 65 percent originated from the Kankakee River.
Analyses of trace-inorganic constituents in water indicated downward trends in
barium, boron, and manganese concentrations and upward trends in strontium
concentrations. Results from sampling for agricultural-organiC compOur/ds in water
indicated that the insecticides diazinon and malathion were fotind in a greater
percentage of the samples from urban areas than from agricultural areas, that
herbicides generally were detected in greater concentrations and in a greater
percentage of the samples from agricultural areas than from urban areas, and that
atrazine was present in 98 percent of the samples from agricultural areas. Results
from the 1988 synoptic sampling of nutrients, dissolved oxygen, and fecal-indicator
bacteria indicate that concentrations of total phosphorus, dissolved nitrite plus
nitrate (as nitrogen), and dissolved ammonia (as nitrogen) were greatest in the Des
Plaines River and its tributaries.
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OVERVIEW OF THE ZEBRA MUSSEL INVASION: BIOLOGY, IMPACTS, AND PROJECrEI) i
SPREAD
_, Richard E. Sparks, and K. Douglas Bledgett, Illinois Natural History Survey
Lake Michigan Biological Station, Box 634, Zion, IL 60099
ABSTRACT
Since their discovery in Lake St. Clair in 1988, the European zebra mussels (Drelssena po_ymorpha)
have established colonies in all of the Great Lakes and the major inland waterways (Illinois, Hudson,
Allegheny, Ohio and Mississippi River drainages). Zebra mussels have a combination of characteristics
which make them an especially effective invader - high fecundity, a planktonic larval stage, tolerance for a
wide range of environmental conditions, and a generallst filter feeding strategy. These features; in
combination with the strong attachment of adults to solid substrates, make zebra mussels a severe nuisance
to humans as well as a threat to'the ecology of the Great Lakes and large rivers. They have clogged water
intake pipes in water treatment facilities, power plants, industries, and boats; they have fouled recreational
beaches and sunk navigation buoys; they may also foul commercial fishing nets and spawning reefs of
native fish. Because zebra mussels feed on planktonic organisms, they may critically impact aquatic food
webs. Ecologically sound control measures which minimize damage to the environment need to be
developed and assessed, and the effect of the mussels on native species must be examined.
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The history of the Great Lakes ecosystem since the 1800's is dominated by the inireduction and
subsequent effects of non-indigenous species. Among these species, the alewife, lamprey, and Pacific
sulmon have perhaps had the most impact, and received the highest publicity. However, most of tbese
species have remained within the Great Lakes basin, and the effect of their presence has been limited to
fisheries agencies and fishermen. In marked contrast, within four years of the appearance of the zebra
mussel (Dr¢issena POlymorpha) in Lake St. Clair, this mollusc has affected industries, utilities, marinas,
boaters, biologists and fisheries managers in the Great Lakes. These effects will soon be experienced in the
major rivers and inlanti lskes. This paper will provide a brief outline of the biningy, spreed, and current
status of the zebra mussel in North America, and then will discuss its projected impacts on the Illinois River
basin and possible management stmtegics.
Zebra Mussel Biology
Zebra mussels are a freshwater bivulve native to the area near the Black Sea in Europe. The adult
mussels grow up to five centimeters in length, and live three to five years. Their shells are angular, and are
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usually striped with alternating bands of brown and yellow, although a wide range of patteras occur. The
sexes are separ_e, and fertilization is external. Ruproduction occurs when the water warms up in spring,
although mussels living in warm-water cfflunnts from industrial plants may reproduce during the winter.
Bach female sheds up to 40,000 eggs into the water, which are fertilized by sperm reteased synchrononaly
by males. The eggs hatch within hours into 601.unplanktonic veliger larvae resembling microscopic clams.
The veligem drift passively for up to four weeks, or until they am 180.2501_m, after which they settle onto
hard substrates, Once a suitable location is found, the larvae extrude sticky threads called byssus with which
they attach themselves to the substrate. Attached zebra mussels are difficult to displace, due to the strength
of the byssal attachment, but:they can voinntarily detach from the subslrate and move around using their
muscular foot.
Settled mussels reach maturity in the spring following their hatch. The adults are voracious filter-
feodem, removing any particles between 15 _ and 450 _rn from the water column (Sprung and Rose
1977). Items that are not suitable for ingestion are aggregated into u mucoid ball and ejected as
pseudofeccs. Zebra mussel colonies can create sizeable accumulations of humus due to tbe production of
this pseudofecal matter.
Adairzebra mussels are eaten by diving ducks and some dabbling ducks (scaup, tufted ducks, mallards),
mammals (muskrats), crayfish, and several fish species (freshwater drum, carp, yellow perch, sturgeon),
Coots have been reported to consume as much as 93% Ofthe standing crop of adult mussels in local bodies
of water in Burope during the winter (Mikalski ct al. 1975, cited by Stanczykowska et al. 1990). The veliger
larvae are eaten by adult zebra mussels, and recent research indicates that they may also be food for gizzard
shad (Ed Mills, Cornell Biological Field Station, Bridgeport, NY, personal communication). In Europe,
newly-established zebra mussel populations typically decline five to ten years after their initial exponential
growth phase. These population declines presumably occur due to increased predators and disease
organisms, an_l depletion of food resources by the mussels.
Population Distribution And Expansion
Zebra mussels first began to spread from their native range in the 1700's by accidental transport on
boats navigating between the Caspian Sea and western Europe. They were found in Hungary in 1794, in
Britain in the 1820's, in the U$SR in 1845, and in Italy as late as the 1970's (Mackie ct al. 1989). They were
first noted in North America in Lake St. Clair in 1988, having probably arrived in 1985 or 1986 in the
ballast water of an ocean tanker (Hebert et al. 1989). Their range expansion in North America has occurred
in two manners: downstream, by passive transport of the veligcrs Ordislocated adults, and beth upstream
and downstream by man-mediated transport. Possible methods which enhance the spread of the mussels
include adult attachment to boat hulls, veliger transport in bilgewater and bait buckets, dumping of aquaria
into which massels had been introduced, and fish stocking bystate and federal agencies. By 1990 the
mussels were present in all of the C_reatLakes and the New York State barge Canal, and by 1991 they had
been f6und in the Hudson, Susquehana, Ridean, Ohio, Illinois, and Mississippf fiver drainages. They have
also been found in several inland lakes: Oneida and Ca_,uga in New York, Mnskego n Lake in Michigan, and
Indian Lake in Ohio. i At this point their spread throughout the North American riv_ drainages is inevitable,
as water currents will mmsport them freely and man will transport them inndvartanfly.
Mussel densities vary widely among sites. In Lake ._ie, most of the available hard substrate is covered
with mussels in densities up to 45,000/m 2, and dansities as high as 700,000/m 2 have be_n noted in a power
station intake:canal (C.n'iffithsct aL 1989); In contrast, most of the recent sightings in the Illinois and
Mississippi rivers comprise less than halfa dozen individuals at each site. Newly established populations
such as in Green Bay, WI, Oneida Lake, NY, and Cayuga Lake, NY comprise individuals of a single year
class, wbervas older colonies in L_es Ea'ie, Ontario, and southern Lake Michigan consist of 2- and 3-year
old mussels entrusted with 1- and <l-year old juveailos.
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In lakes, the highest mussel densities are found at 3-7 meters. The mussels can tolerate water
temperatures from 0oC to 34°C, although summer water temperatures above 26°C appear to seduce veliger
survival (McMahon 1990). Mortality occurs at oxygen concentrations below 40-50% of air saturation.
Optimum salinity is <0.5ppt, although up to 6.8ppt can be telerated (MacNeill 1991).
Impacts
Zebra mussels are predicted to have significant impacts on beth the aquatic ecosystem and on human
water users. Feeding by millions of these mussels, which can each filter over a liter of water per day,
threatens to deplete the population of microorganisms which are the base of the aquatic food chain.
Ultimately, this depletion could reduce forage fish populations and threaten the health of the sport and
commercial fisheries. The excretion of pseudofeces into the sediments may reduce benthic dissolved
oxygen during decomposition. Lake trout and walleye spawning areas are at risk due to clogging of
interstitial spaces by dense colonies of mussels. To date, however, none of these anticipated effects has
been documented. Some changes in fish diets have been noted: freshwater drum, carp, and yellow perch
have been caught with zebra mussels in their stomachs, and young yellow perch appear to benefit from the
increase in _aeroinvert#brate .l]opuiatioes which feed on pseudofeces (David Garten, Ohio State University,
Columbus, OH, personal communication). The most obvious and immediate effect of the mussels on native
species has been due to the attachment of zebra mussels onto the shells of native mussels, clams, snails, and
crayfish, cra);fisll can.be rendered immobile and unable to shed by large numbers of mussels on their
carapace.' Dense settleniant of zebra mussels on native clams and mussels can result in growth deformities,
". suffncation_ or starvation d/ie to competition for food.
Documenting the effects of zebra mussels on large lake and large river ecosystems is made difficult by
the size i3f the eeosystet/ls, the large natural fluetantions in many environmental variables, and the potential
for long delays before effects are detectable. Thus, cause and effect may be difficult to demonstrate. For
example, the water clarity in Lake Erie has increased dramatically since the arrival of the mussels, but this
•change may be due to natural, long-term lake cycles.
In contrast to their biological impacts, the effects of zebra mussels on man-made structures are already
clearly evident. The mussel's high fecundity; rapid growth, and ability to attach strongly to any hard
substrate•have caused dramatic problems due to clogging water intake pipes, sialdng navigation buoys, and i
• fotiling docks and boat hulls and engine cooling systems. In Lake Erie, windrows of dead and sharp, broken
• _ .: mussel sl)911sover a foot deep have caused mconvenlenee to bare-footed beach walkers. Byssal mats which
: remain after theadults have died can promote corrosion on metals, due to the anaerobic conditions which
Vze fora_ed under the byssus. This is aparticuiarly severe problem in industrial plants and on boat outdfives, i
The most severe impacts of zebra mussels have occurred in industries and public utilities with water
, intakes in the C,reat Lake. For example, the water treatment plant in Monroe, Michigan, suffered a 60%
loss Ofwater delivery in1989, due to mussel infestation (LePage et al. 1989). The Detroit Edison Power
Plant in Monroe manually removed 40 cubic meters (10 metric tons) of mussels from water intake structures
in 1989. This cleanup took eight days and cost $25,000 (Kovalak et al. 1989) The implementation of
control methods such as mechanical cleaning or chemical treatment involves considerable cost, especially
when setrofitting is involved. Prophylactic chemical treatments to prevent sotttemcat of veligers can cost up
to $1,000/day (Joha Sapia, Bethlehem Steel, Chesterton, IN, personal communication). One.time treatments
to kill settled adults can have deleterious consequences as dead mussels are suddenly released en masse into
the water pipes. For example, the Burns Harber Bethlehem Steel plant in Indiana suffered a 50% plant
shutdown for two days when dead mussels clogged their small-diameter pipes which provided blast-furnace
cooling water. Similar problems occurred when the Asiatic clam, Corbiculafluminea, invaded the
Mississippi drainage from the south. Industries in Illinois such as the Granite City Steel Company on the
Mississippi River near St. Louis use strainers _md traps in their water system'§ upstream of critical
components (e.g., water cooled bearings) to catch the clam. The plants also shut down periodically to clean
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portions of the water systems so the Asiatic clams cannot grow to a size that would block pipes. Unlike the
zebra mussel, however, the Asiatic clam does not attach to surfaces, so it is less of a problem to _move.
ZEBRA MUSSELS IN THE ILLINOIS RIVER
Zebra mussels were first seen in Chicago in late 1989, and by late 1990 they were noted in low densities
(<100/m 2) at multiple industrial sites along the south coast of the lake. In 1991, monitoring at eleven sites
along the Illinois and Indiana shorelines showed an exponential increase in veliger densities. The highest
densities were noted at the southernmost portion of the lake, where warm, shallow waters and industrial
thermal effluents may enhance the growth of the mussels. Thus, veligcrs can readily enter the Chicago and
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Figure 1. Map of water flow from Lake Michigan to the Illinois River: routes of zebra mussel transport.
The first confmned sighting of a zebra mussel in the waterways connecting Lake-Michigan to the
Illinois River was on 19 April 1989 (Mr. Irwin Polls, Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater
Chicago, Chicago, IL_personal communication). A single, queer-inch long specimen was collected hi a
Ponar grab sampler from the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal at Western Avenue. Fifteen months latex (18
July 1990), another quarter-inch individual was taken from the Cal-Sag Channel at Route 83. The first
confirmed sighting inlthe Illinois Riwr proper (downstream of the junction of the Des Plalues and Kankakee
rivers) occurred on 18 June 1991 when a commercial clammer sent a zebra mussel to the Illinois Natural
History Survey Laboratory at Havana. The mussel had been found attached to a native three-ridge mused in
Bath Chute, a side channd approximately 200 miles downstream of Chicago. Additional specimens wer_
soon being found throughout the river, some only 50 miles from the confluence with the Mississippi River
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(Fig. 2). Because these mussels were at least two years old and wore found in low numbers, they may have
been carried downstream as adults on commereial barges or pleasare boats. If they had entered as swarms
of veliger larvae, many individuals should have settled out together. Although no commercial barges enter
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Figure 2. Zebra mussel sightings in the Illinois River as of Sept, 11, 1991.
By late September 1991, 1/8-lath mussels were found attached to special mussel sampling plates that
had been placed in the Illinois River near water intake valves at L.T.V. Steel, at fiver mile 209 near
Hannepin, IL. These numerous small individuals could only have arrived as veHger 1aryan,indicating that
either the zebra mussel is reproducing in the Illinois River or larvae are being swat in from Lake Michigan.
If reproducing populations are not already established in the Illinois River, they are likely to be by the spring
of 1992.
September also brought reports of zebra mussels from pools 8, 12, 16, 18. and 26 of the Upper
Mississippi River, so this small invader now occupies u_least 500 miles of the Mississippi River from La
Crosse, Wisconsin on the north, to St. Louis, Missouri on the south (Rifle 1991: Thomas Keevin, U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis, Me, personal communication ). A similarly rapid invasion took place
in the New York Barge Canal where zebra mussels travelled over 100 miles in one year to reach Oneida
Lake in 1991 (F_,dMills, personal communication).
Most, if not all of the zebra mussels problems eucouatered in the Great Lakes will undoubtedly also
occur in the Illinois and Mississippi rivers. In particular, p_vtection of the locks and dams on the navigable
rivers from zebra mussel fouling will present unique engineering challenges. Enorustation of zebra mussels
on barge hulls will increase flow resistance and lower fuel efficiency. From an ecological perspective, one
of the most severe effects of the zebra mussel in the Illinois River may be on the native mussels. In 1990
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thecommercialharvest of mussels totaled 3.4 million pounds, worth $3,300,000 (Fritz 1991). A substantial
portion of this harvest came from the Illinois River. The native mussel populations are already stressed by
harvest for the cultured pearl industry, pollution, and commercial shipping which greatly increases local
turbidity (Starrett 1971, Sparks and Blodgett 1983, 1988, Blodgett and Sparks 1987). Native mussels occur
in dense beds that provide hard substrate - a scarce resource in sand or mud bed rivers like the Illinois and
Upper Mississippi Rivers. Caddisflies attach their feeding nets and pupae to mussel shells, and snails and
other invertebrates lay their eggs on them (Anderson and Vinikoar 1984; Coker et al. 1921; Sephton etal.
1980; Beodham 1970; and personal observations by the authors). The native living mussel maintains itself,
and the community of smaller organisms that it hosts, at the sediment-water interface, so the "guest"
organisms are not buried by sediments nor scoured downstream. Small fish are attracted to the shelter from
current and predators afforded by the large native mussels and the fish feed upon insects and other small
invertebrates that occur among the shells (Moy and Sparks 1991). Larger predatory fish are in turn attracted
by the smaller fish, so that the living native mussel bed creates an ecosystem of its own. Unfortunately, the
native mussels are also the primary hard subsn'ate available for settlement by zebra mussels. As has been
seen in the Great Lakes, enurustations by zebra mussels deform and eventually kill native mussels. Zebra
mussels may also compete with native species for microscopic food particles and interfere with their
siphoning by overgrowing their shells. It is unlikely that the zebra mussels will provide exactly the same
services to the "mussel bed ecosystem" as the native mussels, because of differences in their size and
positioning behavior in the sediments.
Monitoring the Illinois River for adult and juvenile zebra mussels is important for several reasons.
First, utilities and industries require an early warning of potential infestations. Retro-fitting a plant to
control mussels can take up to two years, as can obtaining a permit for the use of chemical treatments.
Second, research on ecological effects of the mussels will require knowledge of where they are and their
local population densities. Third, the Department of Conservation will require information on mussel
distribution in order to advise the public; for example, local boaters need to be alerted that the presence of
the mussels may cause hull foaling and engine cooling water problems. Standard sampling techniques for
zebra mussels have been described, and are being utilized by state, provincial, and federal agencies to
ensure comparability of monitoring data (Marsden 1991). The Illinois Natural History Survgy, in
cooperation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Army Corps of Engineers as part of the Long
Term Resource Monitoring Program, has initiated a sampling program on both the Illinois and Mississippi
rivers. Both larval and adult mussels will be monitored, and information about sightings by the public will
be collected.
ZEBRA MUSSEL CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT
Any discussion of zebra mussel control must begin with the realization that eradication of the mussels is
not an option. To kill mussels in the aquatic ecosystem without extensive damage to native species would
require a mussel-specific pathogen; while such efforts have been initiated by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, and the New York State Museum, years of research are
needed to find and test such pathogens. Therefore, control is currently limited to site-specific treatment.
Post control has a long history in terrestrial systems, but is a relatively new and unknown science in aquatic
systems. In order to avoid repeating the problems incurred in terrestrial pest control, an understanding of the concept
of pest management is urgently needed. Management implies regulated coexistence, not indiscriminate destruction.
Despite perceptions based on fear, most water-related installations can tolerate some level of mussel infestation
without a detectable loss of efficiency or negative economic impact. Effective management depends upon a
determination of the critical threshold of mussel infestation, below which the mussels have negligible impact.
Control methods should be implemented onlyiwhen this threshold is reached. The consequences of unmanaged
control can include (1) the economic burden of unnecessary or ineffective n'eatments, such as treating for vdigcra
even though they are absent from the water column; (2) rapid reinfestation after treatment, due to the renewed
availability of substrate and food resources; (3) unintentional selection for resistant strains, leading to reduction in the
efficacy of n'eatmants; (4) loss of la_atmeet options us resistant strains develop; (5) undesirable effects on non-target
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organisms;(6) potential environmental hazards from residual chemicals or accidents during treatment; and (7)
negative perceptions by the general public and environmental groups about chemical treatments.
Multiple techniques me available for controlling mussels within industrial plants, including chemical
and thermal treatments, surface coatings, physical removal, and design modifications (e.g., see Mackie "
1989, McMahon 1990). Development of an optimal mussel management strategy will involve consideration
of all of these techniques. An opan-minded interaction between biologists, engineers, and plant managers is
critical to this process. Combining techniques can lead to improved solutions. For example: the
effectiveness of chemical treatments to kill adult mussels is hampered by the ability of the mussels to close
their shells for up to two w_ks, which permits them to avoid adsorption of toxins. The efficacy of some
biocidas may be increased by raising the water temperature, altering the pH, or adding an anesthetic such as
potassium or carbon dioxide to increase the mussels' susceptibility to the biocide (Anderson et al. 1976;
Peter Howe, U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, Chicago, IL, personal communication). A good
solution which has been used effectively in Europe is to install dual intake lines, so that one can be
deoxygenated during the winter to kill euerasting mussels while the other line is in use.
Individual plants may have design features which will cause unique problems, but may also offer unique
solutions. Each industry needs to create their own management strategy, including: monitoring for veligers,
so that treatments are not implemented when valigers are not present; determination of the most vulnerable
locations in th_ plant, such as small-diameter pipes; determination of the economic and action thresholds for
zebra mussels at the most vulnerable sites; and consideration of re-dasig,t of critical areas to increase
tolerance thresholds. Ultimately, zebra mussel control should be guided by consideration of environmental
impacts, and economic impact to the consumer as well as the industry.
CONCLUSIONS
The rapid infestation of all of the Great Lakes by zebra mussels has made the invasion of the Illinois and
Mississippi river drainages inevitable. The problems caused by the mussels in Lakes Erie and Michigan will
undoubtedly also occur in the rivers: these problems include clogging of water intake pipes in water
treatment facilities, power plants, industries, and boats; fouling of recreational beaches, navigation markers,
and boat hulls; and potential fouling of commercial fishing nets and fish spawning reefs. The mussors rapid
population growth and intensive filter feeding may deplete planktonic organisms, and thus decrease the food
available for forage a_d sport fish. Native mussels, clams, and crayfish are particularly vulnerable to the
zebra mussels, which may settle on their shells and cause growth deformation, suffocation, or starvation. In
the Illinois and Mississippi rivers, locks and dams may be vulnerable to fouling by dense coloni_ of
mussels. Barges may lose fuel efficiency when their hulls are fouled with mussels. PuNic education may
help to slow the spread of this invader, and will enhance understanding of the problems caused by zebra
mussels. Use of responsible pest management techniques should be strongly encouraged by state and
federal governments. To develop and implement creative approaches to pest management, research on the
basic biology of the zebra mussel is urgently needed. In the Illinois and Mississippi rivers, monitoring is
required to track the progress of the invasion, and to determine the effect of the zebra mussel on native
mussels and clams, including commercially important bivalves.
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THE ILLINOIS RIVERS PROJECT
Cindy Bidlack
Jerse_ Community High School
Dr. Robert A Williams. Ph.D,
Project Advisor
Southern Illinois University
P.O. Box 1122, EdwardsviUe, Illinois 62026
ABSTRACT
The Illinois Rivers Project, begun in February 1990, was funded as a part of
the State of Illinois Scientific Literacy Grant Initiative. The grant supported this pilot
project to involve high school students in the monitoring of the waters of the lower
Illinois and the Mississippi Rivers. Initially, eight schools with three teachers from
each school developed a plan to study the rivers in three areas: science, social
studies, and English. As a results of these investigations, students and teachers
have developed a set of river study materials. Each school is hooked into an
electronic mailing network called 'SOILED NET' that enables it to interact with
other schools and with Southern Illinois University.
During the next school year (1990-1991), 27 new river town high schools
joined the project, thus allowing 35 schools to study the rivers of the state of Illinois.
In January 1991, 13 schools from Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Iowa joined with
schools in Illinois to form the Midwestern River Project. With a grant awarded by
the Eisenhower Foundation, 24 additional Illinois schools became part of the River
Project. Today, 87 schools stretching from Little Falls, Minnesota, to Cairo, Illinois,
monitor and research their local river.
PROJECT OVERVIEW
The Illinois Rivers Project, funded by the Illinois State Board of Education's
Scientific Literacy Grants Program, is now entering its third year. From its
beginning as a pilot program involving eight schools (with 24 teachers representing
science, social studies, and English) along the Mississippi and the lower Illinois
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Riversnear St. Louis, the Project has expanded to 87 high schools (with 250 plus
teachers) from Cairo, Illinois, at the junction of the Ohio River, to Little Falls,
Minnesota, north of Minneapolis, and on every major river in Illinois. The Project's
expansion includes a Midwestern network of 16 schools from Iowa, Wisconsin, and
Minnesota. Schools from Missouri, indiana, North Carolina, Montana; and the
Great Lakes have recently expressed interest in joining the network.
The Illinois Rivers Project has followed a high visibility course that has gained
much attention in the towns where the schools are participating. The local media
find the idea of high school students patrolling the river's banks in search of trouble
spots a highly desirable and thus photographic activity. The required field study in
the Project, including collecting water, performing some on-site tests, and bringing
samples in to complete testing is considered a valuable effort by teachers and
students alike. Water quality kits that are both readily available and easy to use
make this activity a relatively uncomplicated task. Nine water quality tests are run:
dissolved oxygen, fecal coliform, pH, biochemical oxygen demand, temperature,
total phosphorus, turbidity, nitrates, and total solids (American Public Health
Association 1985).
Once the data have been coliected and analyzed, the Project's telecommunication
system, SOILED NET (the Southern Illinois Education Network), allows students to
transmit their data as well as view all that has been collected by the other 87 schools.
At the same time; the Project calls for the social studies and English classes to write
about the history and the culture of their community as it relates to the river, which
results in the Project's publication, Meanderings. Meanderings is a collection of
scientific articles, historical research, interviews, folklore, creative writing, and
illustrations. Students with varied talents and interests are provided a vehicle to
display the products of their efforts. In the second year of the Project, student
writings were transmitted via SOILED NET to be edited by Project staff into a
finished product. Copies of this book were distributed to local and school libraries,
state and regional libraries, and the Library of Congress. The students' writings in
the areas of science, culture, and history became part of the written collections of
both academic and local establishments. Though SOILED NET has been used
primarily to transmit data obtained from the water quality testing, it is now on-line
to transmit water quality data to the data bank at the Environmental Management
Technical Center, a branch of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, where it is
analyzed by their staff to monitor the quality of Midwestem rivers. The data is then
made available to the entire scientific community through the Geographic
Information System (GIS). The first annual Illinois Rivers Project Student Congress
was held on April 19-20, 1991 in Quincy, Illinois, allowing 200-plus students to
showcase and share their experiences and efforts with their peers.
ELSAH CASE STUDY
Each school in the project retains special autonomy and its interest in developing
the River Project in a unique direction. Some schools assign a minimal time, doing
the recommended tests and writings, while others pursue open avenues of interest.
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This article desc_s o0neof the diversities that occur as students pursue studies of
real life problems.
Students ofJersey Community High School (one of the eight pilotschools)in
Jerseyvllle, glinois (a rural community of 7500 people), _ first hand the
many political issues and ramifications that resulted from their discovery of a highly
polluted creek. Using data o0mpiled from their water quality testing, senior
government students became involved in the polilicsof the quaint Httle village of
Elsah, minois. Testing indicated the presence of fecal coliform at levelsunfitfor
human contact in the creek that runs through the entire length of the village befoR
it empties into the Mississippi. Instead of merely reading about political action in a
government textbook, the students themselves became activists and experienced the
reality of confrontation end public reaction to en "vn'onmentsl issues. Students in this
two year study cooperated with village officials, residents, health officers and the
media to explore and attempt to remedy the environmental problems and discovered
what emotions could be elicited by those involved and, in some cases, the negative
responses to theirefforts to clean up the creek.
LocationOf The Study
Elsah isa villagethathas retained its19th century charm and style.Listed in the
National Register of HistoricHomes, allhomes and businesses are subjectto an
ordinance thatrequires restorationand building to maintain the historicstyleof the
village.
While Elsah has itsown unique characterand is a charming place to visit(abed
and breakfastcommunity for nearby St.Louis),livingalongside itspolluted Elsah
Creek presented a hazard to both itscitizenryand the environment. Unfortunately,
the village'ssewage system isas antiquated as some of itsbtdldings. Most of the 65
homes and businesses contn"outeto the pollutionof the creek by eitherthe draining
or leaking of raw sewage down itsentirelength. Fecal coliformcounts(in thiscase
an indicatorof human waste) soared to levelsmuch higher thatacceptablehealth
standards allow. Jarseyvillestudents chose to confront the problem directly.As a
resultof the actiontaken by these students,lessons in both environmental and
politicalrealitywere experienced by 17 and 18 year-old students who had dreams tO
make a differencein theirworld.
The Project Begins
Elsah Creek was not one of Jerseyville's original six testing sites. As interest
began to build in the River Project and the water testing taking place in the
advanced chemistry classes, a student, who was a resident of Elsah, brought in a
sample of water from Elsah Creek. She reported that the creek had an odor and she
wanted the class to test the water. From that small jar of water, students at the high
school became involved in an environmental issue in which they found they could
have an impact on a community.
After several testing periods, it became apparent that the fecal coliform level at
Elsah Creek was unacceptable. Fecal coliform is derived from the feces of humans or
other warm-blooded animals. While fecal coliform bacteria by themselves are not
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pathogenic, they occur naturally in the human digestive tract; their presence
indicates the possibility of more dangerous and pathogenic bacteria. The students
learned that fecal coliform counts higher (over 200 colonies/100 ml in water sample)
can result in a greater probability that pathogenic organisms are present. A person
wading or swimming in such water might swallow some pathogenic organisms, or
these organisms might enter the body through the nose and ears or through a cut in
the skin. Diseases and illness such as typhoid fever, hepatitis, gastroenteritis,
dysentery, or ear infections can be contracted in waters with high fecal coliform
counts.
Treated sewage effluent levels should not exceed 200 colonies/100 ml of water.
The same level is true for swimming; but the acceptable level for partial body
contact(boating) is higher at 1000 colonies/100 ml water (Mitchell 1991).
The fecal coliform results from the testing done at Elsah Creek were the
following:
DATE WEATHER RESULT
March 6, 1990 Overcast 6000
March 27, 1990 Clear TNTC
April 9, 1990 Overcast 5400
April 10 1990 Rainy TNTC
June 19, 1990 Clear TNTC
June 26, 1990 Clear TNTC
July 3, 1990 Clear TNTC
July 10, 1990 Overcast TNTC
July 17, 1990 Clear TNTC










Sept 8, 1990 Clear 2800
Oct 17, 1990 Overcast 600
Nov 12, 1990 Rainy 600
The Students Organize
As the water qualityresultsbegan to accumulate the students became extremely
concerned about the high fecalcoliform counts they continued to get from Elsah
Creek and they wanted to take action. What betterplace than a government class
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for politicalactionto be developed-and thatisexactlywhat was done. The students
were encouraged by theirteacher to develop theirown ideas on how to deal with
the water qualityof Elsah Creek. Ifa feasibleidea emerged, plans were developed
The water testingbegan on March 6,1990 and the politicalactioneffortswere
initiatedin May,1990. The students firstplan was to organize a letterwriting
campaign. They feltthat information about the problem might bring about
solutions.
The firstlettersthey drafted were sent to stateand federalsenators and
representatives.In these lettersthe students told of theirRiver Project--whatitwas,
what they had been doing, and how they had found the high fecalcoliform counts.
They basicallywere making theirpoliticiansaware of the environmental problem i
and that they were working to find a solution.
The second lettersent was to the Elsah City Council. Once again they explained
about the River Project and informed the council of the alarmingly high fecal
coliform data they continued to receive. The students suggested better trained
personnel (eventually the Madison County Environmental Center confirmed the high
results) evaluate the water quality of the creek for it potential harmful effects to
nearby residents. In this case, the whole town bordered Elsah Creek. The students
were amazed by the reply from the mayor. She said Elsah had been aware of the
problem since the 1950s and there had been many attempts to remedy the problem.
So far, she reported, every attempt had failed. This was Intriguing to the students
and during the school year of 1990-1991, a researched history of Elsah's sewage
problem began.
A third set of letters were sent to three agencies, the Jersey County Health
Department, the Illinois Department of Public Health, and the IUinois Environmental
Protection Agency. Once again the students told of their involvement in the River
Projectand how they were consistentlyreceivinghigh fecalcoliformdata. Their
lettersended by saying they hoped steps were being taken to restorethe creek and
the fiverback to itsoriginalhealthy state.
The Elsah Creek Expedition (Summer 1990)
By this time, the 1990 school year had ended. Two extremely active students in
the project wanted to continue testing the water through the summer months.
During this testing period the fecal coliform results remained high. At the end of
July the students wanted to walk Elsah Creek and take samples at different
locationsto see ifthey would continue to get the same high readings the length of
the creek,as well as to locatespecificcoliform sources. This became known as the
'Elsah Creek Expedition.'
On July 27, 1990, two teachers and the two summer students walked the length
of the creek. Itwas a sunny, hot, humid day. The group was equipped with
sterilizedjars,flagsfor spot markers and paper and pencils. Each place where a
water sample was taken, was marked with a flagand a written observation was
made. The expedition took three hours and in the end only confirmed the factthat
the entirecreek had high fecalcoliform counts. The students compiled a fivepage
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written summary of the expedition. This included the objectives, a site synopsis, the
aquatic life, a diagram of the explored area, the test results, and a project conclusion.
One unexpected outcome of the expedition was a phone call to the government
teacher from an outraged Elsah citizen. She claimed the creek behind her house was
private property and we had been trespassing while in the creek. She wondered
what we were trying to do and even went so far to say that if we walked in the
creek again, she would have someone arrested.
New Students Take Up the Campaign
With the start of the 1990-1991 school year, a second group of government
students were now ready to continue the political action. Research on Elsah's
sewage system was the first project. The students conducted interviews of people
who had been involved in previous efforts to obtain a sewage system. The mayor of
Elsah, the president of the Elsah Sanitary District, an engineer from the firm hired to
design a sewage system, the Director of Environmental'Health for the Jersey County
Health Department, and a representative from the Illinois EPA were interviewed by
the students.
The students discovered that Elsah citizens were aware of their water and sewer
problems. Since the 1950s, concerned citizens and the local board had been
investigating various solutions to the problem. In the 1970s, the solution most
feasible was to use a provision of the Clean Water Act that provided for funding of
local sewer projects. An engineering firm was hired to develop a plan for the
Village of Elsah. Their first plan was rejected by the Illinois EPA. At this time, the
Illinois EPA informed the Sanitary District they would give them 85 percent of the
money to finance art alternate system. Elsah would have to finance only 15 percent
of the project. By 1989, a second plan had been approved by the Illinois EPA. After
many heated public meetings concerning the financing of the sewer project, the
referendum was rejected by the people in March of 1990. The alternative to the
sewer project was for each individual home or business to put in their own septic
system. The residents of Elsah had been sent letters from the Environmental
Director of Jersey County stating they have to start the process to comply with state
standards.
The mayor of Elsah once made the comment: 'If only these students had been
involved in their project earlier, maybe the outcome of the referendum would have
been different." The students certainly felt that they would have made a difference
if the timing would have been better.
Other groups of students attended meetings held in Elsah. One focused on the
different types of individual sewage systems. They also attended an Elsah City
Council meeting presenting a program on the River Project and answering questions
by members of the council. Later council meetings were attended where they
merely acted as observers. A fourth meeting was requested by the lady who said
the students had been trespassing in the creek. The meeting began as a "gripe
session' by the residents against the students and the River Project. By the end of
the meeting, the residents had a better understanding of the project and what the





On a Saturday morning in October of 1990, the students went to Elsah to
conduct a survey of the residents. Fifteen questions had been prepared, from "How
close are you to the creek?' to 'What type of sewer system do you have," to "How
old is your sewer system?' Elsah was divided into sections and groups of four went
door to door. They soon discovered the residents of Eisah did not want to talk to
them. People would look out their windows, but not answer the door. One lady
was on the phone and turned her back on the anxious young researchers. They
learned some valuable lesson about the nature of people.
The students then developed a flyer to be distributed in Eisah. This flyer warned
that Eisah Creek was hazardous to health and to the environment. It stated the high
readings of fecal coliform the students discovered during water testing and the
diseases fecal coliform and other pathogens could cause. The citizens of Eisah were
asked to take the initiative and help solve the problem.
Finally a Solution Is Reached
The more the students became involved in the issues, the more they wanted to
do. What a change from the first days of the project. The issue was finany brought
to its final stages by a visit from the local health department representative. He i
asked the students, by way of their teacher, to file a complaint with the Jersey
County Health Department against the citizens of Elsah. The students maintained
the residents had their opportunity to remedy the problem--the referendum--and
chose not to do so. Now they would have to be held accountable for the creek in
their backyard. The chief piece of evidence for the successful Complaint was the
summer work conducted during the Elsah Expedition and the series of water quality
results conducted by the students.
As a result of these students' political and scientific actions, the residents were
forced to work towards a solution. The students took a helping role to seek ways to
enable residents to find ways to finance the expensive sewage systems. Information
on financing sewer loans and other such information were forwarded to the mayo r
for dissemination.
Student awareness and the ability to convince others to take action has been art
unexpected but rewarding result of the project. Students have actually 'seen' first
hand that chemistry has application in everyday life. They then "saw' their own
political involvement could make a difference. When choosing to take action on this
issue these students had the opportunity to change their "I don't care attitude['
What they learned through the River Project and through the 'hands on experience'
of science and government working together in the classroom will, hopefully, carry
over into their adult lives.
Who knows what lasting effect this will have on the students? This could inspire
them to pursue politics and law, or simply to be well-versed citizens. We do know
that two of the summer students are pursuing environmental careers; Jerru in
engineering and Katie in environmental biology. One thing is certain, all these
students for a short time, did make a difference. That is something they won't soon
forget, nor will the citizens of Elsah, Illinois, the lovely, quaint, and cleaner village
on the banks of the mighty Mississippi.
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POSITIVE IMPACTS OF THE PAR-A-DICE ON RIVERFRONT DEVELOPMENT
David Schielein
Executive Vice President, Schielein Construction Co.
Greater Peoria Riverboat Corporation
The site--62 acres (27 acres of land and 35 acres of water) located on the
southeastern shore of lower Peoria Lake--was previously a landfill with scattered
concrete and debris throughout, numerous mosquito beds and treacherous,
entangled, massive sectionsof concrete bridge deck liningthe shoreline.
Prior to beginning construction, the site was rid of a great amount of debris
to satisfy EPA requirements, then cleared and graded for drainage. The river work
permitted through the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers consists of:
• Redredging of an existing channel at United Facilities, then dredging a
channel and turning basin to the Par-A-Dice docking facility. This dredging
and future maintenance dredging will assist in the Saving Peoria Lake
Program through the removal of approximately 376,000 cubic yards of silt.
• The extensive concrete removal along the shoreline is being recycled into rip-
rap to be reused along the shoreline and drainage areas to aid in erosion
control.
• With the development of the Par-A-Dice project, including two on-site hotels,
we have planned and maintained landscaping and paved parking 10ts with
'storm-water' retention and a storm sewer system, which aids in erosion
control through controlled run-off.
• The creation of sheet piling s_a walls, such as we have done, eliminates
shoreline erosion and offers some degree of on-site flood control. This proves
that a consolidated effort of proper planning and logical environmental
practices can make the development of the Illinois River beneficial to all.
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ECONOMIC AND TOURISM IMPACTS OF THE PAR-A-DICE




The following statistics are an indication of Par-A-Dice's impacts on the Peoria
area:
• Anticipated payroll of nearly $17 million dollars a year.
• Expect 800,000 customers in the first twelve months.
• Projected gaming taxes of over $8 million for the first 12 months.
• Currently the Par-A-Dice employs over 700 staff.
The business's impacts on local tourism is tremendous. Already more than
20,000 group tickets have been sold. Many are bus groups from the Chicago area,
Quad Cities, Indianapolis, southern Illinois, southern Michigan, southern Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, and St. Louis. New tour companies have been and continue to be
created because Par-A-Dice exists. Companies catering to groups of all sizes who
wish limo or bus service to Par-A-Dice.
Local hotels have been active in putting together special packages including
rooms, meals and other attractions in the area, and have actively sought new visitors
because of Par-A-Dice. Local hotel and motel executives indicate to us they expect
Par-A-Dice will lead to capacity or near capacity room nights. The same is true for
many area restaurants, some of which have already packaged and sold lunches,
dinners, and banquets in conjunction with cruises on the Par-A-Dice.
The best indication of the impact on local tourism and the local economy is
the planned construction of a new $6.1 million Hampton Inn to be built at the Par-A-
Dice land base in East Peoria. A second hotel is also planned, as is a new restaurant
on a five-acre section near the land base.
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Greenways are multi-purpose public corridors of open space. Unlike larger
blocks of land typically thought of as 'parks,' greenways are relatively narrow strips
of continuously connected land. Canals, riverine corridors, former railroad rights of
way and or utility transmission rights of way offer this potential. Greenways
expand upon the concept of the 'town commons' by attempting to maintain the
character of a region by connecting points of environmental and or cultural value.
INTRODUCTION
Greenways represent a hybrid variety of environmental resource. Nature
resource protection, preservation and appropriate public recreational uses are
generally accommodated within a relatively narrow corridor. The concept of open
space defining the character of an area has. its roots in urban/regional planning and
landscape architectural literature and practice. As one component of an open space
spectrum (i.e., public parks, forest preserves, natural'areas, and so on). Greenways
represent the explicit integration of social and environmental values into both
Urbanizing and relatively rural landscapes.
BENEFITS




As relatively undeveloped landscape corridors, a greenway affords habitat
preservation and/or the opportunity to recreate former native landscapes. The Des
Plaines River wetlands project in northern Lake County demonstrates the latter. The
linear nature of a corridor affords large amounts of edge, one indicator of habitat
diversity.
Provide wildlife migration corridors
Greenways afford habitat for terrestrial animals, especially in urban areas.
Migrating waterfowl frequent larger rivarine corridors. One proposed greenway in
Florida would enable a protected bear population to use the corridor for migration to
less crowded habitat.
Preserve native landscapes
In central Illinois, often the last vestiges or remnants of the original tallgrass
prairie are found within railroad rights of way. Management of such rights of way
as greenways can protect these remnants. Prairie remnants are known to exist along
abandoned rights of way in Ford, Iroquois, Champaign and many other counties.
Mitigate urban flooding
Per]3aps the most utilitarian aspect of greenways concerns urban flood
mitigation. This concept may appear obvious and somewhat elementary. However,
floodplain management requires recognition of a riparian corridor for floodplain
management purpose_. Such recognition can therefore, define a corridor's explicit
or implicit function.
Offer public outdoor recreation opportunities
Public outdoor recreation opportunities within a greenway are typically non-
motorized trails such as those for hiking and bicycling. Public recreation
opportunities are not necessarily required nor are they a principle purpose of
greenways. However, more often than not, public recreation is compatible and
generally complimentary to the aforementioned purposes. In Illinois, public outdoor
recreation opportunities are generally integral components of greenway
development.
COSTS
The foregoing described some generally recognized social and environmental
benefits associated with greenways. However, as with most investments,
(individual or collective) benefits cannot accrue without incurring certain costs or
undertaking risks. The following are integral components of greenway





Typically a public agency assumes the zesponsibility for or is directed to _-
acquire an interest in real estate for public greenway purposes. Interest can be
acquired by fee ownership or less than fee, such as with an easement or lease. In
Illinois the Department of Conservation typicaliy'acquires fee interest in land by
purchase or gift. However, long term leases between the state and Federal
governments also exist. Acquisition necessarily runs the risk of public outcry as the
exercise of eminent domain is always a possibility.
IdentifiCation of Management Authority
Management assumes the day to day responsibility of enforcing applicable
statutes to both maintaIn greenway integrity and preserve it's purpose. Public safety
is also of paramount concern. Perhaps management's greatest obligation is its
implicit assumption of liability to ensure resource protection, preservation of purpose
and maintenance of public safety. Typically, public agencies assume this
responsibility.
Amenity Development
Where deemed or agreed to be appropriate, amenity and other facility
provision is another important aspect ofmanagemant. Recreational development
emphasizes the multi-purpose nature of many greenways. Hiking and bicycling
trails are among the more compatible public uses of greenway acquired for
environmental management purposes.
Project Planning
Among the costs associated with greenway development, planning accounts
for articulation of purpose, definition of a specific corridor, dialogue with interest
groups (pro and con) and conflict resolution. Planning necessarily involves continual
iteration, accounting for the seeming ambiguity of many such efforts. However, to
proceed without attempting to define a greenway's purpose or providing a
reasonable rationale for its existence mitigates against the resource itself.
SUMMARY
In Illinois, recreational greenways are inherently multiple benefit landscapes.
Natural, historic, scenic, cultural and outdoor recreational resources are generally
Intertwined in a land configuration unlike traditional blocks of land for fish and
wildlife or parks.
The greenway concept is supported In part by statewide legislation (Public
Act 86-466) directing the Department of Conservation to acquire and develop
landscape corridors for bike path purposes. Local and regional greenway planning
efforts are numerous and very ambitious. One notable regional effort involves the
development of a 1,000-mile multiple-use greenway system in the six cotmty region
of northeast Illinois. The Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission and the not for
profit Open Lands Project based In Chicago are spearheading this effort. This
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planning involves the assistance of all regional forest preserve and local park
districts. This undertaking is further supported and underwritten in part by the
Department of Conservation.
increasing societal concerns regarding quality of life issues appear to be
principle motivating factors driving the greenway concept. These general concerns
should continue to provide the fabric with which to weave a more environmentally
diverse and human landscape pattern.
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SOIL EROSION CONTROL-THE 1990 FARM BILL
Thomas J. Krapf
Area Resource Conservationist
USDA Soil Conservation Service
Bourbonnais, Illinois
On November 28, President George Bush signed the Food, Agriculture,
Conservation and Trade Act of 1990, calling it 'the most environmentally progressive
farm bill ever signed."
A key part of the 1990 Farm Bill is Title XIV, the Conservation Title. This title
strengthens the conservation provisions of the 1985 Farm Bill, and introduces new
provisions that, taken together, will help protect and enhance the environment by
reducing soil erosion on agricultural lands, protecting wetlands, improving wildlife
habitat, and improving water quality.
Established in the 1985 Farm Bill, conservation compliance requires farmers to .
develop and carry out approved conservation plans on highly erodible cropland to i
remain eligible for USDA farm program benefits. To date over 94 thousand tract
plans covering 5.3 million acres have been completed statewide. The Illinois River
Watershed contains 1.6 million of those highly erodible acres. Currently 35 percent
of the 1.6 million plan acres have the plans fully applied. Acres with applied
compliance plans save an average of 9 tons of soil per acre per year.
,.Th.e 1990 Farm Bill strengthens conservation compliance by extending the loss
of benefits to include more programs, and by prohibiting producers who put land
into new CRP contracts from bringing any newly purchased highly erodible land into
production.
The Act also makes conservation compliance easier to enforce by establishing
a system of graduated penalties ranging from $500 to $5,000, depending on the
severity of the violation.
IiO
The swampbuster provision of the 1985 Farm Bill helps preserve the
important environmental values of wetlands, by disqualifying producers who plant
crops on newly converted wetlands for USDA farm program benefits.
The 1990 bill changed the triggering of swampbuster penalties from planting
a commodity crop on a wetland to the point when wetlands are actually drained,
dredged, filled, or altered to make the production of a crop possible.
Producers may mitigate the loss of wetlands by restoring a prior converted
wetland of equivalent value. A mitigation plan must be developed by SCS and
FWS. Producers must agree to protect the restored wetland via an easement for as
long as the converted wetland remains in agricultural use or is not returned to its
original wetland classification.
As with conservation compliance, the loss of benefits swampbuster is
extended to include more programs and total loss of benefits system was replaced by
a system of graduated penalties for unintentional violations.
The 1990 Farm Bill established several innovative new provisions. The
Agriculture Water Quality Protection Program was established and encompasses the
Environmental Conservation Acreage Reserve, the Agriculture Water Quality
Protection Program, and the Environmental Easement Program. These programs
expand opportunities for resource protection and enhancement.
Under the Environmental Conservation Acreage Reserve Program you will
find the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) and the Wetland Reserve Program
(WRP). CRP gives producers an incentive to voluntarily convert highly erodible
croplands well as environmentally sensitive land from production for a period of ten
years. Producers who enroll land into CRP receive an annual rental payment as well
as cost-share for establishing the permanent cover.
The 1990 Bill strengthens the CRP by broadening eligibility for the program to
include some marginal pastureland, cropland that contributes to water quality
degradation, and other lands.
Other lands includes, shelterbelts, windbreaks, wildlife corridors, filterstrips,
newly created sod waterways and land posing an environmental or productivity
threat due to salinity.
Existing CRP contracts in vegetative cover may be converted to hardwood
trees, windbreaks or shelterbelts and extended to 15 years.
The Illinois River Watershed has over 714,000 acres enrolled in CRP saving an
average of 20 tons of soil per acre per year. This adds up to 14.2 million tons of soil
annually.
The 1990 Farm Bill provides us the opportunity to protect natural resources.
Now it is up to us to work as a team to aid farmers and land managers in the




STREAMBANK AND HABITAT MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES ALONG
ILLINOIS RIVER TRIBUTARIES
Donald Roseboom, Illinois State Water Survey
William White and Randy Sauer, Illinois Department of Conservation
Illinois State Water Survey
P.O. Box 697, Peoria, IL 61652
ABSTRACT
Losses of river and stream habitat along the Illinois River are closely
connected with the channel erosion resulting from channelization of tributaries.
Large sections of the eroding channel undergo massive bank erosion while the
stream bed is downcutting through the stream system. The Iong-term result has not
only been the loss of stream habitat but the loss of downstream wetlands from
suspended sediment and bedload deposition. The stream channel instability also
increases damages to county bridges, roadways, homes, and floodplain fields.
During a four-year watershed study of Crow Creek by the Floodplain
Planning Program of the Illinois Department of Conservation, scientists from the
Illinois State Water Survey documented the loss of wetland habitat along the Illinois
River and the contribution of increased stream channel erosion. Channelization and
the loss of riparian vegetation on vertical banks have increased channel erosion so
that more than 212,000 tons have eroded from 0.5 mile of stream between 1970 and
1989. All calculations are illustrated with aerial and video photography.
In the Cameron Wildlife Refuge, the Crow Creek delta was channelized to
move floodwaters and sediment through the highway and railroad bridges. This
results in the loss of 180 acres of surface water in the Wildlife refuge during major
floods during the 1970s. Losses in quality wetland habitat, waterfowl populations,
and gamefish have been severe. Presently gravel and sand from upstream channel
erosion has refilled the stream channel. Majoi floods during 1990 endangered
highway travel and destroyed a county bridge. Soil bioengineering te .dmiques
stopped channel erosion during floods that destroyed highway bridges during 1990.
While vegetative stream stabilization has stopped bank erosion at two site§ in the
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0.5-mile demonstration area, more than 30 major sites remain in this one tributary of
the Illinois River.
INTRODUCTION
The loss of channel stability in tributary streams of the Illinois River is
destroying the habitat of both wildlife populations and the people living nearby.
Wildlife habitat losses along both the Illinois River and its tributary streams have
been regarded as the inevitable consequences resulting from the economic
development of the landscape for agriculture and housing--the creation of better
habitat for people.
The conception of Illinois streams as better habitat for people has ranged from
tree-shaded banks along a meandering mixture of deep pools and riffles to grass
covered ditches crossing valleys of corn in straight lines. Both views represent
extremes under present Illinois conditions. The conversion of upland prairies and
wetlands sharply increased the rates of water runoff by the 1930s so that stream
channels became unstable. In efforts to reduce flooding and erosion, many streams
were also channelized (straightened and shortened by removing the eroding stream
bends or meanders). In streams along the Illinois River, channelization increased the
already rapid floodwater velocity, eroded the streambed down, and began to reform
the old meanders. During this process the stream undercut the older riparian trees,
filled th e deep pools with sand, scoured away grasses, and eroded stream channels
into floodplain rowcrop fields.
By 1991, both the constructive and destructive effects of basic land
management strategies are clearly evident in tributary streams, in the Illinois River
and on the "improved" watershed. For wildlife, the loss of habitat means the loss of
food sources, shelter, and even safety. The loss of habitat has a similar meanings for
people but economic losses are included.
The destruction of 30,000 acres of river backwater has been driven by
sedimentation within one generation. Lakes which existed for 5,000 years will be
filled in our lifetime. The extensive damage of such large water sources has not
been correlated with major damages to the land habitat of the human population.
Much of the public has been unable to relate the losses of aquatic habitat with their
own property losses. One object of this watershed study was to define this
correlation for the Crow Creek watershed near Henry, Illinois.
Vegetative bank stabilization is reversing the destruction of habitat for both
wildlife and people. The testing and development of these bioengineering
techniques was funded by the Illinois Department of Conservation and the Illinois
Department of Energy and Natural Resources through the local Soft and Water
Conservation Districts. The role of the local Soil and Water Conservation Districts
has been expanded with training sessions on the bioengineering techniques for
contractors and government personnel with the Cooperative Extension Service.
Such training is necessary for expanded erosion control funding initiated by the
Illinois Department of Agriculture and Conservation.
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THE WATERSHED
Crow Creek is a large tributary stream of the Illinois River, entering the
Peoria Pool near Henry, Illinois (figure 1). With a steep bluff watershed area of
54,000 acres, Crow Creek floodwaters have extremely high velocity (9 ft/sec) during
heavy rains. Such high velocity floodwater will erode and transport large amounts
of soil. Bank erosion measurements have found over 6000 tons eroded from a single
bank site during floods. Since a large flood will transport about 30,000 tons of soil,
severe bank erosion sites are major sediment contributors. Since the loss of stream
and riparian habitat has been a major factor in the continuing erosion of tributary
channels, then vegetative stream channel stabilization not only reverses habitat
losses but also reserves the continuing economic losses to farmlands, roadways, and
homes.
WATERSHED EROSION SOURCES
Therefore within the Crow Creek watershed, the identification and control of
erosion sources with high sediment delivery rates is critical for the protection of both
the Cameron National Wildlife Refuge and the entire Peoria Pool of the Illinois
River. Sediment delivery to the Illinois River will depend on the severity of erosion
at each landuse site, the site velocity of surface water runoff which much carry the
suspended sediment, and the distance which the suspended sediment must be
carried. Regardless of calculated erosion amounts, sediment is not likely to reach the
river in quantity if the water velocity is slow and transport distances great.
Conversely even small areas of erosion may be large sediment sources if water
velocities are high and transport distance is short.
EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION DAMAGES
Sediment discharge from Crow Creek has been a severe detriment to the
Cameron National Wildlife Refuge at the creek mouth. Wetland habitat and !
vegetation has been buried under silt. Sedimentation has filled 180 acres of surface
water in Goose and Weis lakes during the last 40 years. The Crow Creek delta was
460 acres in 1939, 500 acres in 1964, 530 acres in 1970, and 640 acres in 1979. The
greater increase of delta area between 1970 and 1979 indicates that sediment delivery
increased during the 1970's. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service states the waterfowl
populations on the refuge has dropped from 1,000,000 duck use days to less than
100,000 as a result of the sedimentation.
In the Peoria Pool of the Illinois River, all backwater lakes and wetlands are
experiencing similar losses in wildlife habitat and recreational use of the river
system. A recent sediment survey of Peoria Lake (Demissie and Bhowmik, 7985)
found the rates of sedimentation for 1965-1985 were double the sedimentation rates
of the previous 40 years (1903-1965).
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In response to county concerns about the deposition of sand and debris
around State Highway 29 bridge (C1 bridge in figure 1) and Rock Island railroad
bridge, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife excavated a stream channel through the Crow
Creek delta in 1964. The straightened channel was 0.5 mile long, 30 feet wide, and 6
feet deep. In 1969, 1970, and 1974, maximum stream flows were double the
maximum floods occurring during the previous 20 years of record. The newly
constructed stream channel was completely fiUed with sand, gravel , and debris.
Simultaneously with rapid sedimentation of wetlands along the Illinois River,
massive bank erosion sites began occurring in channelized segments of Crow Creek.
Aerial photographs detail the long history of channelization of Crow Creek as it
flows through the floodplain to the Illinois River. The 1939 ASCS aerial
photographs reveal that two miles of stream were channelized above Highway 29 in
an effort to drain the wetlands and pass all stream waters through the downstream
bridges (figure 1). While the railroad bridge is blamed for the loss of floodwater
conveyance and sand deposition, the entire streambed has risen with the rapid
accumulation of sand in the Crow Creek delta. Much of the present road
maintenance is the removal of sand and debris from the highway bridge. This
occurs during each major flood so that vehicles must drive through floodwaters
(figure 2). The filling of bridge channels is common on streams draining the Illinois
River bluffs.
On the next bridge upstream private landowners are creating levees from the
sand deposition in the channel of Crow Creek. During the June 22 flood of 1990,
the levees raised flood heights because floodwaters could not overflow into
floodplain fields. This resulted In the loss of the county bridge (C2 in figure 1) when
the high floodwaters and debris pushed the concrete spans off their piers (figure 3).
The streambed at C2 is higher than the surrounding floodplain fields. During major
floods, these sand levees will usually breakdown but not before severe economic
damage occur.
Immediately upstream, the foundation of the next bridge (C3 in figure 1) has
been eroded by channel erosion started by stream channelizati0n. The streambed is
now 5 ft. deeper than in 1939. The bottom of the first old bridge footings are 2 feet
higher than the channel bed. Two more bridges have been built at this location - the
latest in 1989.
At the next bridge upstream (C4 built in 1970), the county highway
department is attempting to stop the erosion of bridge abutments by piling concrete
slabs across the stream channel and against the abutments.
STREAM BANK EROSION
While several USDA soil conservation projects have addressed sources of
rowcrop erosion in the watershed, no project has determined the severity of bank
erosion nor bank erosion's contribution to sediment yields or has demonstrated
methods of bank stabilization. The Illinois Department of Conservation funded a
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Figur_ 2. Floodwaters block traffic on Rte. 29 near C1 bridge.
Figure 3. C2 bridge destroyed by floodwaters.
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multi-agency approach to solve these deficiencies in the watershed's soil erosion
monitoring and erosion control programs. In 1987 and 1988, the Iilinois State Water
Survey established a system of stream channel and stream flow monitoring in a
1.5-mile segment of the stream. Bank erosion measurements determined that stream
erosion was greatest between transects 40 and 47 (figure 4). The most active erosion i
site was chosen for the proposed vegetative stream stabil_ation site. The next most
active segment was immediately upstream between transects 48 and 53.
Even during the relatively dry years of 1986-1989 with record droughts, bank
erosion cut through two separate 30-feet wide easements at the bank stabilization
site. Over 6,000 tons of soil was eroded at this one site during 1986. During 1988
and 1989, bank erosion between transects 40 and 53 equaled 12 percent of all
sediment carried by Crow Creek during floods.
SOIL BIOENGINEERING PLAN FOR BANK STABILIZATION
The objective of this plan (figure 5) was vegetative bank stabilization of a
highly erosive bank without additional channel stabilization methods. While grade
controls should be applied wherever streambed downcutting occurs through the
entire stream length, the costs and manpower required were prohibitive for this pilot
project. Indeed, often the stabilization of an entire stream system would be cost
prohibitive even for a major project in a state park.
BANK STABILITY
The bioengineering concept for this site has been very stable during the
immediate post-construction period (to the date of this report--October 1991). A
bankful flood with a stage rise of 6 feet and peak flow of 800 cfs occurred in April of
1990. The only damages were the loss of large riprap and soil from the channel end
of live booms 8 and 9. These were repaired but remained at a shorter length
because the channel narrows at this segment.
A very large flood (floodwaters rose 17 feet with a measured flow of 5,000
cfs) occurred on June 22-oniy three months after the end of construction. No bank
erosion occurred at th e construction site although a nearby county bridge was
destroyed on Crow Creek (figure 3). By August of 1990, riparian vegetation along
the restored stream banks was abundant. The vegetative growth remains lush into
July of 1991 although another drought has reoccurred in central Illinois.
REFERENCES
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THE NEED FOR A COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEMENT PLAN
FOR THE ILLINOIS RIVER BASIN
Misganaw Demissie
Office of Sediment & Wetland Studies
Illinois State Water Survey
2204 Grfffith Drive, Champaign, IL 61820
ABSTRACT
The Illinois River is the single most important river in the state of Illinois.
Approximately 95 percent of the urban areas and hall of the agricultural lands in the
state are located within the Illinois River basin. The Illinois Waterway, which
consists of the Illinois River and its tributary streams, is the only waterway that links
the Great Lakes to the Mississippi River and thus the Gulf of Mexico. The Illinois
Waterway is therefore an important commercial waterway.
Because of its strategic location in the state and because it is downstream of
the Chicago Metropolitan Area, the Illinois River has experienced significant human
influences over the years. The most significant influences have been related to
commercial navigation, municipal and industrial waste discharges, and agricultural
practices in the watershed. Because of the lack of a basinwide comprehensive
management plan, many of the environmental and ecological problems in the Illinois
River basin have not been addressed adequately over the years. The most serious
and difficult to manage problem facing the Illinois River is the problem of
sedimentation in the river channel and backwater lakes. Many of the backwater
lakes have lost over 70 percent of their capacities to sediment accumulation and
might not last too long unless appropriate rehabilitation and management techniques
are applied in the near future. Problems in the Illinois River basin are not, however,
limited only to sedimentation. Issues such as water quality, non-point source
pollution, flooding, degradation of aquatic habitats, and water based recreation need
to be addressed. It is therefore important that a comprehensive management plan
that treats the river, its valley, and watershed as an integrated system and that deals
with all the environmental problems, is developed for the Illinois River basin.
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INTRODUCTION
The Illinois River is the single most important river in the state of Illinois,
draining nearly half of the state. With the exception of 4,000 square miles in Indiana
and Wisconsin, the Illinois River watershed, (totalling 28,906 square miles) is
contained within the state of Illinois. Approximately 95 percent of the urban areas
and half of the agricultural lands in t_he state are located within the Illinois River
basin. Most of the significant rivers in the state including the Sangamon, LaMoine,
Spoon, Mackinaw, Vermilion, Fox, Kankakee, and the DesPlaines all drain into the
Illinois River. Historically the Illinois River has played a significant role in the
development of the state, in terms of both commerce and transportation. It is the
only waterway that links the Great Lakes to the Mississippi River and thus the Gulf
of Mexico. Waterborne commerce is very important and significant in the states
economy. Illinois accounts for about 15 percent of the total barge shipments on the
inland and intercoastai waterway system of the United States. The Illinois
Waterway alone handles about 60 percent of the total barge shipments in Illinois.
Important commodities transported in the waterway include grain and grain
products, petroleum, chemical products, fertilizers, coal, sand, and gravel.
Because of its strategic location in the state and because it is downstream of
itsChicago Metropolitan Area, the IRinoisRiver has experienced significanthuman
influences and manipulations over the years. Most of the manipulations have been
related primarily to commercial navigation and waste discharges without sufficient
concern for the environmental integrity of the river. Present and past agricultural
practices in the watershed also continue to negatively impact the Illinois River.
Because of the lack of a basinwide comprehensive management plan, many of
the environmental and ecological problems in the Illinois River basin have not been
addressed adequately over the years. Some of the issues in the Illinois River basins
that have been raised, investigated, and debated include the following:
sedimentation, erosion control, nonpoint source pollution, water quality, flooding
and flood control, accidental spills of hazardous materials, commercial navigation
and its environmental impacts, degradation of aquatic habitats, and water based
recreation (Illinois State Water Plan Task Force, 1987).
The most serious and still unmanaged problem facing the Illinois River is the
problem of sedimentation in the river channel and the backwater lakes. As a matter
of fact, the sedimentation rate is higher for the most recent period than for the
earlierperiods indicatingthat the sedimentation problem isgettingworse instead of
gettingbetter(Demissie and Bhowmik, 1986; Belrose eta1.,1983). The most
important areas of concern are the main channel and the backwater lakes that are
located along the IllinoisRiver. Many of the lakes have already losta largepart of
theircapacityto sediment accumulation, and stillcontinue to do so at a very high
rate. Several of the lakesin the valleyhave completely filledin with sediment and
others willfollow in the near future.
The IllinoisRiver has been sometimes referredto as 'themost studied river
in the world.' Itistrue thatthere have been countlessstudiesconducted on the
IllinoisRiver and itswatersheds by numerous agencies and organizations.
However, there has never been a singlecomprehensive basin,videenvironmental
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study conducted to develop a balanced environmental management program for the
whole riverbasin. Most of the previous studieshave been eitherissue specificor
sitespecific.Generatly, differentsegments of the riveror portions of the basin have
been the subject of various studiesfrom time to time. Itishigh time thatwe see the
riverand itswatershed as an integratedsystem and develop mutually compatible
programs to manage, protect,and restorethe riverintothe 21st century.
COMPONENTS OF A COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEMENT PLAN
Itwillbe impossible to adequately discuss allaspects of a comprehensive
management plan for a watershed likethe IllinoisRiver in a briefpaper likethis.
However, R ispossible to outlinethe major issues as initialdiscussingpoints in
hopes that more detailedand inclusivedocuments willbe prepared. Therefore, the
foflowing are some of the important issuesthatneed to be addressed in a
comprehensive management plan.
Because of the size of the river and its watershed and the number of
environmental issues that need to be included in a comprehensive management
plan, it will be convenient to group the issues into major categories. For the Illinois
River basin, the most appropriate categories will correspond to the physical
characteristics of the basin and the nature of the issues. Discussion of the issues,
and management strategies would be facilitated more efficiently if the issues are
grouped as follows:
• Main River Issues




The main river issues are those issues that can be strongly identified with the
main river channel of the Illinois River. The major factor in the management of the
main river channel are of course the requirements for navigation and its
environmental impacts. Therefore the important issues primarily related to the main
river include the following:
• River regulation for navigation
• Navigation impacts
• Sedimentation and dredging
• Water quality
• Accidental spills of hazardous materials
River Valley Issues
The river valley issues are those issues that deal primarily with the backwater
lakes and fioodplain of the Illinois River valley. Because of the size of the Illinois
River valley and the importance of the backwater lakes there are a number of issues




• Flooding and floodplain management
• Wetlands






Issues that are more pertinent with respect to the large watershed outside, of




• Streambank and gully erosion
• Non-point source pollution
• River corridor management
Institutional Issues
A comprehensive management plan has to include guidelines on how the
recommendations will be implemented. The two most important issues will be how
the projects will be financed and which agencies will be responsible for
implementation. Because of the number of issues and the size of potential projects,
many federal, state, and local agencies will have to be involved. Therefore the
mechanism for coordination and cooperation of the different agencies will be one of
the most important issues that has to be dealt with in a comprehensive management
plan. Implementation of most of the recommendations of a comprehensive
management plan for a basin the size of the Illinois River basin will require
significant financial outlay, which are unlikely to be available under existing
programs. Therefore, new funding mechanisms have to be developed. These issues
have to be included in a comprehensive management plan.
EROSION AND SEDIMENT MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
Since it is not possible to discuss all the different components of a
comprehensive management plan in any detail in this brief paper, only discussions
of selected issues mainly pertaining to erosion and sedimentation are presented in
the remaining part of the paper. More detailed discussions of the different issues
and the appropriate management strategies will of course be required before an
acceptable management plan is ready.
The management of erosion and sedimentation in the Illinois River watershed
will remain a major environmental issue for many years to come because of the
magnitude of the problem and the size of the watershed. It is widely acknowledged
that erosion and sedimentation is the number one environmental problem in the
Illinois River watershed. However, there is no comprehensive management plan to
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deal with the problem. There have been numerous activities by various state and
federal agencies to control erosion in different parts of the watershed over the years.
However, these activities are not coordinated and well documented. Monitoring of
erosion, sediment transport and sedimentation are scarce and intermittent making it
difficult to evaluate the effect of different activities and the trend in the overall
problem. The need for a coordinated and comprehensive approach to deal with the
problem of erosion and sedimentation is obvious. However, at this point there is no
such plan and it will require significant effort by state agencies to come up with a
comprehensive plan.
A comprehensive erosion and sedimentation management plan for the Illinois
River basin will consist of several management alternatives appropriate to the
specific problems. Because of the size of the watershed and the different causes of
erosion, many differeht types of erosion control measures have to be implemented.
Similarly different sediment management alternatives have to be developed for
different backwater lakes depending on the source of sediment and the planned use
of the lake. The different management strategies will be grouped into two main
categories: erosion control and sediment management; and discussed separately.
Erosion Control
For the Illinois River watershed there are three major types of erosion that
contribute significant amounts of sediment to the Illinois River valley. These are:
watershed erosion, streambank erosion, and bluff erosion. The relative significance
of these three major sources cannot be accurately quantified based on available data.
Depending on the location along the Illinois River, any one of the three sources
could be the primary source of sediment to an area.
Watershed Erosion
Watershed erosion is used here to refer to erosion in the watershed primarily
consisting of sheet, rill, and gully erosion in agricultural and non-agricultural areas.
However, since more than 80 percent of the watershed is used for agriculture,
erosion due to agricultural practices will make up the bulk of watershed erosion.
Erosion from construction sites and mining operations could also contribute
significant amounts of sediment.
With respect to watershed erosion it is well known that most of the erosion
takes place within a small portion of the watershed defined as critical erosion areas
that generate significant amounts of sediment. It is therefore important that these
areas are identified throughout the watershed so that limited resources could be
allocated where they can be most effective.
In Illinois most of the watershed erosion control activities are carried out by
the Illinois Department of Agriculture through the Soil and Water Conservation
Districts. A major initiative in Illinois to control erosion from agricultural lands in
known as "T by 2000.' The goal of this initiative is to reduce erosion in Illinois, to
tolerable soil loss limits ("T') by the year 2000. 'T' is defined as the maximum
average s0il loss in tons per acre per year that can be tolerated by the soil and still
' sustain production into the future. A summary of the soil erosion control programs
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of the Department of Agriculture in the Illinois River basin was presented by Nichols
(1989). Nichols determined that there were 3.8 million acres of agricultural land
within the 36 Soil and Water Conservation Districts (SWCD's) that have all or the
major portions of their territory within the Illinois River basin, that are eroding at
rates greater than the 'T _ values. He estimated that thiswill require the
implementation of conservation practices for 4.5 million acres of agricultura_ lands at
a cost of $327 milh'on. The full realization of the 'T by 2000' programthrough state
and federal funding will go a long way in controlling erosion and sedimentation
problems in the Illinois River basin.
Streambank Erosion
It is estimated that there are 13,200 miles of streams in Illinois. Assuming
uniform distribution of streams throughout the state, the Illinois River basin would
be expected to have over 5,800 miles of streams. Most streams experience some
form of bank erosion. In cases where vegetation has been removed from
streambanks, bank erosion is excessive. Many channelization projects and river
crossing structures such as bridges tend to increase the streambank erosion potential.
There have been some studies that attempted to quantify what percent of a stream's
sediment load originates from b/Ink erosion. Percentages ranging from 20 to 80 have
been reported by different investigators. The actual value will depend on the local
conditions Of a particular stream. In any case, streambank erosion is believed to be a
major contributor of sediment in streams in the Illinois River basin. However, there
is no statewide or basin wide program to control streambank erosion in Illinois.
Realizing the significance of the problem and the fact that sedimentation problems
willnot be solved unless we controlexcessivestreambank erosion in the basin,there
is a need for a comprehensive streambank erosion controlprogram. The program
needs to identifymajor streambank erosion areas throughout the watershed and
quantify the problem. There isa need to know how many miles of stream channels
in the riverbasin are eroding at a significantrate. Along with identificationof the
erosion sites,the types of streambank failuresand the suspected causes need to be
documented. This isimportant because allstreambank erosions are not of the same
type and they are not initiatedby the same cause. Once the locations,types,and
causes of streambank erosion in the basin have been identified,then the appropriate
bank stabilizationtechniques can be recommended.
Bluff Erosion
Because of its geological formation, the Illinois River valley is much larger
than the present day Illinois River. The width of the Illinois River valley ranges
from a mile to nearly seven miles. The edge of this large valley with relief from 100
to 300 feetisdefined as the bluffarea ofthe I11inoisRiver valley. The slope of the
bluffareas isextremely steep reaching up to 30 percent resultingin excessive
erosion. There isalso significantamounts of land wasting along the steep slopes.
Small streams draining the bluffareas generallycarry significantamounts of
sediment much higher than streams in other settings.The cumulative significanceof
the bluffareas as sediment sources become important when one considers the total
length of the IllinoisRiver valleythatis280 miles with bluffson both sideof the
valley. Even though bluffareas are expected to be one of the major sediment
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sources,no significant erosion or land management studieshave been conducted
about them.
There isthereforea need for sediment data collectionfrom small streams
draining the bluffareas of the IllinoisRiver valleyto quantify theirSediment yield.
Sediment data and sediment yield equations based on ordinary streams willgrossly
underestimate sediment yield from bluffareas. The naturaland human-induced
causes of blufferosion along the IllinoisRiver valleyneed to be identified.Bluff
areas are known to be fragileenvironments and experience high erosion rateseven
under natural conditions. Small perturbations such as treeclearingfor the
construction of buildings and roads could initiatemassive land wastings in these
areas.
After the identification of the major causes of erosion in bluff areas, there is a
need for developing bluff erosion-control strategies including land use regulations.
Sediment Management
The major issues related to sediment management in the Illinois River valley
can be grouped into three main problem areas: sedimentation in backwater lakeS,
sediment in the navigation channel, and sediment quality. The areas most
significantly affected by sedimentation in the Illinois River valley are the backwater
lakes, which on the average have lost over 70 percent of their capacity tO
sedimentation. Their physical characteristics and ecological and habitat values are
continuously changing. If appropriate rehabilitation projects are not implemented
these important habitats and recreational areas could be lost forever. It is important
at least some of the lakes are maintained to provide the proper habitat diversity in
the Illinois River valley.
The sedimentation problem in the navigation channel is, however, different.
First of all, sedimentation in the navigation channel is not as high as that of the
backwater lakes. The higher flow velocities in the navigation channel and tow traffic
tend to keep the sediment moving in the channel. Major problem areas are at or
downstream of the mouth of tributary streams that carry coarse sediment into the
navigation channel. The second major difference between the sedimentation
problem in backwater lakes and the navigation channel is the existence of a
navigation channel maintenance program by the COE. The COE routinely dredges
problem areas and maintains a minimum of 9 feet depth throughout the Illinois
Waterway. Therefore the sedimentation problem in the navigation channel is
already managed by the COE. Possible future problems are related to dredged
sediment disposal techniques and sites. Sediment management techniques other
than dredging should also be considered to reduce dredging requirements.
Whenever there is potential for dredging or disturbing sediment that has
accumulated over the years, there is the necessity and legal requirement to evaluate
the quality of the sediment. Sediment in the Illinois River valley is known to have
been contaminated by various pollutants. The contamination amount varies from
place to place and in time. Recent sediment from mid 1970s to the present is of
better quality than sediment deposited in the 1950s and 1960s. There is therefore the
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need to develop general guidelines on how to deal with contaminants associated
with the sediment in the IllinoisRiver valley.
Sedimentation in Backwater Lakes
It has been well documented that sedimentation in backwater lakes in the
I1Rnois River valley has been excessive. Most lakes have lost over 70 percent of
these storage capacity and some of them have completely filled in with sediment. It
is therefore essential that appropriate management strategies are developed to
manage the sediment in some of the lakes if these lakes are to be maintained as
lakes and used for fishing, recreation, and wildlife habitat. Future soil erosion
control measures in the watershed will not remove all the sediment that has already
accumulated in the lake over the years. If al)propriate sediment management are
not developed and implemented all the bottondand lakes will eventually fill-in with
sediment and transform to mudflats and wetlands even under the most optimistic
soil erosion rates.
To save some of these lakes from extinctionthe following actionshave to be
implemented.
(1) Identify the most important and valuable lakes in the valley.
(2) Conduct sedimentation survey of these lakes.
(3) Develop techniques to control sediment inflow from the Illinois
River.
(4) Develop techniques to control sediment inflow from local tnT_utaries.
(5) Develop appropriate sediment removal techniques, i
(6) Develop appropriate sediment disposal techniques including the
creation of islands.
(7) Develop shoreline management technology, especially wetland
restoration, as component of an overall lake management plan.
Sedimentation in the Main Channel
As mentioned earlier there is also sedimentation problem in the navigation
channel. There problem is not as severe as those found in the backwater lakes.
Several reaches generally downstream of the junction Of tributary streams to the
Illinois River experience sedimentation problems that reduce the depth of water in
the navigation below the minimum depth of 9 feet. The Army Corps of Engineers
are required to maintain the navigation channel at 9 feet depth or deeper at all
times. They accomplish this by routinely dredging problem areas. Previous
dredging practices did not have strict sediment disposal requirements allowing the
COE to dispose dredged sediment any place Outside the navigation channel. This
practice might not continue forever because of its potential adverse impact on the
aquatic environment. If stricter disposal regulations are enforced the COE might be
interested in developing alternative techniques to reduce the amount and frequency
of dredging. Manipulation of tributary stream junctions with the Illinois River might
reduce the need for dredsing at those sites. In any case, the management of
sedimentation in the navigation channel isthe responsibilityofthe COE and they
obtainthe necessary funding to dredge as much as they need. However, the
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disposal of the dredged sediment does affect the whole river and should be of
concern to state and local agencies. It is therefore important that safe sediment
disposal techniques are developed for sediment dredged from the navigation
channel.
Sediment Quality
One of the main concerns about dredging and disposal of sediment is the
resuspension of contaminated sediment into the water column and its impact on the
aquatic biota. Sediment in the Illinois River valley has been contaminated by various
pollutants over the years. However, sediment quality analyses of sediment cores
show that the quality of sediment has been improving starting in the 1970s.
Therefore the top sediment layer is generally of better quality than the deeper
sediment layers. Dredging operations and other forms of disturbances could
resuspend contaminants from the deeper layers, which could then be transported
downstream to other locations. However, the magnitude of the contamination and
its variation from place to place is not well documented. There is also little
information how much of the buried contaminants resuspend and move downstream
during a dredging operation.
There is a need to collect sufficient sediment core data along the Illinois River
valley to quantify the extent of contamination. There is also a need to conduct
experiments to investigate the resuspension and transport potential of contaminated
sediment in the Illinois River flow environment. Based on these studies appropriate
sediment dredging and disposal techniques could be developed.
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RIVERWATCH NETWORK-A MODEL VOLUNTEER STEWARDSHIP
PROGRAM FOR ILLINOIS
Patrick Reese
Friends of the Fox River, Inc.
P.O. Box 1478, Elgin, I1 60121
ABSTRACT
Facing a deteriorating riverway, the Friends of the Fox River created a
basinwide environmental education and citizen action program called 'RiverWatch
Network,' which during 1991 involved 4,000 citizen volunteers in three stewardship
programs designed to empower them with the knowledge, skills, and confidence
necessary to take active and responsible steps to save their own river. Programs
include: Citizen Stream Monitoring, Annual Fox Rescue, and Adopt-A-Stream 2000.
Pollution problems in the 195-mile long Fox River watershed reflect problems
statewide, and the Friends believe there is an urgent need for the state to create an
Illinois RiverWatch Network, coordinated by the state, to involve citizen volunteers
in river and stream protection.
Illinois' 33,000 miles of rivers and streams are burdened with a wide variety
of pc_llution sources and causes. During the past century, over half of our state's
riparian habitat has been destroyed or severely degraded by agricultural and urban
development, and only one-third of Illinois waterways are in good to excellent
biological health.
Today, the state maintains an Ambient Water Quality Monitoring Network of
only 208 stations on Illinois' rivers and streams. Lacking water quality data in all its
watersheds, the state is unable to assess pollution impacts associated with nonpoint
source pollution. Without monitoring data, the state is unable to identify pollution
sources, measure pollution impacts, initiate remedial actions, or evaluate the
effectiveness of instituted Best Management Practices.
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The state needs to expand its ability to monitor environmental quality, and
establish a working partnership between citizens and government to achieve Clean
Water Act goals. A technical reference entitled Citizen Stream Monitoring: A Manual
For Illinois can serve as the foundation for building this partnership.
INTRODUCTION
I'm pleased to be here today to talk with you about The Friends of the Fox
River's award winning RiverWatch Network and to ask for your support for creation
of a state coordinated _RiverWatch _ program for the people of Illinois.
The Friends RiverWatch Network is a model environmental education and
citizen action program involving citizen volunteers in three stewardship programs
designed to monitor, protect, and restore the water quality and biological health of
the 195-mile long Fox River system. Programs include: Citizen Stream Monitoring,
Annual Fox Rescue, and Adopt-A-Stream 2000.
RiverWatch Network is the first volunteer stewardship program in Illinois
addressing water quality problems and solutions on a watershed basis. The Friends
believe there is an urgent need for the state of Illinois to create a similar program,
coordinated by the state, to involve citizen volunteers in a variety of stewardship
programs to help monitor, protect, and restore Illinois' precious rivers and streams.
In Illinois, the state maintains a network of only 208 permanent ambient
water monitoring stations (Illinois Water Quality Report 1988-1989). You can imagine
how many fiver and stream miles are unprotected. The 1987 Clean Water Act
amendments require all states to submit management plans for controlling pollution,
and to document the success of these plans. The problem is, how is the state going
to develop a meaninghd plan, if it maintains a network of only 208 permanent
monitoring stations?
Lacking current water quality data for all its watersheds, the state is unable to
assess the impacts associated with nonpo'mt source pollution. And because no
'before and after' monitoring can be conducted, it is also unable to measure the
effectiveness of Best Management Practices.
A citizen monitoring program can help the state with a nonpo'mt source
management plan in two ways, because citizen volunteers can provide the state with
(1) the ability to assess unknown waters, in order to write the plan, and (2) the
ability to document whether its nonpoint pollution management projects are
successful.
By capturing and utilizingthe vast resources of citizenvolunteers,the state
willgain a freelabor forceand help save taxpayers millionsof dollarsin future
remedial actioncostswhile protecting our environment and an existingmulti-billion
dollarcapitalinvestment in Clean Water Act improvements.
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Throughout our nation, there are many cost-effective models for
development of a state coordinated RiverWatch program in Illinois. Additionally, the
Friends RiverWatch Network represents a working model for successful
implementation of an Illinois RiverWatch program.
BACKGROUND
Illinois' 33,000 miles of rivers and streams are vital ecological areas providing
many benefits, influencing the lives of people who depend upon them for clean
drinking water, food, recreation, and scenic beauty. They support a diversity of
aquatic life, and their riparian corridors provide important habitat for wildlife, help
control flooding and soil erosion, and filter poliutants from agricultural and urban
runoff.
Yet, during the past century, over half of our state's riparian ecosystem has
been destroyed or severely degraded by agricultural and urban development,
causing flooding, sedimentation, chemical pollution, and degradation of fish and
wildlife habitat (IEC Green Papers).
Today, Illinois' rivers and streams are burdened with pollution from a wide
variety of sources and causes. In the spring, erosion from construction sites and
farmlands turn our rivers brown, and during low flows, they run green from algae
blooms caused by nutrient overloading.
Despite significant Clean Water Act improvements, only one-third of Illinois
waterways are in good or excellent biological health, and with increasing
urbanization and development, the quality of our state's rivers and streams continue
to decline in many areas (IEC Green Papers).
Damage to aquatic habitats and water quality is compounded by
channelization, construction of dams, loss of natural vegetation strips, uncontrolled
erosion from construction sites and farmlands, poor stormwater management
practices, industrial waste disposal, bypassing of raw sewage by sanitary districts,
and groundwater contamination from landfills and underground storage tanks
leaking toxicants.
In most areas of the state, new point and nonpoint sources are created before
old ones are identified and remedied. For example, in the Fox River watershed,
nonpoint source pollution is increasing at alarming rates as the Milwaukee and
Chicago metropolitan areas expand westward into the relatively rural Fox River
Valley. Poor urban planning, destructive construction practices, and increasing use
of the watershed has led to the deterioration of the surface and groundwaters that
feed into the Fox River.
k
Nonpoint source pollution comes primarily from urban and agricultural lands.
Rainwater runoff from streets, parking lots, rooftops, lawns, farmlands and
construction sites bring nutrients, sediments, animal wastes, pesticides, fertilizers,
heavy metals, petroleum products, and salts into storm drains and streams
untreated, causing nutrient overloading, excessive algae growth, toxic
contamination, siltation, loss of living resources, and cloudy, smeliy water.
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Typical of many Illinois rivers and streams, point source water poflufion
remains a serious problem. Many wastewater treatment plants continue to pollute
the Fox River. In 1990, the city of Waukesha bypassed 864,000 gallons of raw sewage
into the Fox River, and in 1989, the village of East Dundee bypassed three months
worth of community raw sewage and household chemicals. A private sewage
treatment plant in Valley View is a source of daily discharges of raw sewage into
Brewster Creek.
Bypassing is typically caused by electrical failures, pump failures, defective
wire connections, defective float switches, and runoff events. All wastewater
treatment plants should be required to build holding facilities or ponds to collect
untreated sewage for later treatment.
Additionally, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency requires industries to
pre-treat their contaminated waste water, yet many do not meet pre-treatment
standards, and for those that do, they still have a license to pollute-to release
toxicants into the Fox River at approved levels.
In 1991, the Aurora Sanitary alone reported nine firms in a "chronic pattern
of noncompliance." One of them is a manufacturer of lead acid batteries for cars and
trucks.
A CALL FOR A STATE PROGRAM
The stateneeds to expand itsabilityto monitor environmental qualityand
those activitiesthataffectit,and establisha working partnershipbetween citizens
and government to reclaim the qualityof our waterways and protectthem in the
future.The job isto big and beyond the resources of stategovernment. This iswhy
citizenvolunteers are needed to help protectIllinois'riversand streams.
CITIZEN STREAM MONITORING: A MANUAL FOR ILLINOIS
In August 1990, a research document was published by the Illinois
Department of Energy and Natural Resources entitledCitizenStream Monitoring:A
Manual For Illinois.Itwas co-authored by Brook McDonald, William Borden, and
Joyce Lathrup with technicalassistancefrom the IllinoisNatural History Survey. It
represents the stateof the artin citizenmonitoring procedures, and the foundation
on which an IllinoisRiverWatch Network can be built.
Citizen Stream Monitoring: A Manual For Illinois is an inexpensive, easy to
understand environmental education curriculum, and provides instruction in the
ecology of streams. Its purpose is to explain how to conduct a citizen stream
monitoring program and to train school classrooms, citizen groups, and individuals
who want to become involved.
In the schools, the program enables teachers in grades 4 to 12 to incorporate a
stream monitoring activity into existing environmental studies, like a Project Wild
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activity. Also, the program empowers students to become directly involved in
protecting the health of their own rivers and streams. Although primarily intended
for teachers, the program was developed to involve naturalists, youth groups,
garden clubs, conservation organizations, waste water treatment plant operators,
and landowners in a statewide stream monitoring network.
The monitoring technique is simple and the equipment is inexpensive.
Participants 'adopt-a-riffle' and monitor water quality using biological procedures.
Using a 3/16-inch mesh net, citizens collect aquatic organisms that live in the streams
substrate (benthic macroin_eertebrates). After counting the organisms diversity and
quantity they chart a scientifically approved Stream Assessment Form to arrive at a
Water Quality Rating of either Excellent, Good, Fair, or Poor.
The manual was adapted from the Ohio Department of Natural Resource's
program manual entitled Stream Quality Monitoring: A Citizen Action Program. Both
use the biologicalmonitoring technique pioneered by the Izaak Walton League of
America twenty years ago.
The program uses biological rather than chemical monitoring procedures for
two reasons: (1) biological monitoring provides a better assessment of long-term
stream health, whereas chemical testing mainly gives information about water
quality at the time of testing; and (2) equipment for biological monitoring is
relatively low in cost, making it possible.to use a tremendous amount of volunteers.
It costs less than $30 to equip a class or group. Unlike the Illinois Rivers Project,
which is modeled after _e University of Michigan's Rouge River Program, this
program is cost effective and sustainable on a statewide basis. The Rouge River i
model costs up to $6,000 per school to implement.
This document is the technical reference the Friends use in its RiverWatch
Network Stream Monitoring Program. It represents the foundation on which a state
coordinated RiverWatch program can evolve for the people of Illinois. i
FRIENDS OF TIlE FOX RIVER
The Friends of the Fox River, founded in January 1989, is a 501(c)3
conservation organization, formed to educate and act in the interest of maintaining
and restoring the water quality and biological health of the 195-mile long Fox River
system. Membership in the Friends includes 496 individuals and 64 nonprofit
organizations, businesses, and government units. In 1990, the Friends won a
national Take Pride in America Award and Renew America's Environmental
Achievement Award for our Citizen Stream Monitoring Program.
The Fox River begins about 15 miles northwest of Milwaukee and flows south
for 80 miles through Wisconsin and for another 115 miles through Illinois before
emptying into the Illinois River at Ottawa. The Fox River system is part of the
Illinois River watershed, and its water quality problems have a major impact on the
water quality and biological health of the Illinois River, and reflect what is
happening to rivers and streams statewide.
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Today, residents of southeastern Wisconsin and northeastern Illinois face
major environmental problems involving the Fox River watershed. As the population
of the watershed expands, so does pollution from both point and nonpoint sources.
In a recent bulletin, the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission
documented the problem. The commission reported that between 1970 and 1990, the
number of acres of developed land increased between 45 and 65 percent, while the
population only increased 4 percent. The region lost 300,000 acres of farmland to
development during this time period. The commission attributes this trend to a
decentralization of the metropolitan area, as people move west searching for less
crime, better schools, and a better, lass congested environment.
Not only has this westward shift in population greatly increased
Infrastructure costs in the region for all taxpayers, it has seriously degraded the
water quality of the Fox River system. With more rooftops, lawns, parking lots, and
roads in the Fox River watershed, pollution sources have increased, dramatically.
In the absence of state mandated land-use planning policies to coordinate
local comprehensive infrastructure and development plans, large-scale developments
and annexation proposals are pitting one small town against another, as each
competes for the expanded tax base the developments promise, at the expense of
maintaining environmental quality and the quality of life.
Facing a deteriorating riverway, the Friends organized to build a constituency
for river conservation. Our RiverWatch programs are designed to instill a
conservation ethic within the population and empower the watershed's 1.5 million
residents with the knowledge, skills, and confidence necessary to take active and
responsible steps to restore and protect their own river.
In Massachusetts, the Department of Fisheries, Wildlife, and Environmental
Law Enforcement operates a Riverways Program similar to our own that has "
facilitated the creation and success of citizen watershed organizations in each of its
major watersheds. They offer a variety of Adopt-A-Stream activities and provide
technical assistance and support sbrvices to existing and emerging environmental
groups. The Friends of the Fox River is the kind of organization that an Illinois
RiverWatch program could facilitate in each of its major watersheds.
RIVERWATCH NETWORK-A FIRST IN ILLINOIS
To achieve our river conservation goals, the Friends created a basinwide
citizen involvement program called 'RiverWatch Network' that during 1991 involved
4,000 citizen volunteers in three stewardship programs: Citizen Stream Monitoring,
Fox Rescue, and Adopt-A-Stream 2000.
RiverWatch programs are designed to: provide training in riverine system
ecology; involve citizens in volunteer activities to monitor, protect, and restore their
own river; educate the public about pollution sources and causes, and potential
intervention strategies; and to develop a basinwide data base needed to document
the changing condition of the riverway.
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The Friends Citizen Stream Monitoring Program is the first of its kind in
Wisconsin and Illinois. Today, after one year, the program involves 32 schools and
eight citizen groups. Participants establish base-lina data needed to document long
term trends in water quality, help track and identify sources of water pollution,
organize and implement restoration projects, educate the public, build local
constituendes for river conservation, and develop recommendations and action plans
to benefit water quality in their communities. The program is endorsed by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency-Regiou V, and we are developing a Quality
Control/Quality Assurance Plan with U.S. EPA assistance.
Additionally, the Friends of the Fox River have facilitated creation of Friends
organizations and biological monitoring networks on two other interstate rivers (the
Rock and Des Haines), and the West Branch of the Du Page River. And because
several watersheds are shared by Wisconsin and Illinois, we are facilitating
development of a Wisconsin citizen monitoring Program compatible with the Illinois
manual through board advisor A1 Stenstrup, Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources (DNR). The DNR has established a steering committee to develop a
Wisconsin Water Watch program.
Fox Rescue '91, our annual Fox River cleanup day, involved about 1,500
volunteers in a demonstration of both local and regional support for maintaining a
dean, safe,healthy, pollutionfreeFox River environment, i
In Illinois, a similar clean rivers program could be modeled after Fox Rescue _:
or the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources's Clean Rivers Project that
facilitates hundreds of river cleanups statewide throughout the year.
Our emerging Adopt-A-Stream 2000 program is modeled after the
adopt-a-stream programs of Maryland's Save Our Streams, a nonprofit citizens
group, that employs 13 staff and is funded under a contract with the Maryland
Department of Natural Resources.
Adopt-A-Stream 2000 will offer citizen grou..ps the opportunity to choose and
conduct one or more of eightnew stewardship activitiesindudlng: Watershed
Surveys, Stream Surveys, Strearnbank and Habitat Improvement Projects,Stream
Cleanups, Wetland Watch, Storm Drain Stenciling,Construction SiteMonitoring,
and Monitoring the Local Planning Process.The Friends willprovide localgroups
with activityguides and packets.
A MODEL STATE PROGRAM
Two years ago, at the Second Conference on .the Management of the Illinois
River System, Brook McDonald, manager of interpretive Services for the Wheaton
Park District, introduced Citizen Stream Monitoring: A Manual For Illinois. He also
presented a slide program describing Ohio's Citizen Stream Monitoring Network.
The Ohio program was initiatedin 1983 with the ass'mtaneeof the Izaak
Walton League of America, which facilitatescitizenmonitoring networks and state
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coordinated programs. The Ohio program is coordinated by the Ohio Department of
Natural Resource's Scenic Rivers Program. Today, the program involves about 8,000
citizen volunteers who 'adopt-a-riffle' and biologically monitor the water quality of
the state's ten scenic rivers, supporting the state's data base. The program is funded
primarily by a state income tax checkoff and general revenues.
About half of the volunteers are teachers and their classrooms. The other half
represent citizen groups, such as, 4-H Clubs, scout troops, church groups, garden
clubs, conservation organizations, and landowners.
TEe program is first an educational, constituency building program. It is
designed to educate the public about water quality issues, involve the public in river
and stream restoration activities, and raise a new generation of adult decision
makers able to protect our nation's scenic and water resources.
Additionally, the program generates baseline data needed to document long
term trends in water quality--on rivers and streams the state cannot afford to
monitor. The data is provided to the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency for use
in state 305b and annual water quality reports, and the information is used to alert
local communities and health departments about water quality problems and trends.
Currently, citizen interest exceeds the capacity of the program, primarily
because the program is restricted to Ohio's ten state-designated scenic rivers;
however, program staff are investigating expansion of the program through Ohio's
Soil and Water Conservation Districts.
The Friends believe an Illinois RiverWatch Network should begin with the
development of a citizen stream monitoring program modeled after the Ohio
experience. Other adopt-a-stream programs could evolve on this foundation.
TOWARD DEVELOPMENT OF AN ILLINOIS RIVERWATCH NETWORK
Many state and county governments throughout our nation have recognized
they cannot protect their rivers and streams without the aide of citizen volunteers.
To help achieve Clean Water Act goals, they have established stewardship programs
to involve citizen's in water monitoring, adopt-a-stream, and clean river programs.
In Illinois, creation of a RiverWatch program can involve: establishing a
statewide steering committee to plan the program; designating the Department of
Conservation to operate the program; selecting and adapting appropriate
adopt-a-stream models; selecting a program coordinator and staff; establishing and
training a statewide network of program facilitators utilizing Department of
Conservation, Soil and Water Conservation District, and University of Illinois
Cooperative Extension Service staff and facilities; obtaining grants and raising funds
from the private sector to help fund a program video, adopt-a-stream signs, and
publication of a technical reference and a quarterly newsletter; maintaining a
statewide data base; providing data to the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
for use in state 305b and annual water quality reports; promoting the formation and
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successof watershed organizations;and conducting a yearly CitizenCongress and
Governor's awards program.
Criticalto the success of the program willbe establishinga steering
committee to help with community outreach,to provide knowledge and expertisein
specificprogram areas,and to provide program guidance and evaluation.
Using Federal Clean Water Act Grants, Contributionsfrom the private sector, i
general revenues or an income _ax checkoff to start the program, an Kllnom _
RiverWatch Network can help save taxpayers millions of dollars in labor and future
remedial action costs, and provide the general public, the General Assembly, and
the Governor and his executiveagencies with a clearerunderstanding of how we :_
can betterprotect,manage, and restoreIllinoisprecmus riversand streams, before _.
we lose more.
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506 S. Wabash, Suite 505, Chicago IL 60605
Thank you for inviting the Sierra Club to participate in this conference.
Protecting our rivers and lakes has always been a priority for the Sierra Club, and
we are now joining several other environmental groups in a project to reduce the
pollution of Illinois water bodies.
A goal of the Clean Water Act is to 'restore and maintain the chemical,
physical and biological integrity of the Nation's waters.' Progress has been made;
the water quality of some Illinois rivers and streams has improved since the passage
of the Clean Water Act. Unfortunately, Illinois waterways continue to be
contaminated by pollutants from factories, sewage plants, polluted runoff and other
sources. According to the 1988-89 Illinois Water Quality Report, only 42.1 percent of
rivers and 0.3 percent of our lakes provide full support for their designated uses.
Obviously, there remains much to be done to improve Illinois water quality.
: The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permitting
program established under the Clean Water Act was designed to eliminate the
discharge of pollutants to our Nation's water bodies. As implemented in Illinois, the
NPDES permitting program focuses mainly on meeting numeric limits for
contaminants in our waterways. Substantial loads of toxic chemicals continue to be
discharged into Illinois waterways. In the 1988-89 Illinois water quality report,
testing results from nearly one-third of all Illinois rivers (as measured in river miles)
and lakes (in terms of acreage) indicated that there are elevated levels of toxic
contaminants in either sediments, fish or water in 50 percent of the rivers and 60
percent of the lakes.
At the center of a truly effective water pollution control program is the
concept of pollution prevention. Every environmental regulatory program should
keep as its ultimate goal the elimination of discharges of toxic chemicals. Steps to
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prevent pollution can include requiring dischargers to conduct waste audits and
demonstrate that all possible steps are being taken to reduce the use and discharge
of toxic chemicals before permits are issued. I believe that Illinois should require all
dischargers of toxic chemicals to conduct waste audits and prepare and implement
pollution prevention plans. Such planning should be completed before an NPDES
permit is reissued. Only then would the NPDES program truly live up to its name,
by working toward the elimination of pollutant discharges,
A further step in protecting our waterways would be a ban on the discharge
of certain highly toxic chemicals. Of special Concern are persistent and
bioaccumulative_ chemicals. Because these chemicals are likely to remain in the
sediments or the biota of a water system, it is essential that their discharge be
eliminated. One substantial flaw in the Illinois water pollution control program is
that mixing zones or Zones of Initial Dilution may be allowed for the discharge of
persistent and bioaccumulative toxins. The purpose of a mixing zone is to allow
attenuation of the toxicity of a discharge. It is therefore illogical to allow a mixing
zone for a chemical that is likely to build up in the river or stream.
Siltation and nutrient loading are major causes of degradation of Illinois
waterways. According to the 1988-89 IUinoisWater Quality Report, some 190,430.8
of 247,180 totalsurfaceacres of lakes and 12,710.6of 14,080 stream miles in the State
warranted additionalcorrectivemeasures in theirwatershed areasto reduce
nonpoint source pollution. In other words, 77 percent of our totallake surface
acreage and 90 percent of Illinoistream miles are adversely affectedby nonpoint
source pollution. The causes of nonpoint source poliutionare numerous. Because
agriculturehas been recognized as the major source of nonpoint source pollution,
my discussion of nonpoint source controlwillhave an agriculturalfocus though itis
equally applicable to other sources of nonp0int source pollution.
The Illinois program to reduce nonpoint source pollution of our waterways
has been based upon voluntary compliance. The Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency (IEPA), in coordination with organizations such as the Soil Conservation
Service and the Cooperative Extension Service, have sponsored educational
programs, demonstration projects or special studies of particular watersheds.
In general, there are farmers who are concerned about the environment, and
will readily participate in demonstration projects or voluntary compliance programs.
Others, whether through ignorance, indifference, or just because they're evil forces
of darkness, will not change their way of doing business to help protect the
environment unless they'reforced to do so. Itisunfairto the firstgroup to rely
solelyon voluntary programs. The conscientiouswillmake the commitment !
necessary to operate in a way thatprotectsthe environment, while theirless
conscientiousneighbors practice_business as Usual,' making no investment in
conservation but continuing to profitfrom exploitingthe land.
The value of education and promoting voluntary implementation of Best
Management Practicescannot be understated. Some progress has been made in
reducing point source discharges of toxic pollutants into rivers and lakes, b.ut the
nonpoint source pollution problem continues largely unabated. In the 1986-87
Illinois Water Quality Report, agriculture was estimated to be the cause of 39.8
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percent of river and stream degradation. This proportion was increased slightly to
40.6 percent in the 1988-89 Report. There is clearly a need to establish a statewide
regulatory program to control polluted runoff.
Pollution prevention is being recogz_ized by industry as the solution to many
environmental problems. Reducing the use of toxic chemicals and improved
housekeeping practices are two components to a pollution prevention plan that will
reduce industrial effluents. The same concept can easily be applied to nonpoint
source discharges. For agricultural nonpoint source discharges, an agricultural
version of the waste audit can be performed to assess the best ways to reduce
sediment loads and stream pollution. After a waste audit is conducted, the
producer, with assistance from the public as well as private sectors should develop a
pollution prevention plan with specifies Best Management Practices to be
implemented in a coordinated way under an implementation schedule. A state
program should be established to require that farmers implement these plans.
Best Management Practices for both agricultural and urban areas have been
known and. available for years. Those who have participated voluntarily in nonpoint
source control projects have used Best Management Practices to successfully reduce
their contribution to water quality degradation. Best Management Practices can be
viewed as either source reduction (Integrated Pest Management or contour plowing)
or end-of-pipe controls (filter strips).
Because a farm is a business, I believe that pollution prevention practices
should be extended to farmers as well as industries. A successful regulatory
program could expand the water quality planning program to include mandatory
pollution prevention assessment and planning to ensure that Best Management
Practices are implemented to protect Illinois waterways.
The Sierra Club believes the current regulatory program is not sufficient to
fully protect our waterways. Illinois water pollution control rules fall short of being
fully protective in a number of ways, and we believe the rules should be changed to
address these problems. As the 1992 triennial review, required by the Clean Water
Act, is developed, we believe that the Illinois EPA should include, in their review,
revisions to address the concerns raised above. The Sierra Club and several other
environmental groups have joined forces to study the Illinois water pollution control
program, and we plan to be active participants in the Illinois EPA regulatory revision
process.
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AN ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGE TO ILLINOIS AGRICULTURE 1
Clark W. Bullard, Director, Committee for River and Stream Protection _
509 W. Washington St., Urbana, IL 61801
By thy rivers gently flowing,
• Illinois, Illinois
O'er thy prairies verdant growing,
Illinois, Illinois
From "Illinois,"
the official state song
I am saddened that our "prairies verdant growing" have been lost. We must prevent
the same thing from happening to our "rivers gently fowing." I want us to be more
visionary than our forefathers, more sensitive to our grandchildren's heritage, more willing
to give back to our country a small fraction of what it has given to us. -
While it is too late to take a child for a long walk through an Illinois prairie, it is not
too late to canoe or walk for an entire day along one of its prairie rivers.
Illinois is blessed with more than 33,000 miles of rivers and streams. But the one
beautifu! Illinois Riv_ has. been transformed into a superhighway for barges. Its
floodplain lakes fill _th silt from upstream farms, but the river is not allowed to flood and
scour new channels to create new floodplain lakes.
In fact, the vast majority of Illinois' rivers andstreams have been transformed into
barge .canals or drainage ditches. In economic terms, they have been developed. In
ecologtcal terms they have been obliterated, in most cases by agriculture.
What I propose is permanently protecting the best 5 or 10% of these rivers and streams
that remain. This could be accomplished by a mandatory program such as zoning.
But a better approach would be to create a voluntary program for landowners to sell or
give conservation e._. ments or conservation rights to the State. Owners of ecologically
vamame riparianhabltatwho agr_.not tocul.tivateordevelop the.landcouldretainso.me
rightstotheland,includingthenghts touse Itforhunting and fishing,and even theQght to
prohibitpublicaccess.
Such a riverprotectionprogram would protectabout 100 milesof rivereach year. It
would not only improve water qualityand wildlifehabitatwhile preservingscenicareasand
blodiversity,but itwould alsoimprove fishing,boatingand otherrecreational
1 Presented at the third biennial Governor's Conference on the Management of the Illinois River Sys_m,
Peoria, October 23, 1991
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opportunities. It would cost about $25 million annually,' or only $2 per person per year.
Possible revenue sources include surcharges on water use, or taxes on pollution and waste
disposal. For example each Drainage District could be assessed a sih tax based on
measurements of total suspended solids at the outlet of District. In areas without dralnag.e
districts, the County could be responsible for allocating the tax among property owners m
proportion to their contribution to the problem.
Besides saving Illinois' natural heritage, the benefits would include improvements in
Illinois' farm economy. Cash from the program's funding would be distributed to
participating farmers. Selling conservation easements Could also reduce landowner's
property taxes and estate taxes, and make existing federal subsidies such as the
Conservation Reserve Program more attractive.
I believe that great things could come from a partnership of farmers and
environmentalists. Each group must convince its leaders that it is in our best interest to
work together. By focusing on an issue that can be resolved in Springfield, we can show
ourselves and the nation that environmentalists and farmers can work together to save the
land we love.
This proposal is spelled out in detail in a 12 page paper that is available upon request. 2
That's the good news.
The bad news is that the proposal is more than a year old. It has been presented and
discussed at meetings of the Illinois Farm Bureau's district diroctors and, its state board of
directors. They have listened politely, and have been invited to modify the proposal and
rewrite it in u form acceptable to them. Instead the response from the top levels of the Farm
Bureau has been a resounding silence. Then last winter a county Farm Bureau delegate
took the proposal to the statewide convention of the Illinois Farm Bureau. He introduced
just the first half of the proposal, simply endorsing the goal of setting aside 2% of the land
m_ea of Illinois in its natural- - condition along our best rivers and streams. It was defeated
soundly in committee by Farm Bureau leaders from around the state.
I have found this response from the agribusiness lobby to be profoundly
disappointing. Just last weekend at the statewide meeting of the Illinois Environmental
Council I was expressing my frustration to a group of environmental leaders, most of
whom were from urban areas around Chicago. Frankly they think I am crazy for trying to
work with the agribusiness lobby to get the funding that a voluntary program would
require. One of th-em asked me io sit-still for a moment and be quiet; he wanted to tell me
this parable.
"Once there was an ancient city that had no laws against killing. And in that
city there was a man whom we would call a serial murderer. Because he
would selectively kill persons who were lazy and nonproductive, most people
felt that he was actually performing a public service. The killer even felt good
about himself, and for a long time nobody cared very much. But after he had
killed about 95% of the population, tensions began to build. Faced .wi'th
gro.wing public opposition, the serial killer said: 'Stop me, before I kill
again., pay me to stop killing.' The citizens were faced with a difficult
decision. They were forced to choose between infringing on the killer's rights
by passing laws to regula_ .Idlling, and pa .#ng him to stop. That is the
dilemma we face today m Illinois. Agnbusmess has destroyed 95% of the
2 Bullard, C,W. repfinted June1991. Saving the Last 2% of Illinois, Agroecology Program Paper
AEgI-13, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois at Urlmna.Chmnpaign.
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populations of our natural ecosystems. We can either pay them to stop, or
pass a law making it illegal to destroy the last few percent of our wetlands and
streamside habitat."
There is a third alternative, but to me it is unthinkable: that we do nothing, and allow
Illinois agribusiness to do to Illinois' rivors what it has already done to the IUinois prairie.
Please join with me to try to gain the support of the agfibusiness lobby for the funding
it would take to support a voluntary program of habitat preservation. We owe it to our
grandchildren, and we owe it to ourselves.
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REMARKS FOR THE 1991 GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE
ON MANAGEMENT OF THE ILLINOIS RIVER SYSTEM
Lt. Governor Robert Kustra
214 Statehouse
Springfield, IL 62706
I really enjoy coming to visit you fo , and it's not often enough that we get
a chance to do it because of the incredible size of Illinois, but it does remind me--
yesterday I was working on a reading program. I gathered together teachers of
English from all over the state, and we sat down to choose some books that they
will help me select as classics of Illinois and American literature that we're going to
be recommending to young people in high school. We hope that a few of their
parents and some adults will read them as well. We were picking out the books and
talking about where we could go to speak about the program. Finally, after the
third reference to Peoria, one of the teachers said, 'What is this thing about Peoria?
Three times now you've mentioned going to Peoria to advertise this program.' I
said I just have this thing that Peoria being a mere hour and a half (or whatever it is)
from Springfield, and Springfield being the state capital, sometimes gets overlooked.
I think that those of us in Springfield that go back and forth to Chicago ought to do
a better job of getting into Peoria and talking to people in Peoria--and so here I am
24 hours later, folks. I did everything I could to make that possible.
Why I am I here today? Well, I'm filling in for Governor Edgar, there's no
doubt about that. Am I speaking for Governor Edgar today? Not really. Not in the
sense that he or his staff gave me a speech and told me what to say. I came here
today because I care. I care about our state's waterways. I care about our state's
environment. I care about the ecological balance of this state, and that's really what
my remarks will deal with. I visit you today out of the personal interest that I am
taking in this state's environment and especially its waterways. I'll level with you -
that's a selfish interest on my part because, you see, I'm a fisherman. From the time
I was a little boy I spent time on waterways all across the midwest. It's difficult time
for me to even talk about it because just last week my father who is no longer able
to join me on those waterways handed over every last piece of fishing equipment I
grew up with that was in his possession and said, 'It's yours now. I just can't use it
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anymore.' I took thatequipment, and Ithought and recollectedallof those days W e
spent on water, growing up in the midwest as Idid. Ithought about my father's
rolein educating me and making me understand as a naturalistthe importance of
the human racebeing compatible with nature and not opposed to it. Ifhe leavesme
with no other legacy than that,Iwillbe foreverproud of my relationshipwith my
father.
Iam, you could say, a conservativein the truestsense of the word. I'm
interestedin conserving. I'm not interestedin change for any sake, and while I'm
always interestedin progress, Idon't want that to come at any cost. Itseems to me
thatthe demands of progress in thiscentury and part of the lastCentury have
exacted a very, very heavy tollon the Illinoislandscape and itswaterways. In
reading thisoutstanding publication,The IllinoisRiver: Working For Our State,Iread
of the French explorer in the 1600s who said thathe caught a catfishthatfed 22 of
his guides. Now they were eitherawfully littleguides, or they were growing catfish
a lotbigger in those days than they are today. As one who has caught a lotof
catfish,Idon't think mine would ever feed 22 people, i
Iread in thatsame publicationabout the guy who stood neck-deep in water
and looked down and saw his feetin the IllinoisRiver. Well, those days are gone. I
suppose it'sgoing to be difficultbringing back those days to what they once were,
but there are many improvements we can make. As a matter of fact,many
improvements have already been made. There are probably folksin thisroom right
now who deserve a lotof creditfor those improvements. But certainly,there is
much work to be done. The 1970 rules and regulationsof the IllinoisEnvironmental
Protection Agency went a long way to help clean up the IllinoisRiver,and certainiy
going back to the 1930s, the Supreme Court decisionthatlimitedthe amount of
water thatcould come down from Chicago was absolutelycrucialtothe great Illinois
waterway. But, however many of these decisionsIwant to referto,itstillisn't
enough. There isstillmore work to be done.
The sedimentation and erosion problem is a very serious' one. I don't have to
tellyou that. You know that. But ifyou want to know more about it,then I
suggest you read The lU'inoisRiver:Working For Our State.It'sweU citedin there.
I'm particularlyinterestedand concerned in the backwater lakes. Again, Isuppose
because I liketo get out there as a sportsman and enjoy that water. It'simportant
thatthe water stay the way itis. We've losttoo much of italready in those
backwaters. And whyshould Ibe concerned about that? Itdoesn't justhave to be
because Bob Kustra gets a chance to wet a lineevery now and then in an Illinois
River or waterway. For allof us, especiallyallof you in the Peoria area and up and
down the lUinoisRiver,it'sa great opportunity to expand the average Illinois
citizen'sknowledge about the river,to bring them to the river,to our towns and
citiesalong the river,and to expand the tourism opportunitiesin the State of Illinois.
Ilivein Park Ridge, Illinois,a suburb of Chicago. For those of you who
know how people recreatearound Chicago, it'sno secretthatMichigan and
Wisconsin take many of our Illinoisans for their recreational opportunity. We're
never going to change all of that. But I would suggest to you that the State of
Illinois has not done a good enough job over the years of focusing on great
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waterways like the Illinois River as ways of enriching the recreational opportunities
right here in the center of our state. Those folks who drive north who live up there
in the northeastern part of minois should learn how to drive south and southwest.
But they will oniy do that when we have a waterway of which we can all be proud,
a waterway that can attract tourism and offers increased opportunities for those who
like to recreate in that fashion. Once again, while we've made some improvements,
there is a long way to go.
You met an day yesterday, and you're meeting again today. You've
discussed these problems as you did last year, and that's great. But that isn't
enough either. You can sit around and ta_ about these problems an you want--
today and tomorrow and yesterday and last year--but what we have to do is grab
the good old bun by the horns and make something happen. We have to move
beyond the point of information gathering. We have to move beyond the point of
slapping each other on the back, telling each other how terrible these problems are,
how much work there is to do, and how many chalienges there are to meet. We
have to agree to do something about it. in my experience in government when you
make difacult decisions on public policy, you don't always make all new mends.
Along the way you pick up a few folks who if they are not your enemies, they're at
least not your greatest supporters because you've offended them in some way.
I suspect if you're really going to implement the work that you've set about
here in this corgerence--if you're really going to improve the Illinois River as I think
it's suggested it ought to be improved here in this document-then it's not going to
be an roses. There's going to be some tough sledding along the way. You're going
to have to make some tough decisions. You're going to have to suggest maybe
improving some farming practices. You may have to suggest some navigation
changes and improvements. You may have to come up with some specmc plans for
dealing with the Zebra Mussel problem. You may have to come up with some
model flood plain developments that aren't just suggestions but which eventuafly
win take on the force of law or the force of rules and regulations. So what I think is
absolutely critical about what we are all doing today is not just that we're all
committed to the minois waterway, and not that we don't want to improve its
management, but that we're committed to now moving beyond-to a step that
involves decisions-a step that involves calling people into a room who have
considerable differences of opinion and who WIU barn at some of the suggestions
that I've just made. That's the reason I made them so rarely: nobody can pin me
down at this moment, you see. But I'm willing to get in a room with somebody and
tar specifics, and I think that's where we need to go next.
Along the way we've made changes. The minois EPA deserves a lot of
credit, as well as a lot of other folks in this room. I'm sorry I can't go through the
litany of an the folks who have contri_ted to where we are today. I'm only
su_esting to you that we should go even mrmer. I know you agree with that.
As your Lieutenant Governor, Z came over here today trom what was a day
of watching the Leglslature. I spent ten years in the General Assembly, and the
Governor expects me to keep tabs on what they're doing over there so if he needs
some halp i can jump in. When I heard about this, it wasn't the Governor directing
me to be over here, because I'm needed over there, it wasmore my making a
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personal decision to add my voice to your voices, to let you know that in my office
there is an ear. There is a willingness to work with the varied interests that are out
there. This is a great agricultural state. It is a great state of transportation arteries
across it, not just waterways. All who are interested in the development, the
improvement of the Illinois River waterway are going to have to sit down and talk
about change, about the need to roll back existing practices that may hurt river
streams and waterways. I think those kinds of things must come, and I just want to
add my voice to those of you who have already called for them.
I close on this note. I don't see it much on television anymore, but I
" remember the anti-litter campaign conducted by one of those national organizations
where that native American man turns into the camera after a few shots of littering
and abuse of environment, and he has a tear rolling down his cheek. I think you've
seen that at one time or another. It's one of the most popular commercials that has
ever run. There's too many parts of the Illinois waterway where whether you're a
native American or any kind of American a tear would roll down your cheek if you
saw or if you even read about the improvements we have not made, about the need
for further, and in some cases, more drastic action.
I would suggest to each and everyone of you today thatwe recommit
ourselves to thistask-thatwe recognize thatthe Illinoiscitizen,no matter from what
part of the statehe or she comes, must be educated on the Valuable resource we
have in our very midst, the heartland of Illinois,and the heartland of thisnation.
Peoria is the perfect city to lead this venture. With a great mayor and great
• leadership from your industrial commUnity, it makes good sense that you're meeting
here in this All-American City, this All-Illinois City. For all of you from up and
down that river, believe me, you have my support. You have me as a working
partner to improve that river.
Thank you very much, ladies and gentlemen.
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CLOSING REMARKS
Roberta M. Parks, Conference Co-Chair
Peoria Area Chamber of Commerce
124 S.W. Adams, Suite 300
Peoria, Illinois, 61602-1388
I would like to reflect for a few moments on the conference and On the river.
We have heard a great deal about both current and possible future management
strategies for the Illinois river system. I believe that we should each be able to walk
away from this two day meeting energized about our individual or corporate role in
this system-and that is what will make the difference for the Illinois River.
We all have to take responsibility and we all have to realize that the river is a
system; it is not just the bluffs near Starved Rock nor the Lakes in Peoria nor the
mouth at Grafton. It is a complete system and we must treat it as such.
We cannot just be concerned about the problems within our own particular
region of the river. If we do so, we will only create new and different problems for
someone else, somewhere else.
When I was asked to co-chair this conference, I wondered 'Why me?' I
don't have any real connection to the river. I am not a scientist like many of you.
My livelihood doesn't directly involve the river. I don't fish Or sail or ski or use the
river for other recreational purposes. So, 'Why me?' I'm not sure I _31y answered
that question until I began to think about what I wanted to say at the close of this
conference today.
I am a voracious reader, so I began to look for a quote or reference in
something I had read that would express my feelings about and interest in the river.
I found the reference I was looking for in a book that I used to read to my daughters
when they were young. I'd like to read to you a brief passage from Wind in the .
Willows by Kenneth Grahame.
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To set the stage foryou, Mr. Mole has been doing his spring cleaning and
cannot toleratebeing confined beneath the ground any longer. He burrows out into
the sunlight and wanders through a meadow, and Iquote:
He thought his happiness was complete when, as he meandered aimlessly
along, suddenly he stood by the edge of a full-fedriver.Never in his lifehad
he seen a riverbefore--thissleek,sinuous, full-bodiedanimal, chasing and
chuckling, gripping things with a gurgle and leaving them with a laugh, to i_
flingitselfon freshplaymates that shook themselves free,and were caught
and held again. All was a-shake and a-shiver--glintsand gleams and
sparkles,rustleand swirl,chatterand bubble. The mole was bewitched. He
was entranced, fascinated.
By the side of the riverhe trottedas one trots,when very small,by the side
of aman who holds on spellbound by excitingstories;and when, tiredat
last,he saton the bank, while the riverstillchatteredon to him, a babbling
procession of the best storiesin the world, sent from the heart of&he earth to
be told at lastto the insatiablesea.
The IllinoisRiver isimportant to me, as itshould be to allof us, because I
want my children and grandchildren as well as all of the other children in this state
to have the same opportunity to experience the exdtement and pleasure that Mr.
Mole found when he came upon a river, for the very first time.
Thanks to all of you for being a part of this conference. We hope that you
have learned from your participation and that the river will benefit from that
knowledge. We look forward to seeing you again in two years at the 1993
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Above left: More than 250 people
attended the third biennial conference
on managing the illinois River.
Pictured at left are conference
organizers Robert Frazee (left) and
Roberta Parks. Pictured below is
Peoria Mayor James Maloof, who
officially welcomed guests to the
conference.
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Right: Lorin Navling, Chief of the Illinois Natural
HlatO W SUrVey, praised a new publication
released by the Water Survey entitled illinois
Rl_/er: Working for Our State.
Below: Patrick Reese (acnter) disaussed the
activities of Friends of the Fox River, one of a
growing number of volunteer citizens groups
dad!eared to restoring end preserving Illinois'
rivers. Also piotured are Clark Bullerd (left) and
Beth White (right).
Bottom: James Geiger (oenter), Chief of the
Division of Fish and Wildlife, U,B. Flail and
Wildlife Service, outlined new programs for
restoring riverine habitat. Also piotured era
(seated from left to right): Dick Semonlp,
Roberts Parks, Henry Hailing, Latin Navling, and
Bonnie Noble_
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Left: Lieutenant Governor Bob Kustra
wrapped up the conference with a
promise to be a working partner to
improve the Illinois River.
Below: During a post-conference tour,
Don Roseboom, a scientist with the
Illinois State Water Survey, described
hewwillow posts can be used to
stabilize stream banks along tributaries
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Pleasure Driveway and Park
District of Peoria
Prairie Rivers RC&D
Soil and Water Conservation
Society The poster exhibitswere colorfuland diverse.Along with maps, brochures,and
buttons, were live fish, computersimulations,end a cluster of zebramussels.Bill
University of Illinois Methie of BradleyUniversity(top) brousedthrough materielsst the Sea-Grant
Cooperative Extension Service display.Harry Hendriekeon,groundwater education coordinatorfor the Illinois
Department of Energyand Natural Resources,discussedgroundwater regulations





U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
St. Louis District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
Rock Island District
USDA Soil Conservation Service
Woodford County Farm Bureau
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New navigation lock considered for Peoria
L_ Corp90t Engineers canal#, _ar_dt|e_Lo_k,said Xlon. ._t_ Is _o_,, _ert _mpof
Cot _OIIII R. BtOW_, eOl_- llo|h lllell Were I_l PeoHIt t_l_"he$aid,
soys new lock would lumidero_tileRock8 a.d D_. TuosdnyLopta'_lelpaLeI. _1_ T[lelookat haOrangesouet
barge tra{(ic tflcto_the u,fl,Armygorp, of OOtOovetÜr'_(_mfforencoon ofBenrdstownpo_csthe long-benefit
FJIt n_te.
'_hldle ourreal, oelc st Peofl_ Is the Management of the Illbl01_ e_ delay for barse tratll01.1 th_
ltlver8y_m. ' _t_te end ranRs in the top _10
ISy MARNI| MIreD OBIRLIIo,_/_.,.Os_, about800feet.Inei'easln_the lUlnaishal I_,000mfl_s of nationwideBrownsaid!Peoria ...
'Evil' farmers blamed for river's woes m,oo,,..,,,,.,..,o.,,o,,..o.
........ ...................+........+= River needsA m , ¢ m a _e s Inulrelnholk Ila_sl_ld In_m+Mrlt _fcnv_all_enl_l tn_g_rddlflHIon, __*_ • I e, nr mH0_ o* rt m0_¢r; from Mth IPhos* dU S ra ¢ 4 Isll _h. a_.¢ la _mk wllk *_r s|14
re m _ illl ;trl t.tP_ tt o I _!. nllle i_unmn h. _tmUll*lld _
d Ib .I .......... 1¢1" <1 _ , .,++ <1 .................. more wo rk._
..... ""' ..........| ,''"""+"'....... Kustra saysm , _¢, err $ ('l_l,'l tt* eltcdmaa_ ¢nulllherltl¢4 hUlZl_qq_ltla_l_thltl,r.i_ IopIf, IK_n ¢ol_le_esl_n_the_ , m _ err* . * ttrdr_lht t _*lr d ¢_1. B_l;lr_ _4 rultarp 4t te rettnt¢_l, _t14 e.
hi f _ P p _.hm dtllrt nhlln '_rmMsr¢ itIPl_!rlltl_rtlolt,#ir¢]lOlhcr _nllnTnler t*l_lln[I,l_hP¢
_lh¢ o_lttt.o_l_f_O, thl rl_tt'tteeJot_rohlcml_"_l¢l, etout_tthf_tttr|lnlKo_ll_tdd pr_r|f_lr_rhlm,_hltht_eltl_ r flpdller_m
......................., ,, Lieutenant governor :_,. ,.-.._+.*.,,,. -,,, Con erence hioh [oh e -
........." ............. '°'"" ........""+'''"" , .--,.- , , _........ tell .__ttThe °l'll¢¢llhe¢"l"hl_lPn....... d g_l_ " "'+ " """"" s those ending
d ,_o ,_ .......... ' ......... q ..... IIe¢ ' ,., ...... . .+..,,+..,+ river,conference that
.................... ,..... +...,,,,,,...........o..,.....,,.,...,...........,u.^.++..,_,...,,.._ the next ste_.,s action
_''"r ''R'l'"ll"t_" "]_)P" "_'' 1"1_., _ By MARNIE MEAD OBERLE
._e., a _= _llet, lena _nd telsl _h_ m1¢(0 ¢lm _r Bttr •It d¢lttlcd Ifl |_,a ir¢lnt iflhl I_e I|me I¢ld b$ rill. LMImllllaM. ¢ rn tr i,nl ofl|l_ CalllI_r' river via _lved m°rl tkt" _ O_ t_ JOl_'_ ,_
,,.,,,,,,=,''""+"''°"".,,.,.........., +, .o.,..,..,o,.•...+..+_. .. ."'"+"""+'"°"""+""°",,.,o,+_.o.. L... ,.,..,,o ...+,,.,,.+,,..,... Illinois' rivers are cleaner
,, ,,,,...,,o,.,..,+.,o.,. there's -%_ a lot more work to
itrldO,e th_Hmp*dtK¢ rl_*r.........,,...............Kustra adds his voice for river Improvement do, Lt. Gov. Robert; Kustra told
...... ....,,,.,,. ,, .., ,,o,,.,,,.+.,..+..,,,,.,,,..,,,L.,.,,. ,.._,..,,,f.,.. ,..o +,.,,,_,,.,.,,.....,,_., the 1991OovertaoPs Conference
, ff h ,J<_ <* _ ++1<¢hl _<1 tll* la tacnLct lion I+rabl_r+ll _ vcr_ Ilrloor Ulll_h •l_trl+l ;.._ ;elft"..... ,, ,. ....... , . ._.,.,.,,.d..,. ..... ..,,.,,,+,,...._..,_...,,,.,+...... *..,,,,.. on the Manaeeznent;.of the II1:[.
¢
,+..,. + ...... _........., ,,,,,. ..... .., .,,,.,,,.,.. .,.-.., ....... ,,,..,,.p..,,,,.,,,...,._2.•., Kustra, the keynote Speaker
','.,,+l' ...... ,"[ ...... '¢ *,. ,p.,,, ,o.,,.,+.,.o,,, ,,,,o,.,,,,..m...,,.l,+,............ "' ^"'"'_" for tl_e Pmal day of the ¢0zffer-
+ h .+ K a+_ o ml tl +nl+l I <iii+ _ ne+#. tcr+do._l, lm t_tlo 111,•att¢+
K _ tl + m d oylfllMm r+ r+n¢1 ef +i e_+ 141o• iMdlllu¢lm +.+ . +._ . ++o+ p , _,, +,,..,.,. ,m .,m ,,,,,,.,.+.,..+,,+,,..,',..,+",..,+.+, ence at Hotel Pere Marquette,
a+dplqrllmtele, r¢iN¢,4+r mdl_lhOhor,l+_14m+ke+m m _m_¢4 m + + +thkllrlll+e mymicetotkoll+fm$1rlld_




Tuesda3_ Oetober 22 Noon- Luncheon
9:15-9:30 Call to Order 1:30 pro. Robert Frazee, Moderator
University of Illinois, Cooperative Extension
•Progress with the Management of the Service
Illinois River System"
Robert Frazee, Conference C_.Chatr Invocation
University of minois, Cooperative Extension Bonnie Noble
Service Heartland Water Resources Center
_Jcome Featured Speaker
Mayor James Maloof James G. Geigar
City of Peofla Chief, Division of Fish and Wildlife
James Christopher Management, U.S. Fish and _A_ldlifeService
Peoda County Board Session HI: ENVIRONMENTAL CONCBRNS
Session I: PERSPECTIVES ON THE OVERALL 1:45-3:15 Steve Havers, Moderator
MANAGEMENT OF THE ILLINOIS RIVER Illinois Natural History Survey
9:30-10:30 Richard Semonin, Moderator "Physical and Biological Impacts of Navigation"
Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Nenl G. Bhewmlk
Resources, State Water Survey minols Department of Energy and Natural
Resources, State Water Su_ey
•Perspectives on the Future Management of Kenneth S. Lublnaki
the minois River System"
Donald R. Vonnahme U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Illinois Department of Transportation, Division "Chemical and Biological Monitoring of the
of Water Resources Upper Illinois River"
"St. Louis District Corps of Engineers: Howard W. Esslg
Employing Sustainable Development on the llllnois Environmental Protection Agency
Illinois River--A Natural Resource Perspective" "sediment and Water Quality in the Upper
James D. Craig rll/nois Rtver"
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis Arthur R. Sthmidt
District U.S. Geological Survey
"North Ceniral Division Perspective of the "Overview of the Zebra Mussel Invasion:
Management of the Illinois River" Biology, Impacts, and Projected Spread"
John D. Brown J, Ellen Marsden
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Rock Island _llnois Department of Energy and Natural
D/strict Resoumzs` State Natural Hlstow Survey
Session lh RIVER-BASED RESOURCES Session IV: COMMUNITY IMPACT
10:45-11:55 Lerin Nevlln 8, ,V_erator 3:30.4:30 Roberta M. Parks, Mode_tor
Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Peoria Area Chamber of Commerce
Resources, State Natural History Survey "The glinoisRivers Project: Using High School
•Freshwater Mussels of the minois River: Past, Students.toMonitor Illinois Rivers"
Present, and!Futttre ° Robert Williams
I¢.evln S. Cummings Southern Illinois Univer_ty, Edwardsvitle
Illinois Department of Energy and Natural "Positive Impacts of the Par-A-Dice on
Resources, State Natural History Survey Riveffront Development"
•_InOs River Fbhefles _md Wildlife Resources" Dave Schleleln
Michael W. Conlln Contractor
Department of Conservation, Division "Economic and Toudsm Impacts of the
of Pishefles Par-A-Dice on the Illinois River"
"Economic Impacts of Barge Transportation" Carole Helirkl
Paul Soyke Par-A-Dice
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Rock Island 5:30-8:00 River Crui_ and Dinner
District Aboard the Splr/t a[Pmr/a_ at the Boatwo_ts





Session V: MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES Session VI: RIVER ISSUBS AND INITIATIVES
8:00-10:15 William P, White, _v 10:30-12:00 Rki_ard Mollahan, MMer_r
minois Department of Consezvation, Division _linois Environmental Protection A_no/
of Planning "C-ettk_ to the Urban Watezfront: Where Do
"Recreatio_l Greenways as an l_vironmental _ Start?"
Management Strategy" Beth White
lick l'ietmszl= Fde_ds ot the Chicago River
]]l_s Department of _at_on, Division °Rlvenval_h Network--A Model Vohmteer
o/Planning Monltoflng Pn_am for llth_ls"
"Soil ]hostc_. Control--'Ihe 19_) Faint Bill* l_U'ick ReeN
Thomu J. Krapf Friends of the Fox River
U.S, Depan'ment of AgflcuItme, Soft "/_.viron.m_(,_l Agenda for Qean Water"
Conservation Service Mary A. Ross
"Stn_md_nk told Habitat Management Siena Club, Illinois Chapter
Strategies Along Illinois River Tributaries" "]_nvironmental and Economic Significance of
Donald _ Rosebocm Wetbnds"
lllhl0/s Department of Energy and NatttraI Desnna Glosser
Resources, State Water Sm_ey Audubon Coundl of l]]hlois
•minois River Pro_s and the Environmental *_vironmental Cl_ll_mseto Illinois
/_aS_ t Program" AS_ultu_e"
Bar_ Dru.kowski Clark W. Bullard
U.S. Fish and _dlife Service Committee for River and Stream Protection
•Need for a Comprehen_ve Management Plan No_- Lv_.he0_
for the _ River Basin" 1:_0 pm Henry Hollfn& Moderator
Mi_anaw Demiuie Caterpillar Inc.
Illinois Department of Energy and Natur_
Resom_s, State Water Survey Invocation
Bonnie Nobk




Feorla Area Chamber ot_Commerce





Agee, Steve Beltremacchl, Peter Brummitt, Jenni
Student, East Peoria High School Illinois Institute of Technology East Peoria High School
Aldus, Tamara Bender, Dave Bruyn, Rodger
Pekin Times Lt. Governor Kustra's Office Bureau County Farm Bureau
Alexander, Sue & BiB Benjamin, Orrin Bullard, Clark
Heartlenc| Water Resources WMBD Channel 31 Committee for River and Stream
Council Beno, Michael Protection
Armstrong, Scott Peoria Park District Burhaus, Bob
Student, Bradley University Bersin, Start Clark Engineers MW, Inc.
Austin, Lee Daily & Assoc. Engineers Inc.; Burkett, Dale
I_nvironmental Science & Heartland Water Resources Illinois Department of
Engineering, Inc._ Heartland Council Conservation
Water Resources Council Bevenour, Don Burns, Steve
Austin, Tom East Peoria High School Central Illinois Light Compeny;
Heartland Water Resources
USDA, Agriculture Stabilization & Bhowmik, Neni Council
Conservation Service Bllinois State Water Survey
Butts I Thomas
Awong-Taylor, Judy Bisieschld, Jacob
Environmental Science & Illinois State Water Survey
Engineering, Inc. Woodruff High School
Byrd, Angle
BJorklund, Richard .Washington High School
Bachman, Richard Bradley University
Woodford County Farm Bureau chadwick, Theresa
Blanchard, Stephen USDA, Soil Conservation Service
Baietto, Mike U.S. Geological Survey
Peoria Park District Christlanson, Carl
Blye, Charles & Mrs. East Peoria High School
Bal_ Dina Tri-County Riverfront Action
WHOI Channel 19 Forum_ Heartland Water Cima, John
Baker, Richard Resources Council Environmental Science &
U.S. Army Corps of'Engineers Bogner, Bill Engineering, Inc.
Baldwin, Jim Illinois State Water Survey Clark, Ga_
IDOT, Division of Water
Caterpillar Inc._ Heartland Water Botkin, Martin Resources
Resources Council Western Illinois University
Coffe_ Jill
Baldwin, Lou Bowersox, Dan Illinois Valley Central
Illinois River Valley Association Illinois State Water Survey
Colten, Craig
Baumen, Bill Boyle, John Eilnois State Museum
Illinois Institute of Technology Tri-County Regional Planning
Beckman, Bill Commission Compton, Buddy
East Peoria High School Britton, Edward Orguis Co.
Beer, Carol U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service Condltl Don & Amanda
Illinois River Soil Conservation
Heartland Water Resources Brown, David Task Force_ Heartland Water
Council Peoria County Board_ Heartland Resources Council
Beers, Hettle : Water Resources Council
Conlin, Michael
Peoria Park District Brown, John Illinois Department of
Bell, Peter U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Conservation
Environmental Science & Bruce, Darlene Cope.land, Tracy
Engineering, Inc. Peoria League of Women Voters U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
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Corso, Angela Eichelkraut, Richard Goff, Jerry
Woodruff High School Izask Walton League Illinois; Daily & Associates Engln_ers Inc.
Heartland Water Resources
Cox, Michael Grimm Erlca
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Council ..Woodruff High School ' ,
Craig,James Eicken,Gary
Assoc. of Illinois Soil & Water Groth, Eric
U.S. Army Corps of Engineem Conservation Districts Peoria High School
Crow, lo Ellis, Moniea I-_licki, Carol
Metemora Grade School U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Par-A-Dice
Crumby, Angle I-Iamez; Steve
East Peoria High School Erickson, NancyIllinois Farm Bureau Illinois Department of
Conservation
Cummings, Kevin Esslg, Howard Hammer, Edward
Illinois Department of Energy & Illinois Environmental Protection U.S. Environmental Protection
Natural Resources Agency
Agency
Czapar, George Peh_; Doug
University of Illinois, Cooperative Peoria County Farm Bureau; Harpe_, Maureen
Extension Service Heartland Water Resources Illinois Institute of Technology
De Vos, Alols Council Hart, Jim
U.S. Army Corp of Engineers Perbeck, Gerald Illinois Department of "
Demisste, Misganaw Bureau County Soil • Water Conservation
IllinoisDepartment of Energy & ConservationDistrict Havera, Stephen
NaturalResources Peurnle_Ron IllinoisNaturalHistorySurvey :
Dimmlck, Mike U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Haynes, Mary
WEEK Channel 25 Frazee, Bob City of Peoria
Dobbelaire, Charles _ JoArm University of Illinois, Cooperative Hecht, Tom •
East Peoria City Council; Extension Service; Heartland : Illinois Department of Energy &
Heartland Water Resources Water Resources Council Natural Resources
Council Fuller, Jack Hendrtckson, Harry
Donels, Bill Peoria Park District Illinois Department of Energy &
Illinois Department of Fuqua, Dtrk Natural Resources
Conservation IDOT, Division of Water Resources Herrison, Dominique
Drazkowski, Barry Garcia, Marcelo • Illinois Institute of Technology
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service University of Illinois, Dept. of Hoffman, Ed
Duckman, Howard Civil Engineering IllinOis Department of
U.S. Environmental Protection Gelge_ James Conservati0n:
Agency U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service H011in8, Hant 7 & Sharon
Dugan, Jim Georgi,Mlchelle CaterpillarInc.;HearilandWater
WCBU-EVlg0 IllinoisNaturalHistorySurvey ResourcesCouncil ....
Duff, Owen Gill, Cliff Hoilistel; Steve
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Soil & Water Conservation Dis_ct USDA, S0il Conservation Service
Dunne, Erin Girard, Tanner G. : Hooker, ]olm
East Peoria High School Principia College Illinois Department of
Edwards, Tom Gitttnger, Jack Conservation
Sierra Club LZT Associates Howard, Timothy
Peoria County Board
Ehnle, Kurt ' Glesse_ Deanna
Soil & Water Conservation Audubon Council of Illinois Hubbert, Jan & Mrs.
District; Heartland Water USDA, Soil Conservation Service;
Resources Council Goettel, Robin Heartland Water Resources
University of Illinois, Council
Ehresman, Jack
Peoria journal Star/Outdo0r Life Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant Program
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Huggins, Jack & Carol Longo, David Nevling, Lorin
Pekin Energy Co.; Heartland Illinois Departm6nt of Illinois Natural History Sm'vey
Water Resources Council Conservation Newman, Ken
Hulltnger,David : Lubinski, Kenneth IllinoisEnvironmentalProtection
Illinois State Water survey u.s. Fish & Wildlife Service Agency
Husar, John Lyle, Ray Nichols, Richard
Chicago Tribune Illinois Environmental Protection Illinois Department of
Agency Agriculture, Division of Natural
Ingram, Owen Resources
Environmental Consultant Maloo£,James
Mayor, CityofPeoria Nieme, Jack
KammueUer, Jim U.S. Army Corps ofEngineers
IllinoisEnvironmental Protection Marsden, J.Ellen
Agency IllinoisDepartment ofEnergy & Noble,Bonnie
NaturalResom_es HeartlandWater Resources
Keefe_ l._ura Council
Illinois State Water Survey Mathis, Bill
_radleyUntversRy Papel,Hardrik
Kern, Ron Richwoods High School
Ogle County Farm Bureau Mayer, Christine
Illinois Natural History Survey Farkhouse, Kevin
Kingston, Eva Woodfo_ County Soil & Water
Illinois State Water Survey Meadows, Jim Conservation District
WCBU-FMg0
Knapp, Ban Parks, Roberta
PeoriaHigh School. Meinen, Don & Mrs. PeoriaArea Chamber of
City of Pekin; Heartland Water Commerce; Heartland Water
Koch, Bill & Mrs. Resources Council Resources Council
Varaa, Illinois
Milla_Jodi Pedmeci, Marc
Korab,Holly U.S. Fish& WildlifeService IllinoisDepartment of
UniversityofIllinois,Water
Resources Center Miller,Michael Conservation
IllinoisStateC.eologicalSurvey Peden, Mark
Kramer, Gary
Caterpillar Inc. Miller, Tom Illinois State Water Survey
Ma_shal1-Pctnam Soil& Water Pfietle,Gary
Krapf, Tom Conservation District USDA, Soft Conservation Service
U.S, Department of Agriculture
Mock, Dean Pletruska,Rick
Kublllus, Sandy Willow Knolls ResidentS Assn. Illinois Department of
Friends of the DesPlaines River
Mollahan,Rick Conservation
Kukolla, Steve Illinois Environmental Protection Pinkerton,Bob
IllinoisAgti-News Agency SouthwesternIllinoisPlanning
Kustra, Robert Monzlngo, Rich Pocock, John
Lieutenant Governor of Illinois Commonwealth IMison Co. Prairie Farmer Magazine
I.aHue, Beverly Morse, Wally Fflce, sandra
Peoria Park District Illinois State Geological Survey Peoria Area Chamber of
Lambie, Pete Mueller, Stegifled Commerce
Woodford County Board Student, Bradley University Oberle, Mamie Mead
Langewisch, Edwin : Naramore, Jnstin PeoriaJournalStarInc.
Medina Township Trustee EastPeoriaHigh School Raman, Raman K.
l.ant, Christophez Nelson, Michael Illinois State Water Survey
Southern Illinois Universit_ Dept. Gustavus Adolphus College Reese, Patrick
ofGeography Nelson,Richard l_riends of the tbx River
Leonard, Jerry U.S.Fish& WildlifeService Reuter,Michael
USDA, Soll ConservationService
Neptune, Elizabeth The Nature Conservancy
Leyland,Marllyn East PeoriaHigh School Richardson,Amy






Robinson, Jean Ann East Peoria Community High Metro Water Reclamation
Canal Corridor Association School Vogrin, Bill
Rone, Gll Slone, Rieca Associated Press
NRDC AttomeI6 Peoria, Illinois Vonechen, Jay
Roseboom, Donald Smith, Jeff Vonachon Industrial Supplies, Inc.
Illinois State Water Survey Commonwealth Edison Co. Vonnahme, Donald
Ross, Lisa Smith, Jill IDOT, Division of Water Resources
Friends of the Fox River Washington High School Verkler, Richard
Ross, Mary Socha, Dawn Attorney General's Office
Sierra Club, Illinois Chapter Illinois Institute of Technology Wagner, Doug
Rudolphi, Stephanie Soyke, Paul Department of Enexgy and
Illinois Valley Central U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Natural Resources
Runyon, Darwin Sparks, Richard Ward, Pat
Peoria County Farm Bureaq. Illinois Natural History Survey South Side Bank
Sleeth,Shad St.John,Kim Warner,Kathy _[
Richwoods High School USDA, Soil Conservation Service Sierra Club
Schanzle, Robert Staker, Ted Webber, Warren
Illinois Department of Illinois Valley Hood Control The Detweiller Trust
Conservation Association Wesffall, Dick
Schatz, Pat Stone, Hank Illinois Dept. of Conservation
Kankakee Metropolitan Peoria Park Board; Heartland White, Beth
Wastawater Utility Water Resources Council Friends of Chicago River
Schielein, Dave Sumner, Aliyson White, Bill
Schielein Construction Co. Richwoods Hlgh School Bllnois Department of
Schmidt, Arthur Talkington, Laurie & Mr. Conservation
U.S. Geological Survey Elinois State Water Survey Willi, Mark
Schneider, Nick Tanton, Bill Illinois River Sands Water Quality
Illinois State Geological Survey Td-Connty Riverfront Action Project
Forum; Heartland Water Williams, Don
Schroering, Susan Resources Council
Illinois Environmental Protection Mayor, City of Pekin; Heartland i
Agency Taylor, John Water Resources Council
Scott, Virginia Illinois Valley Hood Control Assoc. Williams, Mark
Illinois Environmental Council Theiling, Charles North Central Illinois Council of
Illinois Natural History Survey Governments
Semonin, Richard iiIllinois State Water Survey "IYalnor, Matthew Williams, Robert
Representative Tom Waish's Office Southern Illinois University
Sheckleford, Dana
Illinois State Water Survey Traver, Andy Winkler, Laurie ,
East Peoria High School Woodruff High School l
Sherwood, Greg :
Environmental Science & Troxell, Christina Woelfle, Dean
Engineering, Inc. Washington High School East Peoria High School
Shipman, Kay Twalt, Rick & Mrs, Wohlstadter, Jack _:!
Farm Week Illinois State Water Survey IDOT, Division of Water Resources : I
Shults, Steven Ulrich, Mary Wozniak, Julia i
Bradley University City of Peoria Commonwealth Edison Co.
Simmons, John , Urban, David Wynn, Creg !
Washington High School Hey and Associates Washington High School
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